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Zusammenfassung

Zusammenfassung
Eine Dissertation zum Thema Wettbewerbsökonomie lässt sich kaum anders beginnen,
als damit die berühmten Worte des Moralphilosophen und Begründers der Volkswirtschaftslehre als eigenständiger Wissenschaft Adam Smith zu zitieren. Demnach
gilt “Geschäftsleute des gleichen Gewerbes kommen selten, selbst zu Festen und zu
Zerstreuungen, zusammen, ohne dass das Gespräch in einer Verschwörung gegen
die Öffentlichkeit endet oder irgendein Plan ausgeheckt wird, wie man die Preise
erhöhen kann.”1 Die Ansicht das Firmen oder Individuen zu einem Verhalten neigen,
das nicht dem Wohle der Allgemeinheit dient, wie zum Beispiel die Absprache von
Preisen, gehört zu den gedanklichen Ursprüngen des ökonomischen Denkens. In der
modernen wirtschaftswissenschaftlichen Literatur reflektiert sich dieses Denken darin,
dass die heutigen Standardmodelle die den ersten Hauptsatz der Wohlfahrtsökonomie
herleiten (die moderne und analytische Variante des Metaphers der unsichtbaren
Hand von Adam Smith) auf der Annahme atomistischer Firmen begründet sind. Man
geht von Firmen aus, die keine Möglichkeit haben den Marktpreis zu beeinflussen
und sich auch nicht anderweitig strategisch verhalten können. Diese Annahme ist fern
von jeglicher Realität in der individuelles Verhalten durchaus Einfluss auf aggregierte
Variablen sowie auf das Verhalten anderer Firmen hat, womit die Tür für strategische
Überlegungen auf Seiten der Firmen geöffnet ist. Die ökonomische Theorie spiegelt
diesen Aspekt der Realität wider, indem sie die Standardmodelle als Vergleichsmaß
auffasst, gegen welches Modelle mit unvollständigem Wettbewerb und sich strategisch verhaltenden Firmen zu vergleichen sind. Solche Modelle mit unvollständigem
Wettbewerb haben in den Wirtschaftswissenschaften seit den Beiträgen von Cournot
und Betrand eine lange Tradition. Mithin hat sich mit der Industrieökonomie eine
umfangreiche Teilwissenschaft innerhalb der Volkswirtschaftslehre herausgebildet,
die diese Aspekte behandelt.
Modelle mit unvollständigem Wettbewerb sind dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass strategisches Firmenverhalten relativ zu Standardmodellen oder zu dem was ein wohlwollender Diktator oder ein Sozialplaner erreichen könnte zu ineffizienten Allokations1

Siehe Smith (1776).
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wirkungen führt (zum Beispiel in einem utilitaristischen Sinn). Diese Verluste können
eine Begründung für Markteingriffe sein. Sollte also der Gesetzgeber das Marktergebnis in Richtung des allgemeinen Gleichgewichts mit atomistischen Firmen steuern um
so eine größere Allokationseffizienz zu erreichen und um die Wohlfahrt zu steigern?
Obgleich es einige abweichende Ansichten gibt (zum Beispiel bezweifelt die sogenannte Chicago School, dass unvollständiger Wettbewerb ein Grund sei in Märkte
einzugreifen, siehe dazu Bork 1978), deuten die meisten Forschungsergebnisse in die
Richtung, dass durch Einschränkungen der individuellen Handlungsfreiheit bezüglich
der Preissetzung und anderen Arten des Firmenverhaltens die Allokationswirkung des
Markts verbessert werden könne. Als prominentestes Beispiel ist dafür bis heute das
von Adam Smith genannte Beispiel der kollektiven Preissetzung (anstatt spontaner
Preisfindung im freien Wettbewerb) zu erwähnen, welches heute von Ökonomen
nahezu einstimmig als wettbewerbsschädlich erachtet wird.
Diese wissenschaftlichen Erkenntnisse haben Rückwirkungen auf die existierenden
gesetzlichen und institutionellen Rahmenbedingungen. In nahezu sämtlichen Gebietskörperschaften auf der ganzen Welt sind bestimmte Formen des Verhaltens wie
zum Beispiel Preisabsprachen als illegal erklärt. Allgemeiner ausgedrückt sind viele
Handlungsoptionen von Unternehmen reguliert, sei es, dass sie als illegal oder explizit
als legal (das könnte hilfreich sein um Rechtssicherheit zu schaffen) erklärt werden,
oder dass ihre (Il)legalität von weiteren mildernden oder erschwerenden Umständen
abhängt. Wenngleich es gewisse Unterschiede in der Kartellrechtsmaterie zwischen
unterschiedlichen Ländern gibt, besteht heute ein weitreichender Konsens und eine
Angleichung zwischen denselbigen. Wenn wir den Bereich der Kartellrechtsmaterie
verlassen und uns die institutionelle Ausgestaltung der Rechtsdurchsetzung anschauen,
sehen wir, dass Regierungen erhebliche Ressourcen zur Durchsetzung der Kartellvorschriften einsetzen. Dass ein gut durchgesetztes Kartellrecht nicht nur theoretisch
bedeutend ist sondern auch empirische Relevanz hat wurde vielfach gezeigt. Als
ein neueres Beispiel sei die Studie von Buccirossi et al. (2013) genannt, die zeigt,
dass verschiedene Indizes, die die Qualität des Kartellrechts und der institutionellen
Umsetzung messen, einen starken Einfluss auf die Totale Faktorproduktivität und
auf ökonomisches Wachstum haben.
Unter diesen Gesichtspunkten ist es nicht überraschend, dass die Untersuchung von
Wettbewerb und der rechtlichen Bedingungen die den Wettbewerb regeln von größter
Bedeutung sind. Über eine lange Zeit hat sich die wirtschaftswissenschaftliche Theorie
darauf beschränkt das Kartellrecht lediglich unter materiellen Gesichtspunkten zu
untersuchen, also vorwiegend die Fragestellung behandelnd, welches Unternehmensverhalten schädlich für die allgemeine Wohlfahrt sei und somit verboten werden sollte.
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Seit den bahnbrechenden Erkenntnissen von Becker (1968) sind sich Ökonomen jedoch
auch bewusst, dass Gesetze sich regelmäßig nicht selbst durchsetzen, und dass die
Rechtsdurchsetzung mit den Mitteln der ökonomischen Theorie untersucht werden
kann, indem die Wahl zwischen illegalem und legalem Verhalten endogenisiert wird.
Unter der Theorie der rationalen Entscheidung, die in der ökonomischen Analyse des
Rechts in der Regel verwendet wird, brechen Individuen und Firmen genau dann
das Recht, wenn Sie sich von einer eben solchen Handlung den maximal möglichen
Nutzen versprechen. Da viele Verstöße gegen das geltende Recht und insbesondere
auch gegen das Kartellrecht profitabel sind (und auch anreizkompatibel sofern es
sich um gemeinschaftlich begangene Zuwiderhandlungen handelt, wie zum Beispiel
Preisabsprachen), lässt sich erwarten, dass in einer Umgebung ohne Rechtsdurchsetzung Verstöße ubiquitär sind. Unter diesen Gesichtspunkten liegt es nahe, auch das
prozedurale Kartellrecht aus ökonomischer Perspektive zu untersuchen.
Diese Dissertation besteht aus drei voneinander unabhängigen Aufsätzen, die das
gemeinsame Thema haben, dass sie die Durchsetzung des Kartellrechts behandeln.
Der Schwerpunkt der Aufsätze liegt nicht darin zu untersuchen, ob bestimmte Formen
von Unternehmensverhalten verboten werden sollten da sich durch solch ein Verbot die
allgemeine Wohlfahrt steigern ließe, sondern darin, wie die rechtlichen Institutionen
gestaltet sein sollten, damit Firmen von Verstößen (deren Illegalität wir als gegeben
annehmen) Abstand nehmen. Ausgedrückt in der Begrifflichkeit wirtschaftswissenschaftlicher Teildisziplinen liegt diese Arbeit somit in der Schnittmenge von
Industrieökonomie und Ökonomischer Analyse des Rechts. Die Fragestellungen in
den einzelnen Aufsätzen werden mit spieltheoretischen Methoden behandelt.
Als weitere Gemeinsamkeit der drei Aufsätze lässt sich feststellen, dass ein wichtiger
Aspekt in jedem der Aufsätze die Frage nach vorhandenen Informationen bei den
Kartellbehörden und Firmen ist. Informationsasymmetrien treten in der Durchsetzung
des Kartellrechts in verschiedenen Formen und zwischen unterschiedlichen Parteien
auf. Die offensichtlichste Form der Informationsasymmetrie besteht zwischen Firmen
und den Kartellbehörden, welche typischerweise unvollständige Informationen über
das Verhalten der Unternehmen haben. In einer Welt mit vollständigen Informationen ist die Durchsetzung des Kartellrechts ein offensichtlich triviales Problem. Die
Kartellbehörde könnte (unter der Annahme, dass sie in der Anzahl der Fälle die sie
bearbeiten kann nicht beschränkt ist) jede Zuwiderhandlung bestrafen und somit
jegliche Verstöße im Vorhinein abschrecken, gegeben, dass die Strafe mindestens die
Vorteile die aus der Zuwiderhandlung entstehen abschöpft. Es ist jedoch wohl bekannt,
dass die Wahrscheinlichkeit das ein Kartellrechtsverstoß aufgedeckt wird weit kleiner
als eins ist und oft nur marginal über null liegt. Zum Beispiel schätzen Bryant and
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Eckard (1991), dass die Wahrscheinlich das ein gegebenes Kartell aufgedeckt wird
lediglich 13-17% beträgt. Verstöße sind höchstwahrscheinlich profitabel und somit
beeinflusst die Menge an Informationen die den Kartellbehörden unter verschiedenen Ausgestaltungen des materiellen und prozeduralen Kartellrechts zur Verfügung
steht die Qualität der Rechtsdurchsetzung. Dieser Zusammenhang ist Teil aller drei
Aufsätze dieser Schrift und in allen diesen Aufsätzen hängt die Menge an Informationen über die die Behörde verfügt von der Ausgestaltung der institutionellen
Rahmenbedingungen ab. Im ersten Aufsatz wird untersucht ob eine Möglichkeit
zivilrechtlicher Schadensersatzklagen für aus Kartellverstößen geschädigte Parteien
die Rechtsdurchsetzung verbessert. Es wird dabei angenommen, dass die geschädigten
Parteien bessere Informationen über das Vorliegen eines Verstoßes haben als die
Kartellbehörde. Im zweiten Aufsatz wird angenommen, dass der Grad der Organisation eines Kartells unterschiedliche Beweisspuren hinterlässt und somit das Kartell
mit unterschiedlichen Wahrscheinlichkeiten aufgedeckt und bestraft wird. Im dritten
Aufsatz wird untersucht wie Kartellbehörden mit Informationen umgehen sollten, die
sie von den Kartellparteien direkt im Rahmen von Kronzeugenprogrammen erlangen.
Informationsasymmetrien zwischen Unternehmen und Kartellbehörden (sowie anderen
öffentlichen Institutionen wie Gerichten) sind jedoch nicht die einzigen Informationsasymmetrien, die für die Durchsetzung des Kartellrechts relevant sind. Einer der
bedeutendsten Kartellrechtsverstöße, Kollusion, ist ein gemeinschaftliches Vergehen,
welches nicht durch eine einzelne Partei sondern notwendigerweise durch mehrere
Firmen in einer Gruppe begangen wird. Die Parteien verfolgen aber nicht zwangsläufig identische Ziele. Wie gut Firmen in der Lage sind ihre Interessen aufeinander
abzustimmen und somit wie stabil Kollusion ist und schließlich wie groß der durch
Kollusion entstehende Wohlfahrtsschaden ist, hängt von der Qualität der Informationen die die Firmen jeweils haben ab. So ist zum Beispiel gründlich erforscht,
dass es schwierig ist kollusive Absprachen umzusetzen oder einzuhalten, wenn asymmetrische Informationen zwischen Firmen bestehen. Der zweite und dritte Aufsatz
behandeln solche Asymmetrien zwischen Firmen. Im zweiten Aufsatz fluktuiert die
aggregierte Nachfrage und das Preissetzungsverhalten einer einzelnen Firma kann von
den anderen nicht beobachtet werden. Dadurch können von einer Kartellvereinbarung
abweichende Firmen nicht mit größter Genauigkeit als solche erkannt werden und die
Bestrafung solcher Firmen ist ineffektiv. Das mindert die Persistenz von Kartellen
relativ zu einer Situation mit vollständigen Informationen. Im dritten Aufsatz ist
ein Firmenspezifikum das die Anreizkompatibilitätsbedingung beeinflusst private
Information. Ähnlich wie im zweiten Aufsatz wäre die Persistenz eines Kartells höher,
wenn diese asymmetrische Information nicht bestehen würde. Ein Kronzeugenpro-
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gramm, das eigentlich das Ziel hat Informationsasymmetrien zwischen Firmen und
Kartellbehörden aufzuheben, indem es den Firmen einen Anreiz gibt die private Information zu offenbaren, hat auch als Effekt, dass eine weitere Informationsasymmetrie
zwischen unterschiedlichen Firmen aufgehoben wird. Dies würde kollusives Verhalten
erleichtern.
Im verbleibenden Abschnitt dieser Einleitung gebe ich einen kurzen Überblick über die
drei Aufsätze der Dissertation, indem ich die jeweiligen Problemstellungen beschreibe,
die wichtigsten Ergebnisse und intuitive Erklärungen hervorhebe, sowie schließlich
einige Politikempfehlungen gebe.
Der erste Aufsatz, betitelt “Private antitrust enforcement and the role of harmed parties in public enforcement”, behandelt einen Tatbestand des Kartellrechts der es den
aus Kartellverstößen geschädigten Parteien ermöglicht, die verstoßenden Parteien auf
den Ersatz eventuell entstandener Schäden zu verklagen. Diese Möglichkeit besteht
seit langer Zeit im amerikanischen Kartellrecht und ist dort der Hauptkanal durch
den das Kartellrecht durchgesetzt wird. Im europäischen Recht wurde die Möglichkeit
formal erst 2003 verankert. Bestehende Forschungsergebnisse, im vorwiegenden die
Werke von McAfee et al. (2008) und Calcagno (2012) verweisen darauf, dass eine
solche Möglichkeit die Wahrscheinlichkeit das Verstöße nicht aufgedeckt werden (weil
keine Untersuchung dieses Verhaltens stattfindet oder weil eine Institution einen
Fehler zweiter Art begeht) absenkt, als Nachteil aber auch die Wahrscheinlichkeit,
dass eine Handlung unrechtmäßigerweise belangt wird (also ein Fehler erster Art
einer Durchsetzungsbehörde) erhöht. Dieses Ergebnis ergibt sich daraus, dass, falls
die Kartellbehörde gegen eine bestimmte Handlung nicht erfolgreich vorgeht, eine
zweite Chance (Risiko) auf Durchsetzung besteht indem ein Gericht den Verstoß
(die legale Handlung) verurteilt. Diese Ergebnisse basieren auf der Annahme, dass
die geschädigte Partei besser als die Behörde über die kartellrechtliche Relevanz
einer vorliegenden Handlung unterrichtet ist, aber keinen Anreiz (und auch keine
Möglichkeit) hat, diese besseren Information wahrheitsgemäß preiszugeben. Der
einzige Kanal durch den diese privaten Informationen preisgegeben werden können
ist die zivilrechtliche Klage. Diese Annahme ignoriert jedoch, dass in der Durchsetzungspraxis geschädigte Parteien regelmäßig Informationen in öffentlichen Verfahren
bereitstellen. Der Aufsatz untersucht wie solch eine Möglichkeit Informationen in
öffentlichen Verfahren bereitzustellen sich auf die Verurteilungswahrscheinlichkeiten
auswirkt und zeigt, dass einige der bisher vorhergesagten Effekte nicht notwendigerweise unter diesen Bedingungen halten. So verdrängt die private Klagemöglichkeit
zum Beispiel die Bereitschaft geschädigter Parteien Informationen in öffentlichen
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Verfahren bereitzustellen, da die private Klage eine ähnliche Rechtsfolge aus Sicht des
klagenden Unternehmens provoziert. Somit wird sowohl für die schädliche als auch für
die wohlfahrtssteigernde Handlung die Wahrscheinlichkeit einer öffentlichen Bestrafung abgesenkt während beide Handlung aber auch mit positiver Wahrscheinlichkeit
privatrechtlich verurteilt werden. Als Ergebnis zeigt sich, dass Verstöße tatsächlich
mit möglicherweise geringerer Wahrscheinlichkeit verurteilt werden. Die geringere
Wahrscheinlichkeit einer öffentlichen Verurteilung kann die zusätzliche Wahrscheinlichkeit einer privaten Verurteilung dominieren. Das andere Hauptergebnis der bestehenden Forschung, dass illegale Handlungen mit höherer Wahrscheinlichkeit belangt
werden, bleibt in diesem Aufsatz erhalten. Im Allgemeinen wird die Möglichkeit einer
privaten Klage gesellschaftlich weniger wünschenswert wenn die Informationsbereitstellung in öffentlichen Verfahren zusätzlich geprüft wird. Jedoch kann die private
Klagemöglichkeit weiterhin ein nützliches Instrument in der Rechtsdurchsetzung sein.
Der zweite Aufsatz, betitelt “Endogenous cartel organization and antitrust fine discrimination”, behandelt die Organisation kollusiven Verhaltens. Es ist wohl bekannt,
dass Kartelle inhärent instabil sind und das insbesondere eingeschränkte Transparenz
der Kartellstabilität schädlich ist. Wenn Preise nicht beobachtet werden können,
werden von der Kartellvereinbarung abweichende Firmen nicht entdeckt und nicht
bestraft, was jedoch eine notwendige Bedingung für die Kartellstabilität ist. Um
solche Schwierigkeiten zu überwinden beschäftigen die Firmen eines Kartells oft dritte
Parteien, wie zum Beispiel Industrieverbände die überwachen, ob die einzelnen Firmen
sich an die Kartellvereinbarung halten oder nicht. Die Firmen entscheiden sich für
solch eine Organisationsform möglicherweise sogar dann, wenn sich die Wahrscheinlichkeit einer Aufdeckung des Kartells dadurch erhöht. Im zweiten Aufsatz wird der
Vorschlag gemacht, dass effektive Durchsetzung voraussetzt, dass die Kartellstrafen
sich für Kartelle mit unterschiedlichen Organisationsformen unterscheiden sollten
und insbesondere dass die Strafe abgesenkt werden sollte, wenn die Kartellfirmen auf
den Einsatz einer überwachenden Partei verzichten. Dies hätte zur Folge, dass einige
Kartelle sich in einer Form organisieren würden, in der das Kartell nicht maximal
stabil ist. Firmen entscheiden sich für Kartellorganisationsformen von denen sie sich
den höchsten Gewinn versprechen, der sich einerseits aus den erwarteten Gewinnen
abzüglich eventueller Kartellstrafen der gegenwärtigen Periode und andererseits aus
den erwarteten zukünftigen Gewinnen zusammensetzt. Durch die Strafdifferenzierung
wird der erste Term für Kartelle ohne dritte Parteien erhöht während sich der zweite
absenkt, da das Kartell mit geringer Wahrscheinlichkeit in zukünftigen Perioden
noch existiert. Für die allgemeine Wohlfahrt spielen die Gewinne jedoch keine Rolle
und nur die Wahrscheinlichkeit mit der das Kartell weiterbesteht hat einen Ein-
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fluss. Da somit die Ziele der Firmen und der der Kartellbehörden einander nicht
diametral entgegengesetzt sind, kann die Rechtsdurchsetzung erhöht werden wenn
die Strafe für Kartelle mit geringerer Organisationstiefe abgesenkt wird. Jedoch
entstehen auch zwei Nachteile aus der Strafdifferenzierung. Zum einen sinkt das
allgemeine Abschrenkungspotenzial und zum anderen wird die Persistenz der Kartelle
ohne dritte Parteien erhöht. Der letztere Effekt tritt auf, da die interne Kartellstabilität solcher Kartelle sich durch die Strafdifferenzierung erhöht und das Kartell
somit eventuell abweichende Firmen mit geringer Schärfe bestrafen kann, ohne das
die Kartellstabilität gefährdet wird. Während der positive und der erste negative
Effekt der Strafdifferenzierung in anderen Zusammenhängen bekannt sind ist der
dritte Effekt in der gesamten Ökonomischen Analyse des Rechts neu. Schließlich werden Bedingungen bestimmt, unter denen eine positive Strafdifferenzierung optimal ist.
Der dritte Aufsatz, betitelt “Why only some firms apply for leniency and how
this impacts enforcement efficacy”, behandelt Kartellabsprachen und den Versuch
solche mit Kronzeugenprogrammen zu verhindern. Im letzten Jahrzehnt wurden
Kronzeugenprogramme in vielen Gebietskörperschaften eingeführt und in vielen
wirtschaftswissenschaftlichen Publikationen untersucht. Wenngleich es erhebliche Unterschiede zwischen den konkreten Ausgestaltungen der Kronzeugenprogramme gibt,
haben sie als gemeinsam Kern, dass ein Unternehmen eines Kartells von einer Strafminderung profitieren kann, wenn es die Kartellbehörde eigenständig von der Existenz
des Kartells unterrichtet. Die Idee hinter diesen Programmen ist, den Unternehmen
einen Anreiz zu bieten das Kartell preiszugeben wodurch die Wahrscheinlichkeit einer
Verurteilung erhöht wird und gleichzeitig die Bildung von Kartellen verhindert wird,
indem das Vertrauen zwischen Unternehmen untergraben wird. Fast durchgehend
prognostiziert die bestehende Forschung, dass ein Kronzeugenprogramm zu Situationen führt, in denen entweder alle Firmen eines Kartells das Kartell preisgeben
oder alle Unternehmen gleichsam stillschweigen. In der Praxis zeigt sich jedoch, dass
in der Regel nur einige (oft nur ein) jedoch nicht alle Unternehmen die Kronzeugenregelung in Anspruch nehmen, was somit im Widerspruch zu den bestehenden
Forschungsergebnissen steht. Dieser Widerspruch wird im dritten Aufsatz aufgelöst,
indem asymmetrische Firmen eingeführt werden. Es wird angenommen, dass es einige
Unternehmen gibt die eher geneigt sind von einer Kartellvereinbarung abzuweichen
als andere. Wenn in der Zukunft die Anreizkompatitbitätsbedingungen eines Kartells
schwieriger zu erfüllen sind, dann wird ein Unternehmen das weniger geneigt ist
abzuweichen nichtsdestotrotz abweichen um einem Abweichen einer anderen Firma
zuvorzukommen. Dies verursacht vorbeugendes Abweichen, das nicht auftreten würde,
wenn jede einzelne Firma sich darauf verlassen könnte, dass die anderen Firmen auch
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einen geringen Anreiz haben abzuweichen. In dieser Situation gibt das Kronzeugenprogramm den Unternehmen mit geringer Neigung abzuweichen eine Möglichkeit ihre
Neigung glaubwürdig zu offenbaren. Firmen mit großer Neigung abzuweichen werden
die Kronzeugenregelung immer in Anspruch nehmen, während es für solche mit
geringer Neigung vorteilhaft sein kann zu schweigen. Sollten alle Firmen im Kartell
offenbart haben eine geringe Neigung haben abzuweichen, dann wird das Kartell von
einem zukünftigen Schock der die Kartellstabilität gefährdet weniger betroffen sein.
Neben dieser deskriptiven Erklärung asymmetrischen Verhaltens in Kronzeugenprogrammen lassen sich einige normativen Ableitungen treffen. Als neuer Effekt lässt
sich herleiten, dass Kartelle durch das Kronzeugenprogramm möglicherweise entgegen
bisheriger Ergebnisse sogar eine erhöhte erwartete Lebensdauer haben. Ein Kronzeugenprogramm mit asymmetrischen Offenbarungen ist mit großer Wahrscheinlichkeit
schlechter als ein Kronzeugenprogramm in dem alle Firmen das Kartell offenbaren.
Als Politikempfehlung sollten sowohl Kartellstrafen als auch die Strafminderung
erhöht werden wodurch das asymmetrische Offenbarungsverhalten eliminiert werden
würde. Sollten solche Maßnahmen nicht möglich sein, dann kann es der Fall sein, dass
ein Rechtsrahmen ohne Kronzeugenprogramm zu einer besseren Rechtsdurchsetzung
führen würde als ein Kronzeugenprogramm in dem nur manche Firmen einen Kartells
die Existenz desselben der Kartellbehörde offenbaren.
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A thesis on competition policy cannot but begin with citing the famous statement of
the moral philosopher and founding father of economics Adam Smith that “People
of the same trade seldom meet together, even for merriment and diversion, but
the conversation ends in a conspiracy against the public, or in some contrivance
to raise prices.”2 The notion that firms or individuals might collectively agree on
behaviour which is not in the interest of the general public, for example behaviour
such as the discussion of prices, has apparently been part of economic thinking
from its very origin. In modern economics this idea is reflected by the fact that
today’s standard models deriving the first fundamental welfare theorem (the modern
and analytic equivalence of Adam Smith’s metaphor of the invisible hand) rely on
atomistic firms which have no ability to influence market prices and no scope for
any strategic behaviour. This is of course far from reality where firms are aware
that their individual behaviours influence aggregated variables and the comportment
of other firms which opens the door for firms to take strategic considerations into
account. Economic theory has reflected this reality by referring to standard models
as a benchmark against which models with imperfect competition and strategically
acting firms are measured. Such models with imperfect competition have a very long
tradition in economic science since the contributions of Cournot and Bertrand and
have since then brought forward a rich subfield of economics referred to as Industrial
Organization.
In these models with imperfect competition, it is generally recognized that strategic
behaviour of firms leads to losses in allocative efficiency (for example, in a utilitarian
sense) relative to standard models or to what a benevolent dictator or a central
planner would be able to achieve. This gives rise to policy concerns: should a legislator intervene to steer the market outcome closer towards the general equilibrium
that would arise under atomistic firms to reduce allocative inefficiencies and to
increase general welfare? Though there are dissenting opinions (for example, the
so-called Chicago School contested that most instances of imperfect competition
would constitute a reason for public intervention in markets, see e.g. Bork 1978),
2

See Smith (1776).
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most economic research points in the direction that the state can improve market
outcomes by restricting personal liberties in price setting and other questions of
firm comportment. Most prominent to this date is the issue raised in above quote
by Adam Smith, where firms collectively decide on prices (instead of letting them
to be determined in free competition), which is almost unanimously deemed to be
anticompetitive by today’s economists.
This scientific evidence has repercussions on the existing legal and institutional frameworks. In almost all jurisdictions in the entire world, behaviour such as collective price
fixing has been declared as illegal. More generally speaking, many forms of corporate
behaviour affecting market outcomes are regulated, be it that they are declared as
illegal, specifically declared as legal (this can be beneficial relative to the law being
silent on the legality as it gives firms legal certainty) or that they are only (il)legal
depending on further aggravating or remedying factors. While there is some variation
in the body of competition law across jurisdictions, a reasonable level of consensus
and alignment has been reached. Turning away from the body of competition law
and towards institutions, governments spend considerable resources in enforcing these
laws. That a well enforced competition law is not only theoretically relevant but also
an empirically important phenomenon has been highlighted many times. To name
one recent example, Buccirossi et al. (2013) find that indices measuring the quality
of antitrust activities, legal systems and of institutional setups have a strong impact
on total factor productivity and economic growth.
With this is mind, it is of no question that the analysis of competition and of laws regulating competition are matters of uttermost importance. For a long time economic
theory has focused on the material parts of competition law, that is to the question
which types of firm behaviour decrease social welfare and should hence be deemed
as illegal. However, since the seminal contribution of Becker (1968), economists are
aware that laws are usually not self-enforcing and that law enforcement is a question
which can be addressed with the methods of economic theory by endogenizing legal
compliance. Under the framework of rational choice, which is usually employed by
economic theorists in the analysis of legal rules, individuals and firms do not adhere to
laws if a breach would be individually advantageous to them. Since many breaches of
law and in particular of competition law are profitable (and also incentive-compatible
if they are jointly executed such as collusion), we should expect such breaches to be
almost ubiquitous absent of enforcement institutions. With such considerations also
procedural aspects of competition law and the design of enforcement institutions can
and should be investigated from an economic viewpoint.
This thesis consists of three stand-alone essays which together have the common
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theme that they investigate the enforcement of competition law. The focus of these
essays is not on the question of whether a specific form of corporate behaviour should
be deemed as a breach of competition law because it would lower social surplus,
but rather that given the illegality of a certain type of behaviour, how should legal
institutions be designed such that firms abstain from undertaking such behaviour.
In the terminology of economic subdisciplines, the work of this thesis lies at the
intersection Industrial Organization and Law and Economics. The methodology with
which the topics will be addressed is game theory.
The question of information available to enforcement authorities and firms lies at
the heart of all three essays. Information asymmetries arise in the enforcement
of competition law in various forms and between different players involved. The
most obvious form is that enforcement authorities have imperfect knowledge about
the behaviour of the firms. It is evident that in a world with perfect information,
the enforcement of competition law would become a rather trivial problem. Every
antitrust breach would be prosecuted (assuming also that the enforcement institutions
are also not capacity constrained) and every breach would be ex-ante deterred given
that prosecution implies fines by which breaching firms at least forfeit their illegal
gains. It is well established that the probabilities to get caught for various forms
of competition law breaches are well below one and sometimes can be even only
marginally above zero. For instance, Bryant and Eckard (1991) estimate that the
probability that a cartel will be caught amounts only to 13-17%. Hence are breaches
potentially profitable and the level of information antitrust authorities obtain with
various features of material and procedural competition law are extremely relevant
to ensure efficient enforcement. All three essays in this dissertation thesis feature
this form of information asymmetry and in all three essays does the level of information available to the authorities depend on the institutional design. The first essay
investigates how courts should treat damage suits of parties which are harmed by
competition law breaches and which have superior information on the existence of
a breach relative to authorities, where the trial can be information revealing. The
second essay investigates how firms take in their cartel organization decision the fact
into account that different depths of cartel organization will bring different levels of
evidence on the collusion to the authorities. Lastly, the third essay investigates how
antitrust authorities should deal with information obtained directly from colluding
parties by leniency applications.
Information asymmetries between firms and antitrust authorities (or other public
institutions such as courts) are not the only type of information asymmetry relevant to the enforcement of competition rules. One of the most prominent types of
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competition law breaches, collusion, is a collective crime, thus not performed by
a single entity but by two or more firms which have possibly conflicting interests.
How well the firms are able to align their interests in colluding, how well collusion is
functioning and hence how large the welfare harm of collusion will be is dependent
on the information available to the different firms. It is well established that collusive
agreements can fail to be implemented or will break down because there is asymmetric information between firms. The second and third essay of this thesis feature
information asymmetries between colluding firms. In the second essay, prices are
private information and demand is fluctuating, thereby are deviators not recognized
perfectly and punishment is imperfect. This hinders cartel persistence relative to a
setting with full information. In the third essay, some firm-specific features which
determine incentive-stability are private information. Similar to the second essay,
cartel persistence would be larger if such information asymmetry would not exist.
A leniency program, which has the policy objective to remove the aforementioned
information asymmetry between firms and the antitrust authority by giving the firms
an incentive to reveal their information, has the effect that it might also remove
another information asymmetry between colluding firms. This would be helpful for
collusion.
In the remainder of this Introduction, I give a brief overview of each essay of this
thesis, presenting the problems to be addressed, the main results obtained and some
intuitive reasoning for these results and finally some policy implications.
The first essay, entitled “Private antitrust enforcement and the role of harmed parties
in public enforcement”, addresses the legal feature that parties which are damaged by
antitrust law breaches are entitled to sue the violating firms for damage claims. This
possibility has been existent in the US for a long time and is the primary channel of
antitrust enforcement, while in European law it only has been formally introduced
in 2003. Previous research, mainly the works of McAfee et al. (2008) and Calcagno
(2012), claims that such a rule lowers the probability with which anticompetitive
actions would go undetected (i.e., because no investigation takes place or because
an institution commits a type II error) while increasing the probability with which
procompetitive actions are falsely convicted (i.e., type I error of the antitrust authority or a court). This is the case because given that the antitrust authority has not
convicted a certain behaviour there is by the private trial a second chance (risk) of
prosecuting the anticompetitive (procompetitive) action. This research starts from
the assumption that these private parties have better information than the antitrust
authority about the competitive nature of the potentially breaching firm, but do not
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have an incentive to truthfully disclose this information. The only channel via which
this private information can be utilized is private trial. This neglects though that
in practice private parties often provide information to initiate public proceedings
against antitrust violations, such that this channel could in theory also utilize the
private information. We include a reporting possibility for harmed parties and show
that some of the results in the mentioned studies do not generally hold under such a
generalization. For instance, the trial possibility can crowd out reporting of both
anti- and procompetitive actions to the authorities as the private party has by suing
a substitute strategy available. By that effect, for both types of actions will the
probability of public prosecution decrease but both types of actions will also be faced
with a positive probability of private prosecution. In sum, the result that anticompetitive actions have a higher probability to be prosecuted by the trial option might be
reversed. The loss of probability of public prosecution can outweigh the additional
probability of private prosecution. The other main result that procompetitive actions
are more likely prosecuted can, however, not be reversed and continues to hold when
introducing a reporting stage. In general, trials become less desirable when considering reporting, can though remain an institution which improves enforcement efficacy.
The second essay, entitled “Endogenous cartel organization and antitrust fine discrimination”, concerns the organization of collusive practices. It is well known that cartels
are inherently unstable and in particular is limited transparency detrimental to their
stability. If prices are not observed, deviators are not detected and punishment of
deviators, which is a requirement for cartel stability, is not possible. To overcome
such problems, many cartels employ third parties such as trade associations which
monitor whether each individual firm complies with the cartel agreement. The firms
of the cartel might opt for such a form of cartel organization even if the probability of
investigation and prosecution by an antitrust authority is increased by such behaviour.
In the essay, I propose that effective enforcement requires that antitrust fines should
be differentiated between the two organizational forms of the cartel, in particular,
fines should be lowered when the colluding firms abstain from involving a third party.
This has the effect that by the fine reduction some firms are willing to switch to an
organizational form of collusion which is associated with lower cartel stability. Firms
select the organizational form which delivers the highest expected payoff from collusion, which is made up out of current collusive profits and expected future collusive
profits. By the fine differentiation the first term is increased for cartels without trade
association involvement while the second is reduced. For general welfare, the profits
differently do not matter but only the probability that the cartel continues to operate.
As the objectives of the firm and of the antitrust authority are not diametrically
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opposed to one another, some enforcement gain can be achieved by lowering the
fine for cartels with low level of organizational depth. However, two drawbacks from
such fine differentiation arise in addition to the advantage, namely that more cartels
arise and secondly that the persistence of the cartels without trade associations are
increased. The latter effect is due to the fact that the internal cartel stability of such
cartels is increased by the fine reduction and hence can cartels achieve higher payoffs
by punishing potential deviators less harshly without threatening stability. While the
positive effect and the first negative effect are known in others contexts and referred
to as marginal deterrence by the law and economics literature, the third effect has
not been established before, not even in domains outside of competition law. Finally,
I establish conditions under which some level of fine differentiation is optimal.
The third essay, entitled “Why only some firms apply for leniency and how this impacts
enforcement efficacy”, deals with collusion and the attempt to enforce competition
law with leniency programs. In the last decade, leniency programs have become
widespread throughout many jurisdictions and have been analysed in many papers
with the means of economic theory. While there can be considerable variation in the
exact specification of the leniency program, they generally offer firms of a cartel which
reveal to antitrust authorities the existence of their cartel reductions in the fines
these firms would have to pay in case of prosecution. The general idea behind these
programs is that this gives firms an incentive to reveal a cartel whereby the probability
of prosecution is increased and whereby the formation of cartels is deterred by eroded
trust between potentially colluding firms. Almost all research papers on leniency
programs predict that the leniency program should lead to situations in which either
all firms apply for leniency simultaneously or in which no firm would ever apply for
leniency. However, the fact that in most jurisdictions only some (often one) firms
apply for leniency imposes a contraction to the predictions of these models. We try
to resolve this conundrum by introducing asymmetric firms as well as asymmetric
information about their individual types. We postulate that there are some firms
which are more likely to deviate from a cartel agreement than are others. If in the
future the stability conditions for a stable cartel become more difficult to comply
with, firms with low incentive to deviate do so nonetheless because they fear that
they are matched with a firm having a high incentive to deviate. This causes a
pre-emptive deviation which would not be optimal if this firm would know that other
firms would not deviate either. This is the baseline situation in which we introduce a
leniency program, which gives the firms with low incentives to deviate the possibility
to credibly signal their types. Firms with high incentive to deviate will always apply
for leniency, but firms with low incentive to deviate can by staying silent truthfully
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reveal their type. If all firms in the cartel have revealed that they have a low incentive
to deviate, the cartel will not be affected by the future shock which makes conditions
less favourable to cartel stability. Next to explaining asymmetric leniency behaviour,
the model has some important policy implications. As an effect which has not been
predicted before, the leniency program can increase the expected duration of cartels
because some of them are not adversely affected by the shock. A leniency program
evoking such asymmetric behaviour is likely to be worse than a leniency program in
which all firms apply for leniency. As a policy suggestion, both increasing the level of
fines and increasing the level of fine reductions would eliminate asymmetric leniency
behaviour and lead to strictly dominating outcomes. If such policy measures are not
available, it is possible that a policy setting with no leniency program is better than
the setting with asymmetric leniency behaviour.
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1. Private antitrust enforcement and the role of harmed parties in public enforcement

1.1
1.1.1

Introduction
Motivation and main results

Since 2003, European competition law allows the prosecution of antitrust breaches
through national and European courts. Private parties have now the option to sue for
damages and for injunctions against violations of competition law and thus are able
to initiate antitrust proceedings. Previously, competition law was exclusively enforced
publicly by antitrust authorities.1 This policy change has aligned the European
enforcement practice with that of the United States,2 where private prosecution via
trials filed by third parties is the usual form of prosecution.3 As this legal reform
has the potential to fundamentally change the enforcement practice, it naturally has
triggered a wave of research on its effects on enforcement efficacy.
One argument identified by a number of researchers is that with supplementary
private enforcement, the number of non-prosecuted anticompetitive actions decreases
(that is, either because the action is not investigated or because the competition
authority commits a type II error). However, this occurs at the cost of an increase
in the number of false prosecutions (because of a type I error of either institution).
The ideas behind these two results are straightforward and analogous to each other
for the two error types. If the antitrust authority (henceforth AA) fails to prosecute
an antitrust breach, the option for private enforcement provides a second chance of
prosecution, namely through judicial decree in the private suit. Conversely, if the
antitrust authority has correctly chosen not to investigate or prosecute a procompetitive action, the possibility of private trial entails a second risk of false prosecution.
McAfee et al. (2008) and Calcagno (2012) examine these arguments in formal models.
In both articles, the authors start from the assumption that there is some private
party eligible for receiving damages (usually this would be a customer of a competitor
of the inflicting party) if a breach is established and that this party is perfectly
informed about the existence of a antitrust violation. Contrary, the AA receives only
an imperfect signal about the competitive nature of the potentially offending firm’s
action such that it would commit both type I and type II errors or incorrectly decide
not to investigate an action. The policy objective of allowing private trial enforcement
is to utilize this information about the legality of an action possessed by the injured
1

However, the judicial system played nonetheless an important role in antitrust enforcement as a
prosecuted firm had the right to appeal administrative convictions in the European Court of Justice.
2
An important remaining difference between American and European enforcement institutions is
that antitrust authorities in the US cannot themselves apply fines, but must bring the case to trial,
just as a private party can do if desired. See Ganglmair and Guenster (2011) for a technical analysis
of the effects resulting from this institutional difference.
3
Segal and Whinston (2007) report that in the US about 90% of all antitrust trials are initiated by
private parties.
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party to increase the probability that anticompetitive actions are investigated, to
lower the number of enforcement errors and ultimately, to increase the deterrence
of anticompetitive actions (while not deterring procompetitive actions). However,
in which way the superior information of the injured party is best to be utilized is
non-trivial as this party does not necessarily have an incentive to truthfully reveal
the competitive nature of the action by which it was harmed. In the derivation of
their results, the authors assume further that private trial is the only channel through
which this piece of private information can be exploited in antitrust enforcement.
However, this simplification does not represent the actual way in which antitrust
enforcement institutions operate as communication between injured parties and the
AA in connection with standard public investigations is consistently occurring in
enforcement practice.
We investigate in this paper the consequences of introducing private trials on enforcement efficacy, taking into account the fact that private parties have the possibility
to report breaches of competition law to the AA. The fact that AAs rely on and
act upon the (not necessarily truthful) revelation of information by third parties is
well documented both by practitioners and in the academic literature. For instance,
Harrington (2006) discusses the steps of antitrust enforcement procedures and concludes that the AA plays almost no role in the detection of antitrust violations, but
rather investigates and prosecutes based upon complaints of outside parties. Hay and
Kelley (1974) find that in only two out of 49 price-fixing cases did the Department of
Justice (the American competition authority) initiate an investigation without any
external informant reporting the infringement. In European competition law, the
possibility of external complaint is formalized in EC Regulation 01/2003 Article 7,
which specifies that any party with a legitimate interest can request the Commission
to initiate a formal investigation.4 Gual and Mas (2011) attribute 60% of the antitrust
investigations between 1999 and 2004 by the European Commission to complaints by
customers and competitors, which are also the parties which are typically harmed
by antitrust law breaches and hence are eligible to damage claims (further 30% of
investigations are initiated by leniency applications and only 10% are initiated by
the Commission itself).5 Also, a large part of the success of leniency programs is
attributed to their effect that they overcome the authority’s low ability to detect
itself collusion (see Wils 2007 for instance). Friederiszick and Maier-Rigaud (2008)
argue that triggering inspections without informant is possible from a epistemic
4

If the Commission refuses to investigate the complaint, the complaining party can initiate judicial
review of the Commission’s decision and might become eligible for damage payments against the
Commission if the case is found to have been wrongfully dismissed. See Albors-Llorens (2002).
5
To be fair, though formally in place since 1996, the European leniency program became only an
effective enforcement mechanism as of 2002.
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standpoint (e.g., with econometric techniques) and that this would be important
for effective enforcement, but that authorities do not do so at the moment due to
capacity constraints. To consider an example, Connor (2001, p.321) reports that the
notorious vitamins cartel was prosecuted after intensive private investigation and
subsequent reporting to the authorities. We believe that reporting of evidence to the
AA is an important fact which should not be neglected in the evaluation of private
antitrust enforcement. We address the highly topical matter of the enforcement
effects of private trials in the light of private incentives to present evidence to the
AA to induce public investigations.
Our study establishes that allowing private trials does not necessarily decrease the
probability that guilty firms will go undetected. This finding contradicts previous
literature. The mechanism to arrive at this result is as follows. If an injured firm
has the possibility to sue, it might no longer be willing to cooperate with the AA
since by bringing suit it can achieve equivalent damage payments that would follow
from a public prosecution. Thus, going to trial and reporting evidence to the AA
are substitutable strategies. However, under the assumption that the court will be
more likely to commit an error than the AA, reporting would be superior from a
social point of view, because the strength of the private party (initial evidence) is
combined with the investigative powers of the authority (as Harrington 2006 argues).
Consequently, reporting has a higher social value than suing but this value might
not be fully internalized by the firm due to the expenses of reporting.
Shavell (1997) describes how underenforcement of laws can result from a misalignment
between the private and public incentives to litigate. In our model, private trials have
the well-known positive direct effect of increasing the level of law enforcement by
higher prosecution probabilities. However, at the same time they crowd out private
investment in a different and in fact superior channel of law enforcement. The indirect
effect can possibly dominate the direct effect, such that the result that private trials
will increase the likelihood of prosecution might be reversed. By the same argument,
the possibility of private trials can deter injured parties from reporting frivolous
evidence of procompetitive actions to the AA which is positive. However, in this
case if the court is less capable than the AA in distinguishing procompetitive from
anticompetitive behaviour, the introduction of private trials cannot decrease the
number of type I errors, even if a private party will only frivolously report when
trials are not possible. This result holds because the court comes to a decision
when some party sues with probability one and thus are courts (i) more likely to
investigate and (ii) more likely to commit an error given an investigation. The only
reason why it might be advantageous for the harmed firm to report a procompetitive
action is to save on litigation cost or if trial would be too costly anyway. Also,
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oppositely crowding-in (that is reporting only if trial is possible) of information will
not lead with higher probability to a favourable decision for this firm. In general, the
introduction of a reporting stage weakly decreases the attractiveness of trials as an
antitrust enforcement mechanism. However, if courts are not too erroneous, they can
still be a enforcement efficacy increasing institution in the fight against competition
law breaches.

1.1.2

Related literature

The enforcement of laws has been a documented interest of economic scholars at least
since Becker (1968). A survey on private antitrust enforcement has been provided
by Segal and Whinston (2007). We build directly upon the aforementioned research
of McAfee et al. (2008) and Calcagno (2012), who demonstrate in their baseline
models that any information advantage of a third party which can be exploited in
private trial has the effect of decreasing the probability that anticompetitive actions
go undetected and unpunished, but also increases type I errors unless courts are
sufficiently accurate to deter all breaches of competition law. McAfee et al. (2008)
also discuss cases in which optimal enforcement can be achieved with private trials if
either the suing firm has to pay a fee in order to sue or if the damages to be paid
after prosecution are decoupled from the real damages implied by the action. As
these mechanisms seem to violate basic legalistic principles, it seems unlikely that
they will be implemented. We extend these two models with some minor differences
in the modelling strategy by assuming that third parties have also the ability to
launch public proceedings by submitting evidence to the authorities.
An alternate mechanism of private enforcement has been suggested by Martini
and Rovesti (2004). They identify an underenforcement problem of pure public
enforcement, which may be overcome by delegating enforcement to a private party.
This party would not consider fines ex-post as welfare-neutral redistribution but as
private income and thus would investigate more intensively than a welfare-maximizing
AA. Their model is conceptually different from ours as the authors are interested in
the question of private enforcement as a replacement for public enforcement, rather
than as a complementary system.
The effect of the private trial option on public enforcement in connection with
information spillovers between the two enforcement channels is considered by Bourjade
et al. (2009) and Briggs et al. (1996). However, differently from our paper, they do
not consider the fact that private parties also play an active role in the process of
public prosecution. Silbye (2012) argues that private trials can have a negative impact
on public prosecution, specifically when leniency programs are in place, because
the incentive to self-report decreases when private trial is possible as applying for
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leniency does not grant any immunity from damages.
From a practitioner’s perspective, Wils (2003, 2009) does not see any need for
private suits as a way to increase enforcement efficiency.6 Instead, he highlights the
importance of strengthening the collaboration between private parties and the AA in
European enforcement practice. Our contribution will make a similar point based on
economic theory.

1.1.3

Outline of the chapter

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The model is introduced in
Section 1.2 and we derive subsequently the conditions under which the injured firm
will report for either type of action evidence to the AA only if it cannot sue privately,
that is, crowing out occurs. In Section 1.3, it is shown that the decrease in reporting
resulting from the trial possibility might dominate additional enforcement effects
from trials against anticompetitive action, culminating in fewer prosecuted violations.
Analogously, we demonstrate that for procompetitive actions, the result cannot be
reversed. Even when reporting is crowded out more type I errors will be committed.
In Subsection 1.3.3, we investigate how a critical threshold of court errors determining
whether a trial possibility decreases or increases deterrence of anticompetitive actions
is affected by the option of private parties to report evidence. Section 1.4 discusses
policy implications and concludes.

1.2
1.2.1

The model
The setup

We construct a game in which a first firm is tempted to breach competition law.
Both if it breaches the law or does not, a subsequent enforcement game starts. In
these enforcement games, a second firm which is hurt by either type of action can
report the action to the AA which possibly investigates and prosecutes firm 1. If
prosecution by the AA was successful, firm 2 can recuperate the damage by a private
follow-up trial. Further, depending on the status of the legal system, the second firm
might be able to also sue firm 1 stand-alone, that is without a previous prosecution
by the AA. While the legal reform in the European Union has changed from a setting
without any private trial possibility at all to both stand-alone and follow-up trials
possible, we compare two different situations in our model. In one situation only
follow-up trials are possible and in the other both follow-up and stand-alone trials
6

However, compensation of injured parties through private trials is reasonable justification for Wils
(2003).
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possible. We deviate from comparing the two legal regimes before and after the
reform in place because the objective of our model is to isolate the enforcement
effects (that is higher or lower probability of prosecution for different types of actions
and ultimately the level of deterrence) resulting from the information advantage of
private parties. In order to accomplish this most effectively, we abstract from the fact
that in reality the level of payments of firm 1 (that is, fines, damages and eventual
legal fees) following a conviction differ between regimes. In addition to the increased
probability of prosecution as a cause of private stand-alone trial, enforcement effects
would also arise because the trial causes the violating firm to have an additional
negative payment after prosecution in form of the damage payment to firm 2. This
makes prosecution generally more costly for the violating firm. However, as Wils
(2003) remarks, this additional deterrent effect of private trials can alternatively be
achieved by directly increasing the administrative fine without having to introduce
private trials. To exclude this enforcement effect (which does not contribute beyond
the arguments identified by Becker 1968), we allow an injured firm to sue for damages in both legal settings. In the restrictive setting (referred to hereafter as the
no-trial setting or NT setting), suit is only permitted if the breach has already been
administratively established by the AA but not as a stand-alone trial. Similarly, we
assume further (i) that the AA also levies the fine after private conviction and (ii)
that a convicted firm has to cover some of the litigation expenses as it would after
private conviction also after a public prosecution given that some kind of British
rule is in place.7 Although this is not a comparison of the previous and current
European legal systems, it provides a more interesting juxtaposition as it identifies
the pure enforcement effect resulting from the exploitation of information held by
private parties without considering distortions which arise solely because of different
monetary transfers following different types of convictions.
In our model, we allow both correct and false accusations, both in reporting and in
suing. The exact timing of the game, the set of available strategies and the payoffs
are given as described below. The first stage of the game as well as the enforcement
game after a breach by firm 1 in stage 0 are depicted in Figure 1.2.1, where the
bold numbers at the decision nodes correspond to the stages of the game. The last
stage (stage II) represents the trial possibility which is excluded under the no trials
policy.8 The enforcement game after the procompetitive action is analogous with
appropriately adjusted probabilities and payoffs as will be clear from the description
7

A full British rule dictates that the losing party must pay all litigation expenses as is the legal
standard in most European jurisdictions. See Farmer and Pecorino (1999) for an economic analysis
of this rule.
8
In our model reporting can only occur before the trial. In theory one could consider also reports to
the AA after a trial. However, as trials are usually more expensive than providing evidence to the
AA, we consider a reverse order as unlikely to occur in reality.
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of the game.
0.F1

PC
PC enforcement game

AC
I.F2
Report

¬ Report
II.F2

N
1−θ

θ

Sue
II.F2

N
β

Sue

¬ Sue

N
ρβ

1 − ρβ

¬ Sue

aπ, −D

1−β
N
aπ, −(D + c)
1 − ρβ

ρβ

aπ, −(D + c)

aπ,−(D + k + κ3 l)

aπ − (F + D + k),−k(1 − κ2 )

aπ − (F + D + k),−c(1 − κ1 )

aπ,−(D + c(1 − ξ) + k + κ3 l)
aπ − (F + D + k),−c(1 − ξ) − k(1 − κ2 )
Figure 1.2.1: The enforcement game of anticompetitive actions

Stage 0. Firm 1 decides whether to take a legal procompetitive action (PC henceforth) or alternatively an illegal anticompetitive action (AC henceforth), where we do
not have to specify the type of action (such as abuse of dominance, vertical foreclosure etc) and type of harm (e.g., whether the harmed firm is a customer or competitor).
Stage I. Once firm 1 has decided to undertake a certain type of action, firm 2
observes the competitive nature of the undertaken action and can report at some cost
the action to the AA. If reported, the authority will investigate with probability θ < 1
the competitive nature of the action. This probability should be smaller than one
as Gual and Mas (2011) have shown that only 10% of complaints to the European
Commission lead to formal investigations. Contrary to firm 2, the AA does not
know the type of action and further has firm 2 no mechanism to credibly signal the
true type. We assume that, given an investigation, an anticompetitive action will
be prosecuted with probability (1 − β) > 1/2 and a procompetitive action will be
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prosecuted with probability β < 1/2.9 The value of β can be interpreted as the
error probability with which the AA either falsely prosecutes (type I error) of falsely
acquits (type II error).10 The fact that antitrust authorities and courts come to
erroneous decisions has already been discussed by Posner (1976). As an example of
more recent evidence, Duso et al. (2007) find empirically that about 20%-25% of all
merger decisions made by the European Commission can be considered as erroneous.
If the action was successfully prosecuted by the AA the game ends. Furthermore, we
assume that an acquittal by the AA precludes the possibility of later prosecution in
private trial (see stage II) as the action has already been established not to be in
breach of competition law. Thus, also acquittal by the AA ends the game (we will
discuss this assumption later). As a consequence, the game will only move to the
trial stage if the AA did not investigate the action.
Notice that we abstracted from any possibility of prosecution by the AA without
outside evidence. We could easily introduce a stage before this one, where the AA
might with some probability investigate an action even without a report by a third
party. However, this would neither deliver any new insights nor would it qualitatively
affect our results. It is further safe to abstract from this possibility as it is generally
accepted that AAs have very low capabilities of detecting infringements without informants or third party reports (see e.g., Harrington 2004). Notice further that a report
influences the probability of investigation, but not the probability of a false decision.
This is consistent with the argumentation of Harrington (2004) that AAs have low detection capabilities, but are, due to their investigative power (e.g., by dawn raids), not
much affected by outside evidence to come to a conclusion on the competitive effects.11
Stage II. If the AA did not investigate an action and if the status of the legal
system allows to do so, firm 2 can privately litigate against firm 1 for damages
(in the trial setting). As described above, this is only possible if the AA did not
9

We follow the common assumption that the probability of investigation and conviction are exogenously given. This approach has also been used by Calcagno (2012). McAfee et al. (2008) assume
instead that the authority is an active welfare-maximizing player. This approach is incompatible
with payoffs of the AA determined by welfare effects from the action of firm 1, since then the AA
would never intervene as fines are ex-post welfare-neutral. Rather, they assume that all payoffs
are reset to zero after a conviction by the AA. Hence, their model is more applicable to ex-ante
regulation. Exogenous enforcement is also common in the literature on antitrust enforcement,
applied for example by Motta and Polo (2003).
10
See Schinkel and Tuinstra (2006) for a discussion of the assumption of symmetric error probabilities.
11
Remember that we assume that firm 2 knows ex-ante whether the action of firm 1 breached antitrust
laws or not. This information structure is the usual justification for private enforcement and hence
the starting point of this model. The firm’s activity is to generate evidence and to provide it to the
AA, not to find out whether the action is a violation. Firm 2 can thus provide truthful evidence in
the case of an anticompetitive action, or it can manipulate the AA to investigate a procompetitive
action resulting in a fine on an innocent firm, just as it can bring about both legitimate and frivolous
lawsuits.
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investigate the action in stage I. If the AA investigated but found firm 1 not to be
guilty, private trial has a void meaning as we assume that the court will never reverse
an administrative decision. Though this does not correspond to reality, it does not
put the AA in the position of being a generally disadvantaged enforcement channel
as we correspondingly also assume that there is no appeal possibility of the trial
decision either. Also, we do not allow appeals by firm 1 after a prosecution by the
AA or the court. We thus abstract from judicial reversals in general. Firm 2 wins
the stand-alone case with probability 1 − ρβ for anticompetitive actions and with
probability ρβ for procompetitive actions. We interpret ρβ as the error probability
of the court (analogous to the error probabilities of the AA) and assume that the
courts are more prone to err than the AA, that is restricting attention to parameters
ρ > 1. The factor ρ can be interpreted as a measure of the ability of the AA to
correctly interpret economic evidence relative to the ability of a judge.12 We will
refer throughout the paper to this variable as the court error multiplier.
Payoffs. Firm 1 receives profits π > 0 if it behaves procompetitively and aπ if it
behaves anticompetitively with a > 1 such that it is tempted to breach antitrust
law. Both the anticompetitive and the procompetitive action generate a monetary
damage D > 0 for firm 2. The damage is fully recuperated by firm 2 if either public
prosecution or if private trial is successful.13 In the first case, we implicitly assume
that a follow-up case after a public conviction will be won by firm 2 with certainty and
without any additional cost. This follow-up trial is, as discussed, possible under both
legal regimes. Also, we assume that both types of conviction lead to a fine F for firm
1 to avoid differences in deterrence following from different legal decisions. Reporting
information to the AA comes at cost c for firm 2. The litigation costs for firm 2
in case of trial are assumed to be k, where they are reduced by ξc with ξ ∈ [0, 1)
to k − ξc if firm 2 reported beforehand. Reporting and litigating are somewhat
similar activities such that it is reasonable to assume some level of complementarity.
However, the spillover should generally be smaller than one as they are nonetheless
distinct activities. We further assume that litigation costs are borne to some degree
according to the British rule, that is trial costs are covered to some degree by the
losing party. To stay as general as possible, we assume that if firm 2 wins the trial,
it receives a payment κ1 c in case of a follow-up trial and κ2 k in case of a stand-alone
trial. We restrict these parameters to 0 ≤ κ1 , κ2 ≤ 1, so that firm 2 cannot generate
a profit by being breached and subsequently suing. Note that for the follow-up trail
12

Note, that the court decision as a pure stochastic variable also neglects that the judge could update
its belief on the competitive nature based on firm 2’s decision whether to report to the AA. This
would be similar to judge behaviour as in Shin (1998).
13
Punitive measures such as treble damages are ruled out European law.
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firm 2 has no trial costs. To remain consistent with the application of the British
rule, we assume that the firm recovers if it wins the trial some of the earlier reporting
costs. Though these are not direct trial expenses, they are a necessary requirement
to bring up the follow-up trail. Further we assume that firm 2 has to pay if it loses
a trial fees κ3 l, where l can be interpreted as trial costs to other parties (namely
firm 1 litigation and administrative costs) and 0 ≤ κ3 ≤ 1 as another cost shifting
parameter laid out in procedural law. In European regimes where usually some form
of the British rule is typically applied we should usually expect larger values of κ
(full British rule would set κi = 1) than is the US (where the American rule κi = 0 is
applied).
To achieve equivalent monetary transfers as a result of the two types of conviction and
thereby to eliminate any enforcement effects which could alternatively be achieved
by changes in the size of the fine, we assume that firm 1 pays after a conviction
independent of the specific type of conviction F + D + k and is thus not affected by
any cost shifting rules as well as it is indifferent between being prosecuted publicly
or by trial. Remember that in reality and as discussed above, such payoffs resulting
from prosecution or trial are likely to differ for firm 1, but that the enforcement
effects of such differences could easily be established by adjusting the public fine
without introducing private enforcement. Finally, it should be noted that all payoffs
are common knowledge.
To summarize, the decisions of firm 2 are in each enforcement game, that is both
after a pro- and after an anticompetitive actions of firm 1, (i) whether or not to
provide evidence to the AA at stage I and (ii) if no investigation occurred in stage
I, whether or not to sue at stage II. If the firm reports information to the AA, the
chance of public prosecution increases and firm 2 avoids thereby the increase in
litigation expenses and higher error rate of a private trial (given that it would go to
trial). However, reporting can be wasteful from firm 2’s perspective, since the AA
does not investigate with probability one upon having received a report. Also, as we
stay general in payoffs, neither enforcement channel is per-se cheaper for firm 2 as
we allow c and k as well as κ1 and κ2 to differ. Firm 1 only has to decide whether it
should undertake the anticompetitive or procompetitive actions, while taking the
enforcement probabilities associated with the optimal reporting and suing behaviour
of firm 2 into consideration.
Note that providing information to the AA and filing suit have different consequences
for the expected payoffs of firm 2. Reporting information on the one hand leads to a
lower error probability but does not ensure that the action will be investigated. Trial
on the other hand increases the error probability but ensures that a decision will
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be made. This seems reasonable as the AA is comparatively effective at gathering
and evaluating economic evidence on potential breaches of competition law, but is
unskilled at detecting violations. In contrast, the court is obliged to investigate when
a private party files suit, but has much less economic knowledge and thus finds it
more difficult to differentiate between procompetitive and anticompetitive actions.
The next two subsections examine the incentives of firm 2 to provide information
and to sue firm 1 for the two types of actions. The decision of firm 1 which action to
undertake (stage 0) will be analysed only later in Subsection 1.3.3 of this paper.

1.2.2

Trials and the incentives to report

In this section we show that the incentives to report information to the AA on both
types of actions can decrease when stand-alone private trials are possible. Introducing
the option of private trials creates different effects on the incentives for firm 2 to
report. There is an effect that the trial possibility crowds out information provision,
that is firm 2 reports only if it cannot sue. The intuitive reason for this is that under
the trials regime an alternative enforcement channel is available and this availability
affects negatively the returns to reporting expenditures relative to the outside option
as the AA might neglect the report altogether and as reporting can be more expensive
than suing for firm 2. The attractiveness of not reporting increases relatively as the
expected value of trial is realized with certainty if firm 2 does not report and only
with a probability smaller than one if it reports because it will not come to trail if
the AA investigated and acquitted. However, trials can also crowd in reporting, that
is firm 2 would only report if it can also sue, if courts have a high (low) probability
of committing an error in the anticompetitive (procompetitive) case. This is the case
because we allow as described above spillovers, that is having reported reduces the
subsequent cost of trial.
We derive conditions under which firm 2 will report information to the AA on both
pro- and anticompetitive actions only in the no-trials setting as this behaviour allows
a potential increase in the probability that anticompetitive actions go undetected
and a potential decrease in the number of type I errors through the introduction of
private trials (where for the latter case the potential is hypothetical as it is in fact
never sufficient to decrease type I errors).
1.2.2.1

Anticompetitive actions

Assume that firm 2 knows that firm 1 breached the antitrust law in stage 0. Independent of the legal regime in force, it must first decide in stage I whether to gather and
provide evidence to the AA by comparing the payoff resulting of a public prosecution
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and damage payment against the cost of reporting. Secondly, if public prosecution
following a report was not successful because the AA did not investigate the action
or if it did not report, and if stand-alone trials are possible, firm 2 has to decide in
stage II whether to sue firm 1. As we will see, the option of suing affects the value of
the earlier choice of reporting.
Consider first a situation in which stand-alone trials are not possible, that is stage II
of the described enforcement game is not existent. Then firm 2 will report whenever
the cost of reporting is lower than the expected damage payment it will receive. This
is given by

− c + θ(1 − β) D + κ1 c ≥ 0,

(1.1)

where firm 2 carries the cost independent of the outcome. In the event of a successful
prosecution the damage as well as (share κ1 of) these costs will be refunded. This is
equivalent to
c≤

θ(1 − β)D
T
≡ cN
AC .
1 − θ(1 − β)κ1

(1.2)

Now consider the case in which private stand-alone trials for damages are allowed.
This condition additionally incorporates the expected payoff and costs from a private
stand-alone trial given that it is optimal to sue in stage II. If firm 2 did report in
stage I, private trial will by assumption only be possible with probability (1 − θ),
that is if the AA did not investigate. Assume for the moment that firm 2 goes to
trial whenever it is allowed to do so as otherwise the condition would be identical
to the one in the NT regime from above. In the trial setting firm 2 will then report
information to the AA if


−c + θ(1 − β)(D + κ1 c) + (1 − θ) (1 − ρβ)(D + κ2 k) − k − ρβκ3 l + (1 − θ)ξc

≥ (1 − ρβ)(D + κ2 k) − k − ρβκ3 l ,
(1.3)
where the terms in the large parentheses on both sides of the equation represent
the value of trial, which occurs given that firm 2 reported only if the AA failed to
investigate. The last term on the left-hand side represents the assumption that the
cost of suing is reduced by the spillover if firm 2 reported before and the first two
terms are as in the NT setting the direct expected payoffs of reporting. This can be
transformed into a critical threshold for the cost of reporting
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θ (ρ − 1)βD + (1 − ρβ)(1 − κ2 )k + ρβ(k + κ3 l)
≡ cTAC .
c≤
1 − θ(1 − β)κ1 − (1 − θ)ξ

(1.4)

Notice that the denominator is strictly larger than zero as both (1 − β)κ1 and ξ are
smaller than one and have by the investigation probabilities a joint weight of one
whereby their weighted sum is also smaller than one. For crowding out of information
T
provision we need to show the existence of an interval (cTAC , cN
AC ]. This exists if
T
cTAC < cN
AC ⇔



1 − θ(1 − β)κ1 D − (1 − κ2 )k − (1 − θ)(1 − β)ξD


≡ ρR
ρ<
AC ,
β 1 − θ(1 − β)κ1 D + κ2 k + κ3 l

(1.5)

which imposes, due to the restriction ρ > 1, the requirement



1 − θ(1 − β)κ1 k + βκ3 l − (1 − β)D + (1 − θ)(1 − β)ξD

κ2 >
≡ κ2AC .
(1 − β)k 1 − θ(1 − β)κ1

(1.6)

This guarantees that the right hand side of equation (1.5) is larger than one such
that the requirement that the court is more likely to err than the AA is fulfilled for
some ρ < ρAC
R . Intuitively explained, trials can only crowd out reporting to the AA
if the level of cost shifting in stand-alone trial is large enough as then trial will be
a more valuable option and hence decreases the relative attractiveness of reporting.
However, remember that κ2 ≤ 1 was an earlier restriction, such that
D>

β(1 − θ(1 − β)κ1 )(k + κ3 l)
≡D
(1 − β)(1 − θ(1 − β)κ1 − (1 − θ)ξ)

(1.7)

must hold. The value of trial must be large enough relative to the cost of trial. If
this holds, trial is sufficiently attractive. Next, consider under which conditions firm
2 would go to trial. Above, we implicitly assumed that firm 2 will always go to trial
if it can. This holds if the value of trial, e.g., as expressed in the right hand side of
equation (1.3) is positive. This in turn holds if
ρ<

D − (1 − κ2 )k
≡ ρSAC ,
β(D + κ2 k + κ3 l)

(1.8)

applicable if firm 2 did not report beforehand and a less binding condition if it did
report beforehand. Evidently, this condition is fulfilled for every possible value of c
R
S
whenever ρ < ρR
AC holds as ρAC ≥ ρAC is generally true. This implies that for every
ρ for which a value of c exists under which firm 2 reports in the NT regime but not
in the trials regime, suing is also optimal. If going to trial would not be optimal cTAC
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T
would of course coincide to cN
AC and our analysis would be void, but such would be
the entire possibility to sue against anticompetitive actions. The following lemma
summarizes.

Lemma 1.1. For D ≥ D there exists a κ2 > κ2AC such that for ρ < ρR
AC firm 2
always goes to trial if allowed to do so and
• reports under both legal regimes if c ≤ cTAC ,
T
• reports only in the NT legal regime if cTAC < c ≤ cN
AC ,
T
• does not report under either legal regime if cN
AC < c.

Proof. Follows from (1.2), (1.4), (1.5) and (1.8).
The lemma has the following intuitive explanation. If the error spread is large, firm
2 will have a strong incentive to avoid trial because it becomes more probable that
the court arrives at an unfavourable decision. The cost of reporting c that firm 2
is willing to bear in order to avoid trial is increasing in ρ. This effect is especially
strong if the level of cost shifting in stand-alone trial κ2 is particularly low and if the
amount in dispute is large relative to the cost of trial. If the litigation value is too
low, if the costs are too large or if the level of cost shifting is too low, firm 2 might
report even if the court is as accurate as the AA. In the trials setting the condition
to report is also affected by the potential avoidance of litigation costs (which are
possibly higher than reporting costs).
Further to Lemma 1.1, there exist intervals in which (i) firm 2 does not go to trial
T
NT
(ρ ≥ ρSAC ) and either reports (if c ≤ cN
AC ) or does not report (if c > cAC ) and (ii)
T
T
firm 2 goes to trial and only reports if trials are possible cN
AC < c ≤ cAC , always if
T
T
R
S
c ≤ cN
AC or never c > cAC for ρAC ≤ ρ < ρAC . As in these intervals nothing occurs
that increases our understanding of the effects of private trials, we restrict our further
analysis to the case ρ < ρR
AC as described in Lemma 1.1.
1.2.2.2

Procompetitive actions

Firm 2 reports a procompetitive action if the expected damage payment and gain
from cost shifting are together larger than the cost of reporting the information to
the AA. The court is more likely than the AA to come to an erroneous decision
which is favourable to firm 2. As a decision by the AA preempts the possibility of
a court decision (where the latter is by firm 2 strictly preferred over the former),
firm 2 will only report the procompetitive action whenever trial is possible in an
attempt to avoid the litigation cost if these are higher than the reporting costs. We
will show that the trial possibility might both crowd out or crowd in false reported
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information. The analysis of the procompetitive action is very similar to the case
of anticompetitive actions, except that the action is prosecuted with probability β
rather than 1 − β (given an investigation) and ρβ rather than 1 − ρβ (given a trial).
Firm 2 will complain to the AA about procompetitive actions if
c≤

θβD
T
≡ cN
PC ,
1 − θβκ1

(1.9)

if trials are not possible and complain in the legal regime with trial possibility if



−c + θβ D + κ1 c + (1 − θ) ρβD − ρβ(1 − κ2 )k + (1 − ρβ)(k + κ3 l) + (1 − θ)ξc

≥ ρβD − ρβ(1 − κ2 )k + (1 − ρβ)(k + κ3 l) ,
(1.10)
where the term in the large parentheses on both sides of the equation is the value
of trial, the first two terms on the left hand side represent the expected value of
reporting (as in the NT setting) and the last term is the spillover that reporting
lowers litigation costs. Some transformations deliver that firm 2 reports under trials
whenever

θ −(ρ − 1)βD + ρβ(1 − κ2 )k + (1 − ρβ)(k + κ3 l)
c≤
≡ cTP C ,
1 − θβκ1 − (1 − θ)ξ

(1.11)

under the assumption that it also goes to trial. The denominator is for the same
reason as in the decision of reporting anticompetitive actions under a trials regime
strictly positive. Remember that we are interested in the existence of a case in which
firm 2 falsely reports procompetitive actions in the no trials regime but not in the
T
trials regimes, that is we are looking for an interval (cTP C , cN
P C ]. This exists if
ρ>

(1 − θβκ1 )(k + κ3 l) + (1 − θ)βξD
≡ ρR
PC.
β(1 − θβκ1 )(D + κ2 k + κ3 l)

(1.12)

The higher is the court error multiplier, the less likely it is that firm 2 will report
in the trial regime as a favourable and erroneous court decision, which would be
preempted by a successful report, becomes more likely. Notice that this condition is
necessarily fulfilled if

(1 − θβκ1 ) k + κ3 l(1 − β) − βD − (1 − θ)βξD
κ2 ≤
≡ κ2P C ,
β(1 − θβκ1 )k

(1.13)

because then the critical value in equation (1.12) is weakly smaller than one. Next
consider whether going to trial is indeed optimal. This is the case if the right-hand
side of equation (1.10) is positive, that is
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ρ>

k + κ3 l
≡ ρSP C ,
β(D + κ2 k + κ3 l)

(1.14)

T
S
R
which is necessarily fulfilled whenever an interval cTP C < c ≤ cN
P C exists as ρP C ≤ ρP C
then always holds. The following lemma summarizes.

Lemma 1.2. For ρ > ρR
P C firm 2 always goes to trial if allowed to do so and
• reports under both legal regimes if c ≤ cTP C ,
T
• reports only in the NT legal regime if cTP C < c ≤ cN
PC ,
T
• does not report under either legal regime if c > cN
PC .

Proof. Follows from (1.9), (1.11), (1.12) and (1.14).
In contrast to the reporting of anticompetitive actions, reporting of procompetitive
actions only in the no-trial setting requires a large error spread. If the spread is small,
firm 2 will prefer to avoid the cost of trial and will accept the lower probability of
conviction implied by public investigation. However, if the error spread is large going
to trial will be profitable, because the probability of prosecution by a court decision
is sufficiently high to accept higher trial costs. A low trial cost shifting parameter
is also a sufficient condition as the trials are particularly attractive and thus tries
firm 2 to avoid AA decisions which would preempt later court decisions. As for
anticompetitive actions, the condition is less likely fulfilled if reporting becomes more
effective because its effect in the trial setting is stronger as litigation costs are saved.
Corresponding to the case of anticompetitive actions there exist also intervals in
which for procompetitive actions (i) firm 2 does not go to trial (ρ ≤ ρSP C ) and either
T
NT
reports (if c ≤ cN
P C ) or does not report (if c > cP C ) and (ii) firm 2 only reports
T
T
NT
T
if trials are possible cN
P C < c ≤ cP C , always if c ≤ cP C and never if c > cP C for
S
ρR
P C ≥ ρ > ρP C . Again, these are of no interest to our further analysis.

1.3
1.3.1

Analysis of enforcement efficacy
Prosecution of anticompetitive actions

One of the goals of antitrust enforcement is to prosecute antitrust violations as
prosecution lowers the payoff of the breach for the undertaking firm and consequently
increases ceteris paribus the level of deterrence. We are interested in the question
whether allowing private stand-alone suits for damages increases or decreases the
probability with which a breach is prosecuted. In our model, this is straightforward.
We restrict our analysis to the case of intermediate reporting cost of Lemma 1.2 in
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which firm 2 reports only if the legal setting prohibits stand-alone trials and firm 2
always sues if stand-alone trial is possible. In all other scenarios would the level of
enforcement be identical or differ in the way as predicted McAfee et al. (2008) and
Calcagno (2012). Assume that firm 1 takes the anticompetitive action. Then the
probabilities of prosecution are given by
T
pN
AC = θ(1 − β),

(1.15)

pTAC = (1 − ρβ),

(1.16)

under the no trials regime and

under the regime with trial possibility. Not allowing trials is a strictly better strategy
T
T
to maximize the probability of prosecution of antitrust violations if pN
AC > pAC , which
is equivalent to
ρ>

1 − θ(1 − β)
≡ ρPAC ,
β

(1.17)

that is, if the error spread is large enough. If this does not hold, the court decision
would be correct with high probability and a decision would be reached with probability one if trials are allowed, making private trial a particularly strong enforcement
mechanism. The condition is more easily fulfilled if θ increases because the effect of
reporting is large in this case strengthening public enforcement. For larger β, public
prosecution is more likely to dominate as well as an increase in the error probability
is by the factor ρ > 1 more harmful for private prosecution. Lemma 1.3 concludes.
T
Lemma 1.3. Given c ∈ (cTAC , cN
AC ], the probability of prosecution of anticompetitive
actions is higher without private trials only if ρ > ρPAC . The critical value ρAC
P
decreases in θ and β.

Proof. Follows from comparing (1.15) and (1.16).
Note that the conditions for more reporting and higher desistance in the non-trial
setting constrain possible values of ρ in opposing directions. However, the two
conditions can be simultaneously fulfilled if


1 − θ(1 − β)κ1 k + κ3 l(1 − θ(1 − β)) − θ(1 − β)D + (1 − θ)(1 − β)ξD

κ2 >
≡ κ˜2AC
θ(1 − β) 1 − θ(1 − β)κ1 k
(1.18)

where κ˜2AC is more restrictive than κ2AC , such that for the constraint κ2 ≤ 1 it is
additionally required that
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D>

(1 − θ(1 − β)κ1 )(1 − θ(1 − β))(k + κ3 l)
≡ D̃.
(1 − β)(θ(1 − θ(1 − β)κ1 ) − (1 − θ)ξ)

(1.19)

Notice that the denominator is larger than zero only if ξ is small enough. This is
summarized in the following .
Proposition 1.1. For D ≥ D̃ and ξ small enough, there exists a κ2 > κ˜2AC such
P
that for an interval ρR
AC > ρ > ρAC firm 2 only reports if trials are not possible
and the probability of prosecution of anticompetitive actions decreases through the
introduction of trials.
Proof. Follows from (1.5) and (1.17).
Reversal of the reasoning that predominates in the previous literature on the effects
of trials on the level of prosecution of anticompetitive actions requires that the error
spread is neither too large (in which case information provision would be identical
in both trial and no-trial setting or even higher in the trial setting) nor too small
(whereby the additional enforcement effects from reporting would not outweigh the
enforcement effects from private trials). This follows quite naturally. On the one
hand, if the courts are similarly accurate as the bureaucracy, we should expect that
trials will improve enforcement. The courts act with certainty on evidence provided
by a injured party, whereas the AA will only react with a probability smaller than
one and is only marginally less likely to err. On the other hand, if the error spread
is too large, the trial option makes no difference, because firm 2 will expect that
the court will err with high probability and therefore will in anticipation provide
information to the AA. In addition, it is necessary that κ2 and D be, relative to k,
large enough, because otherwise reporting will in expectation be always a less costly
alternative to suing. The stronger the effect of reporting (θ large), the larger can be
the cost of trial for which the novel effects still hold.
Next, consider what happens to the profitability of anticompetitive actions for firm
1 when firm 2 reports only if it cannot go to trial. The profitability of this action
together with the profitability of the procompetitive action will influence the decision
which action firm 1 takes and ultimately influence the deterrence of anticompetitive
actions. As we assumed that the monetary transfers following either type of conviction
are identical and that cost sharing rules do not affect total payments for firm 1, the
condition for lower profitability of anticompetitive actions under the NT regime is,
given the profitability of the procompetitive action, equivalent to the condition for
higher probability of prosecution under the NT regime. It is straightforward to see
and does not necessitate any formal discussion what would happen if this would
not hold. For instance, one could argue that the AA does not or does only with
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probability smaller than one follow up with a fine after private prosecution.14 In
this case it is clear that the condition for lower profitability under the NT regime is
more easy fulfilled than the one for higher probability of prosecution (lower critical
threshold than ρPAC ). As all this is straightforward and as this type of equivalent
enforcement can, as discussed before, be easily achieved in a pure public prosecution
regime by adjusting the fine appropriately, we do not consider any differences in
monetary transfers after the two types of conviction and restrict our attention to the
critical threshold value ρPAC . The level of deterrence will be determined in Section
1.3.3 after we investigate the profitability of procompetitive actions under the two
trials regimes in the next section.

1.3.2

Prosecution of procompetitive actions

Previous literature suggests that the number of type I errors increases with the
introduction of private trials, that is the probability of a false prosecution increases.
Consider first whether reporting behaviour of procompetitive actions by firm 2 is
socially desirable in order to minimize the number of type I enforcement errors.
In the no trials setting on the one hand, the first best for procompetitive actions
would require that firm 2 does not report information as this would be falsified
information about non-existent infringements and would result in higher probabilities
of false conviction. In the trial setting on the other hand, reporting would given the
enforcement parameters (and given that firm 2 sues) decrease the likelihood of an
error because the AA is less likely to commit an enforcement error than the court
and as acquittal precludes trial errors. If condition (1.12) is fulfilled there will be
more reports in the absence of the private possibility to sue. In the no-trials setting
procompetitive actions are prosecuted with probability θβ. In the trial setting legal
actions are wrongfully prosecuted with probability ρβ. A simple comparison shows
that for ρ > 1 the probability of a type I error by either institution is higher if private
trials are possible.
Proposition 1.2. The probability of prosecution of procompetitive actions is higher
with private trials if courts are more erroneous than the AA even when reporting is
crowded out.
Proof. Follows from above discussion.
Here the prevailing theory regarding the effect of private antitrust enforcement on
procompetitive actions continues to hold. Such actions are less likely prosecuted
14

This seems to happen by the observation that in the US the number of private prosecutions is about
ten times larger than the number of public prosecutions, as is reported by Segal and Whinston
(2007).
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under the trials regime as McAfee et al. (2008) and Calcagno (2012) predicted. Their
results cannot be qualified by introducing a reporting stage, since an action always
has a higher probability of being falsely convicted by private prosecution. Thus,
desistance is increased when weight is shifted from public to more erroneous private
prosecution and if additionally decisions are taken with higher probability. This
result arises not because a hypothetical condition for greater desistance (analogous
to the condition (1.17) for anticompetitive actions) opposes the condition for more
reporting, but rather directly from the assumption that the court is more erroneous.
Also, consider what would happen if trials would not crowd out reporting, but
oppositely would crowd in reporting as is predicted for intermediate c if inversely
to the previous analysis ρ ≤ ρR
P C would hold. Then a trial possibility implies of
course a higher probability of prosecuting procompetitive actions as can be seen by
the comparison 0 < θβ + (1 − θ)ρβ. It is interesting to compare this condition to a
situation in which reporting is not possible. The condition for more type I errors
under trial without reporting is given by 0 < ρβ which is always fulfilled. As can be
seen this condition is though more binding than both a situation with reporting only
in the NT regime and a situation with reporting only in the trials regime.
Proposition 1.3. Considering only type I errors, while the trials regime is always
worse than the no trials regime, its relative attractiveness increases when considering
a reporting option, both when trials crowd in and crowd out reporting.
Proof. Follows from above discussion.
This is the case because reporting would lower the error probability in the trial
regime but oppositely would increase the error probability in the no trials regime.
As reporting only under trials makes an erroneous decision of the courts less likely
and as reporting only under no trials makes an erroneous decision of the AA more
likely, the relative attractiveness of trials rises when considering (asymmetric) reports.
Notice that there was no corresponding result for the case of anticompetitive actions,
where crowded in reporting improves trials regarding the prosecution probability of
anticompetitive actions even further by considering reporting and crowding out harms
trials when considering reporting. This difference arises because for anticompetitive
actions reporting is independent of the legal regime in place positive for enforcement
while for the procompetitive action reporting is bad if trials are not allowed and good
if trials are allowed. To summarize, the number of type I errors induced by private
enforcement is overestimated when neglecting reporting, but stays also with reports
included in the analysis always positive.
Analogous to the case of anticompetitive actions, the profitability result of procompetitive actions is completely equivalent to the probability of prosecution result
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as both types of conviction imply the same monetary transfers for firm 1. The
profitability of beneficial actions is always lower when private trials are allowed.
Introducing differentiated payoffs after different types of prosecution would affect the
result analogously to the way as described in the analysis for anticompetitive actions.
How the profitabilities of the two types of actions are affected relatively to each other
by reporting and how this in turn affects the deterrence of anticompetitive behaviour
is analysed in the next section.

1.3.3

Aggregated deterrence

Consider now the stage 0, at which firm 1 decides whether to behave pro- or
anticompetitively. Remember that under the former behaviour it realizes positive
profits π and under the latter behaviour aπ with a > 1 such that a breach of
competition law is absent of law enforcement profitable. As a benchmark, we first
compare the two possible legal settings in a situation in which reporting is not
possible. Assume for the moment that firm 2 sues against both type of actions, that
is
ρ≡

k + κ3 l
D − (1 − κ2 )k
<ρ<
≡ ρ.
β(D + κ2 k + κ3 l)
β(D + κ2 k + κ3 l)

(1.20)

Firm 1 takes the anticompetitive action if
π(a − 1) > 0,

(1.21)

π(a − 1) > (1 − 2ρβ)(F + D + k),

(1.22)

if trials are not allowed and

if trials are allowed. If trials are not allowed, firm 1 will always take the anticompetitive
action as no prosecution can take place. It is straightforward to see that trials are
then an institution increasing the level of deterrence of anticompetitive actions if
and only if ρβ ≤ 12 , that is when the court is more often correct than wrong. This
is the case because firm 1 is indifferent between being correctly prosecuted for an
anticompetitive action and being falsely prosecuted for an in fact procompetitive
action as both lead to the same fine payments.15 If the court is more likely to be
correct than to err, the loss in payoffs for firm 1 through the introduction of trials is
higher for anticompetitive actions than for procompetitive actions. Hence are courts
in that case an effective enforcement mechanism. It is also noteworthy that such
15

Of course, we would arrive at a less extreme result if firms would not always have the to exclusively
choose between a procompetitive and an anticompetitive actions or if expected monetary sanctions
would differ.
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result would likewise hold if we would additionally consider enforcement by the AA
which would not be initiated by reporting.
Lemma 1.4. If reporting is not possible, the trial possibility increases the deterrence
1
of anticompetitive actions if ρ ≤ 2β
≡ ρB .
Proof. Follows from comparing (1.21) and (1.22).
Notice that this critical value is necessarily in between ρ < ρ < ρ, but is not per-se
larger or smaller than any other critical value regarding reporting behaviour derived
in previous sections (given that the ordering of ρ and ρ holds as presented in equation
1.20, which will be discussed below). Also, for Lemma 1.4 it is unimportant whether
the critical values for going for trial (as given by equation 1.20) are fulfilled for
all values ρ can possibly take (that is ρ > 1). For instance, for values of ρ for
which the left condition is not fulfilled but the right is, that is firm 2 goes to trial
against anticompetitive actions but not against procompetitive actions (ρ ≤ ρ), trials
are obviously unambiguously positive in their objective to enforce competition law.
Under this situation ρ < ρB also holds and thus is the prediction of Lemma 1.4 true.
Equivalently, if the right side condition is not met but the left is (ρ ≥ ρ), firm 2 only
sues procompetitive actions and trials are unambiguously negative. Again, Lemma
1.4 is true as ρ ≥ ρB necessarily holds. Finally, it is not necessarily the case that the
ordering of the critical values ρ and ρ is as presented in above inequality. However,
if it is reversed firm 2 will sue either only against procompetitive actions (then
trials are unambiguously decreasing the deterrence of AC actions) or only against
anticompetitive actions (in which case trials unambiguously increase the deterrence
of AC actions). To have an interval where firm 2 always sues against both types
of actions of firm 1 such that deterrence effects are not a priori clear, we assume
3k < D such that the ordering of critical values is ρ > ρ for every possible value of
cost shifting parameters κ2 and κ3 (notice that κ1 does not affect the ordering).
Now consider how the critical value of ρ determining whether trials increase or
decrease the deterrence of anticompetitive actions is affected by a reporting stage as
described. To reduce the complexity, we consider the special case where information
reporting has no spillover on the cost of trials, that is we set ξ = 0. While this
decreases the attractiveness of reporting when trials are possible, it does not affect
our qualitative results as information spillovers are no requirement for the existence
of our results established in the previous sections of this paper. Notice first that ρR
PC
S
and ρSP C as well as ρR
and
ρ
coincide
under
this
restriction,
that
is
firm
2
sues
for
AC
AC
a given ρ against either type of action if and only if there is also some c for which it
reports this action only under the NT regime. This is the case because the difference
in the values of reporting between the different regimes arises only by the value of
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trial. Hence, asymmetric reporting behaviour can only occur if the value of trail is
different from zero. More specifically, if and only if it is positive will reporting be
crowded in and contrary if and only if it is negative will reporting be crowded out.
We will focus for reasons discussed above on the latter case. This implies obviously
that there is no c at which firm 2 sues against an action and reports this action
T
T
NT
T
only under the trials regime, that is cN
AC > cAC and cP C > cP C hold in our interval
of interest (as given by equation 1.20) and that these critical values are pairwise
identical for the ρ at which firm 2 is indifferent whether to sue the respective action
T
NT
T
T
T
or not. Also cN
AC > cP C holds, but there is no ordering of cAC and cP C and of cAC
T
and cN
P C which holds generally over the whole interval of ρ. Figure 1.3.1 depicts
the most general form, where we number the different regions for which different
reporting behaviour occurs. The decisions to report either type of action when trials
are not possible do not depend on the court error multiplier and are consequently
horizontal lines. Reporting anticompetitive actions when trials are possible becomes
more attractive for larger ρ as the court error multiplier decreases the optional value
of trial whereby it will become for firm 2 more important that the action is publicly
prosecuted. Inversely, for procompetitive actions, the trial option becomes more
valuable if courts make more errors because an accurate court would not prosecute.
This then decreases the incentive to report.
1

2

3

4
6

5
7

Figure 1.3.1: Reporting behaviour based on reporting cost and court error multiplier

To identify the different regions of Figure 1.3.1 where firm 2’s reporting behaviour is
different between legal regimes, let
ρ̃ ≡

(2 − θ)βD − (1 − θβκ1 )(1 − κ2 )k
β(1 − θβκ1 )(D + κ2 k + κ3 l)

(1.23)

T
be the ρ which equalizes cTAC with cN
P C as indicated in Figure 1.3.1. If this threshold
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value is below ρ, that is if
κ1 ≤

(2 − κ2 )k + κ3 l − (2 − θ)βD

,
θβ (2 − κ2 )k + κ3 l

(1.24)

the regions labelled four and six in the Figure 1.3.1 above disappear from the interval
in which firm 2 sues firm 1 after both types of action. To stay general, we focus
on the opposite case where such regions do exist. Our results would also hold in
the reduced case and could be much simplified as no cases would arise where firm 2
reports both types of actions only under the NT regime and only one type under the
trials regime.
The deterrence threshold and hence the critical factor of ρ which determines whether
trials increase enforcement efficacy depends on the level of reporting given the legal
regimes in place. The following Table 1.3.1 gives these values for all relevant regions of
the figure from above. The calculations are completely analogous to the comparison
of equations (1.21) and (1.22) with adjusted probabilities of prosecution reflecting
different reporting behaviour.
Anticompetitive Procompetitive
NT

T

NT

T

ρ≤

name

no

no

no

no

ρ1

yes

no

no

no

1
2β
1−θ(1−β)
2β

yes

yes

no

no

ρ3

yes

no

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

no

yes

yes

1−θ
β(2−θ)
1−θ(1−2β)
2β
1−θ(1−β)
β(2−θ)
1−θ(1−β)
β(2−θ)

yes

yes

yes

yes

1
2β

ρ7

ρ2

ρ4
ρ5
ρ6

Table 1.3.1: Critical thresholds for trial impact under different reporting behaviour

The numbers in the subscript of the names of the threshold values in the last column
of Table 1.3.1 correspond to the numbering in the areas of Figure 1.3.1. The following
order necessarily holds for these values:
ρ2 < ρ4 < ρ3 < ρ6 = ρ5 < ρ1 = ρ7 = ρB .

(1.25)

All values expect ρ2 are necessarily larger than ρ̃, which already implies that trials are
always enforcement increasing in the regions 4 and 6. The value ρ2 could be either
larger or smaller than ρ̃ and might even be smaller than ρ. Define c1 as the cost of
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T
reporting equalizing ρ1 with cTP C and similar c2 equalizing ρ5 with cTP C , c3 ≡ cN
PC ,
T
T
NT
c4 equalizing ρ2 with cN
AC , c5 equalizing ρ3 with ρAC and c6 = cAC . As depicted in
Figure 1.3.1, this implies cn < cn+1 for n = 1, ..., 5 given that ρ2 > ρ̃. Otherwise
the only change is c4 < c3 . The following proposition declares for which values of
the error probability the trial possibility increases the deterrence of anticompetitive
actions for given values of the cost of reporting. The result of Proposition 1.4 as well
as the following Corollaries 1.1 and 1.2 are depicted in Figure 1.3.2.

Proposition 1.4. Considering a reporting possibility, the instances when trials
increase the level of deterrence of anticompetitive actions are given by the following
table.
Given

trial increases AC deterrence if

c ≤ c1

ρ≤

c1 < c ≤ c2

ρ≤

c2 < c ≤ c3

ρ≤

c3 < c ≤ max[c3 , c4 ]

ρ≤

max[c3 , c4 ] < c ≤ c5

ρ≤

c5 < c ≤ c6

ρ≤

1−θ
β(2−θ)
1−θ(1−β)
2β
1−θ(1−β)
2β

c6 < c

ρ≤

1
2β

1
2β
θβD+θ(k+κ3 l)−c(1−θβκ1 −(1−θ)ξ)
θβ(D+κ2 k+κ3 l)
1−θ(1−β)
β(2−θ)

∨

θ(βD−(1−κ2 )k)+c(1−θ(1−β)κ1 −(1−θ)ξ)
θβ(D+κ2 k+κ3 l)

<ρ≤

1−θ
β(2−θ)

Table 1.3.2: Impact of trial on enforcement efficacy

Proof. Follows from Table 1.3.1 and (1.2), (1.4), (1.9) and (1.11).
As can be easily seen, the reporting option always weakly decreases the interval
of the court error multiplier in which trial is improving enforcement efficacy. The
condition is further strict except for the two extreme cases. Only if firm 2 does not
report either type of action under both legal regimes (region 1) or if firm 2 reports
both types of actions under both legal regimes (region 7) has reporting no impact on
the effect of trial. This is intuitive. Whether firm 2 always reports or never reports
influences the likelihood whether it comes to trial but not whether some type of
action will be more likely prosecuted than another. Hence, it does not influence the
quality of antitrust enforcement. Even if the anticompetitive action is reported under
both legal regimes and the procompetitive action under neither regime (region 3),
trials become less attractive, because the positive aspect of trails (prosecution of
anticompetitive actions in trials possible if the AA failed to investigate) is diminished
by reporting while the disadvantage is fully carried. This is captured in Corollary
1.1.
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Figure 1.3.2: Areas in which trials decrease the deterrence of anticompetitive actions based on
reporting cost and court error multiplier

Corollary 1.1. Trials become weakly less desirable by considering reporting. Whenever firm 2 reports at least one type of action only under the no trials legal regime
and whenever firm 2 reports the anticompetitive action under both legal regimes but
the procompetitive action under neither regime, trials become strictly less desirable by
considering reporting.
Proof. Follows from Table 1.3.2.
Notice further, that the interval c3 < c < c4 ceases to exist if ρ2 < ρ̃. In particular,
ρ2 can also be below the lower threshold of the relevant interval ρ. Then no trials is
better in terms of enforcement in the entire region 2.
Particularly interesting is the interval c ∈ (max[c3 .c4 ], c5 ], where the impact of
trial on enforcement efficacy under both asymmetric and symmetric reporting of
anticompetitive actions is such that for both cases trials are improving enforcement
only if the error probability is low enough within the interval of the prescribed
reporting behaviour. This implies in turn that the effect of trial is non-monotonically
influenced by the error probability multiplier of trials. This is caused by the following
discontinuity. For low error multipliers, reporting occurs only in the no trials regime
and trials are a deterrence increasing institution. For larger ρ reporting behaviour
stays equivalent, but trials become less desirable because they become more likely to
punish procompetitive actions and less likely to punish anticompetitive actions. Then
for even larger ρ, firm 2 also reports when trials are possible (no crowding-out) and
this makes trials desirable again. Only for even larger ρ become trials for the same
reason as above (more likely to commit an error) again negative also for symmetric
reporting behaviour. The following corollary summarizes.
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Corollary 1.2. For c ∈ (max[c3 , c4 ], c5 ] whether trials increase or decrease the
deterrence of anticompetitive actions is influenced non-monotonically by the court
error probability multiplier.
Proof. Follows from Table 1.3.2.
Considering the regions 2, 3 and 5 in Figure 1.3.1, it can be noted that reporting has
the strongest adverse impact on the effects of trials if reporting of anticompetitive
actions is asymmetric with respect to legal regimes (region 2), the second highest
impact if reporting is symmetric under the two legal regimes but only present for
anticompetitive actions (region 3) and least adverse for asymmetric reporting of
procompetitive actions only (region 5). In region 2 the no trials regime is improved
via reporting while the trials regime is unaffected. In contrast, in region 3 reporting
affects the no trials regime equally as in region 2, but also the trials regime is
positively affected by reporting as the prosecution probability of anticompetitive
actions increases. Thus the relative attractiveness of trials is less strongly affected by
the reporting possibility than region 2. Region 5 is less affected than both regions 2
and 3 as additionally to the reporting in region 3, firm 2 also reports procompetitive
actions only under the no trials regime which increases the probability of type I
errors under this regime.
Next, consider what would happen if we were to deviate from above assumption
ρ̃ ≥ ρ. As mentioned regions 4 and 6 would disappear as cTAC would start at the
T
lower bound ρ above cN
P C . In general, everything follows above analysis, however, all
thresholds of ρ except ρB = ρ1 = ρ7 could possibly be smaller than the left hand
bound of the relevant interval. In that case no trials would be desirable for any
possible value of ρ in the interval c2 < c ≤ c6 .
The final issue that we want to address is how the design of the legal system in terms
of litigation cost shifting parameters affects the enforcement effects of trial. Typical
aspects of litigation cost shifting identified in earlier literature are that they increase
(decrease) the incentive of a harmed party to go to trial if this party will likely
(unlikely) win the trial and that it equivalently affects deterrence by asymmetric
influence on the values of criminal and non-criminal activities (see e.g., Shavell 1982
and Spier 2007). We have excluded these effects by focusing on the interval where
firm 2 sues after both types of actions of firm 1 and by assuming that firm 1 pays
the same level of fines and costs independent of the level of cost sharing after a
prosecution. We do so to focus on the effects of cost sharing on enforcement efficacy
via its influence on reporting behaviour. The following corollary determines how the
cost shifting parameters affect trial optimality via reporting behaviour.
Corollary 1.3. Given that firm 2 sues against both types of actions, the scope for
trials increasing enforcement efficacy
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• increases in κ1 if c is small and decreases if c is large,
• weakly decreases in κ2 and
• weakly increases in κ3 .
Proof. See Appendix.
For an intuitive illustration, consider the following. If κ1 is increasing, reporting
either type of action becomes under both legal regimes more attractive as a larger
fraction of the reporting cost is refunded if the report leads to a successful prosecution.
Remember that reporting a procompetitive action is good under the trials regime
(because it is less likely that the more erroneous court has to make a decision) and
bad under a no trials regime (because without report there is a zero probability of
type I error). Hence, by κ1 increasing and a report being more likely, the no trials
regime is negatively affected and the trials regime is positively affected. Thereby,
when κ1 increases such that firm 2 switches to reporting behaviour on procompetitive
actions (that is if c is low) this will increase the scope for trials. In contrast, reporting
anticompetitive actions is positive under both regimes. Thus if an increase in κ1
induces firm 2 to report the anticompetitive action this strengthens both regimes.
As the reporting behaviour of anticompetitive actions is affected by κ1 under the
trials regime for lower c than under the no trials regime, an increase of κ1 increases
the scope for trials only if c is low enough and decreases the scope if c is too large.
Regarding the intuition for the cost shifting parameters κ2 and κ3 , notice that these
do not affect the decision to report under the no trials regime, because if trials are
not possible they are payoff-irrelevant. An increase in the level of costs that firm
2 can shift to firm 1 in case it wins a stand-alone trial measured by κ2 decreases
the attractiveness of reporting both under the no trials and the trials regime. This
is then increasing enforcement efficacy because anticompetitive actions are more
likely and procompetitive less likely (because the court makes a decision with lower
probability) prosecuted.
In contrast to this, an increase in κ3 increases the likelihood of reporting as the
expected value of the trial option decreases when firm 2 has to pay a fee in if loses
its trial. This then decreases the enforcement efficacy, because the court becomes
more likely to decide both on procompetitive and anticompetitive actions and hence
do the expected numbers of errors increase.

1.4

Conclusion

The question of the effect of introducing private antitrust trials as a complement to
public enforcement on the efficacy of antitrust enforcement is currently hotly debated,
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both in academia and among practitioners. Previous research such as the work of
McAfee et al. (2008) and Calcagno (2012) has established clear predictions about the
types of errors we should expect to increase and decrease with the implementation of
private trials. Allowing for the communication of evidence from private parties to the
AA puts some of these results into question. Under certain parameter constellations,
in particular the positive result of trials is reversed such that it is in fact more likely
that anticompetitive actions go unprosecuted. The negative result of previous research
finding more type I errors as a cause of trials cannot be qualified by introducing
reporting. In general, trials might perform worse than previous research suggested.
Of course, a general policy recommendation such as banning private trial should
not be the policy inference from this paper. As the analysis of aggregate deterrence
has clearly shown, that there exist even with reporting parameter regions in which
aggregate deterrence increases in equilibrium as a cause of trials. It is essentially
an empirical question whether the probability of prosecution increases or decreases
and also whether trials are overall desirable. From a theoretical perspective both
cases are possible, depending on whether the trial possibility crowds out cooperation
between private parties and the AA, and if so, whether this can outweigh the direct
effects of the trial.
Finally, some inferences regarding the general discussion on regulation vs litigation
can be drawn from this paper. Consider the parameter ρ, which measures the
difference in error probabilities between the bureaucracy and the judicial system. If
this variable is either very small or very large, our analysis does not provide new
insights and errors persist as previously determined. This is somewhat at odds with
the discussion of Shleifer (2010), who shows that regulation is superior to litigation
if the bureaucracy is more effective in law enforcement than the courts are (that is in
terms of our model if ρ is high). However, this conundrum can be resolved.
Consider only the anticompetitive case for an illustration. In accordance with Shleifer
(2010), in our model regulation is superior to litigation if the court is erroneous
(condition 1.17). However, effective regulation in our model also requires input
from a private party. This input would not be provided if the judicial system were
sufficiently accurate (condition 1.4). Thus, an efficient legal system weakens the
efficacy of regulation. This is an important issue that might be worthwhile to
generalize beyond the context of antitrust enforcement. It is an important question,
both theoretically and empirically, whether and how much the quality of a bureaucracy
is degraded by the availability of efficient litigation, since contributions to public
enforcement become less necessary from an individual perspective. The optimality
of regulation or litigation in conclusion cannot be determined by juxtaposing them
without considering interaction effects between the two different channels of law
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enforcement. Allowing litigation can lead to a private underinvestment problem
(see Shavell 1997), which is mitigated when parties can enforce their rights only in
collaboration with a regulator.
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Appendix 1.A

Proofs

Proof of Corollary 1.3. For the first statement, see that an increase in κ1 increases
T
T
NT
NT
all thresholds cN
AC , cAC , cP C and cP C as can be seen from (1.2), (1.4), (1.9) and (1.11)
whereby all ci for i = 1, ..., 6 increase. If c1 and c2 increase, the threshold for trials
increasing deterrence of anticompetitive actions strictly increases for the affected
c from minimally ρ5 to maximally ρ1 . For an increase in c3 , the trial deterrence
threshold for affected c increases from ρ3 to ρ5 . For increases in c4 and c5 , the
threshold strictly increases from minimally ρ2 to maximally ρ3 . For an increase in c6 ,
the threshold for affected c decreases from ρ1 to ρ2 . This completes the proof for the
first statement.
For the second statement, see that an increase in κ2 decreases cTAC and cTP C while
T
NT
it does not affect cN
AC and cP C whereby the value c1 , c2 , c4 and c5 decrease while c3
and c6 are not affected. Together with the arguments how changes in c affect the
trial impact threshold in the proof of the first statement, this completes the proof of
the second statement.
For the third statement, see that an increase in κ3 increases cTAC and cTP C while it
T
NT
does not affect cN
AC and cP C , whereby the value c1 , c2 , c4 and c5 increase while c3
and c6 are not affected. Together with the arguments how changes in c affect the
threshold in the proof of the first statement, this completes the proof of the third
statement.
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2. Endogenous cartel organization and antitrust fine discrimination

2.1
2.1.1

Introduction
Motivation and main results

The stability and the persistence of a cartel depend on the ability of its participants
to punish firms that deviate from the cartel agreement. For effective punishment,
defective behaviour must be recognized as such. However, in a world with incomplete
information, this might not always be possible. For example, individual demand
fluctuations could be attributed either to fluctuations in aggregate demand or to
defective behaviour on the part of individual cartel members. Motta (2004) names
limited transparency in the form of the observability of prices as a major factor
impeding cartel stability. Cartels respond to this obstacle by means of various
organizational forms. One commonly observed mechanism to alleviate the problem
resulting from incomplete information is the engagement of third parties that monitor
individual behaviour and report deviations from the cartel agreement to the other
members. This allows punishment to be more effective. Relative to many other forms
of cartel organization such as collusion with a ringleader it ensures neutrality of the
monitor.1 Extensive empirical evidence documents this mechanism as a common form
of cartel organization: Genesove and Mullin (2001) report anecdotal evidence on how
a trade association collects and disseminates information about the market behaviour
of the colluding firms. If a firm defects from the agreement or does not comply with
its reporting duties, the trade association will recommend punitive measures to the
other cartel members. Kühn (2001) argues that the motivation behind the historic
origin of trade associations was exactly this collusion-facilitating role. Levenstein and
Suslow (2011) report that in a recent international sample of convicted cartels, firms
colluded in 31% of cases with the help of trade associations. This result confirms
similar magnitudes found in earlier studies, such as Posner (1970) finding a figure of
44% of cartels operating with trade associations.
The common involvement of trade associations (henceforth TAs) or other third
parties2 in the organization of cartels raises some interesting research questions that
to date have not been considered in the literature on collusive practices. We first
1

An additional service third parties could provide to colluding firms is equilibrium selection. As we
know from the theory of collusion and supergames, many collusive equilibria can arise and if firms
are asymmetric, none of which might be a natural focal point. As the detection of deviations, this
service would facilitate cartel formation and stability. Hence, the arguments of our model would
apply in a similar fashion. We follow our approach as the exposition with detection of deviations
builds on a richer literature originating from Green and Porter (1984).
2
Clark (1983) cites auditing firms as monitors of relevant data such as sales quantities. Based on
a sample of cartels recently convicted by the European Commission, Marshall and Marx (2008)
report that other third-party monitors often include technical standard committees and consulting
firms. As trade associations seem to be the most prominent type of third party, we refer to them
exclusively throughout this article.
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explain how a cartel chooses its organizational form, that is whether it organizes
with or without third-party assistance based on the level of uncertainty and on the
level of antitrust enforcement. We then derive optimal enforcement policies, taking
the fact into account that cartel organization is an endogenous variable and that
different organizational forms lead to different probabilities of cartel breakdown even
when firms adhere to collusive strategies (e.g., because the cartel is prosecuted and
subsequently desisted in future periods or because a firm is mistakenly punished
during a price war with competitive behaviour by the other colluders). We refer to a
cartel with a low probability of such (possibly temporary) breakdown as persistent.
In this model, we propose that the legislator might be able to increase welfare by
decreasing the fine for cartels that operate without the help of third parties relative
to the fine for cartels with third-party assistance.
Our argument for improving antitrust enforcement by fine differentiation proceeds as
follows: The fine reduction for cartels operating without TA involvement induces some
cartels to select this organizational form, even though the alternative organization
with the help of a TA would imply a more persistent cartel. The firms are willing to
accept lower persistence of the cartel in order to obtain a lower expected fine. The
firms’ objectives are to maximize their expected dynamic payoffs from cartelization,
which are influenced by both the profits of the current stage game and the persistence
of the cartel (that is the expected profits in future periods). Accordingly, firms trade
of lower persistence of a cartel for lower fines. The objective of the antitrust authority
(henceforth AA), given that some cartels cannot be deterred, is to minimize cartel
persistence.3 Levying a fine affects the payoff of the AA only indirectly in so far as
this influences the firm behaviour but does not enter the payoffs directly (in contrast
to the payoffs of the firms). The enforcement benefit from fine differentiation results
here from the fact that the objectives of the firms and of the AA are not diametrically
opposed to each other.
However, two drawbacks arise from a fine differentiation as proposed. First, the
deterrence threshold decreases such that some new cartels will form which would not
have been stable under a uniformly high fine. Secondly, the cartels that organize
without the help of a TA become more persistent. As their expected fine decreases,
the value of collusion increases. This allows firms to reduce the strength of the
threat of punishment for a deviation from the cartel agreement which guarantees
incentive-compatibility. As a consequence, the cartel will be better functioning and
will cause a larger welfare harm. An optimal rate of fine reduction will balance the
3

In our model the two organizational forms of the cartel imply the same welfare harm per period in
which the cartel is active. A generalization in which cartel harm is higher for cartels with TA (for
example, if it would help to coordinate on an equilibrium with a higher price) would strengthen our
results.
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marginal rates of these effects.4
Our study establishes further that some positive level of fine differentiation is optimal
whenever the AA in not too likely to convict cartels both under TA assistance and
without. In that sense, fine differentiation is a second best in situations when the
level of enforcement is rather low (e.g., because the budget of the AA is too low).
We note finally that this form of fine differentiation corresponds to the legal standard
in Europe. Council Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 article 23 (2) explicitly states that
trade associations involved in a cartel are also subject to antitrust fines, such that
the total level of fines to all collusive parties can be higher when trade associations
are involved. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to provide an economic
justification for this feature of European competition law. In our model we do not
technically distinguish between fines for firms and the additional fine for the trade
association but assume that the fines applied to individual firms differ between the
forms of cartel organization. This is valid as in practice trade associations are direct
agents of the participating firms (which are usually also the colluding firms) and are
directly funded by these firms via membership fees. Thus any expense of the trade
association is indirectly an expense to firms (see also footnote 11).

2.1.2

Related literature

Methodically, our model applies the concept of marginal deterrence from the general
law and economics literature (see for instance Shavell 1992 for a seminal contribution)
to the case of cartel organization. Briefly summarized, this literature finds that when
individuals (or firms) can choose between exclusive crimes, fines for actions with
relatively limited welfare harm should be lower than fines for crimes inflicting large
welfare harm. Such fine structure might induce individuals to choose the former act
instead of the latter. A drawback is that the criminal act inflicting low harm will
by the fine reduction also become more attractive relative to no breach of law at
all. As there is in our model endogenous heterogeneity in cartel stability, we find
that marginal deterrence is an applicable concept even when the per-period welfare
harm of the different crimes is a priori identical. In our model, this is the case
because the criminal act will be repeated in the future with different probabilities,
and as these probabilities are affected by the fine differentiation. Additionally, we
establish the existence of a novel effect in the framework of marginal deterrence. The
fine reduction for the crime resulting in less welfare harm causes the frequency of
this crime to increase even for the set of criminals who would commit this crime
4

Note that similar to our mechanism, other enforcement mechanisms such as leniency programmes,
while improving enforcement efficacy have as well the drawback that some new cartels are created
as a result of their introduction, see e.g., Motta and Polo (2003).
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already under homogeneous fines. This is the case because the level of cooperation
after the observation of a potential deviation can be increased without threatening
incentive-compatibility. This result of our analysis would thus be generalized to
all sorts of settings with collective crimes also outside of competition law that are
repeatedly executed.
Thematically, our paper is connected to two branches of literature. First, it is
related to research on the role of trade associations and other third parties or direct
communication between firms as collusion facilitators. Secondly, it is related to the
antitrust enforcement literature. Regarding the latter research field, it is broadly
related with the general antitrust enforcement literature such as Besanko and Spulber
(1989) and Motta and Polo (2003) by a shared objective to deter and desist antitrust
violations in particular cartels. More specifically, our work is related to certain papers
within this domain that also employ a marginal deterrence approach to antitrust
violations. One such study is provided by Houba et al. (2011), who determine the
optimal structure between cartel harm and fines, when firms endogenously determine
the collusive price. Fines that increase over-proportionally in welfare harm might be
optimal. Under such a system a cartel inflicting low levels of welfare harm (that is, a
small price overcharge) would in comparison to a proportional fine schedule become
more attractive relative to both a more serious cartel (large price overcharge) and
to legal behaviour (the competitive benchmark). Our paper features a similar idea.
The main distinction is that firms react in the two models differently to the fine
differentiation. In the model constructed by Houba et al. (2011) firms can choose
between different levels of welfare harm by setting different prices, while in our model
harm varies according to the persistence of the cartel, which can be affected by the
firms by choosing the level of organizational depth. Cosnita-Langlais and Tropeano
(2013) indirectly employ a marginal deterrence approach. They consider merger and
cartel formation to be substitutable firm strategies (as both reduce quantities) that
entail though different welfare effects because the merger may result in efficiency
gains which cannot be realized with a cartel. They conclude that merger policy
should not be too strict if cartel enforcement is either too costly or too erroneous.
Within the antitrust enforcement field, our paper is related to models in which cartel
organization is endogenous and is impacted by antitrust enforcement institutions.
For example, Bartolini and Zazzaro (2011) analyse how the formation of a cartel
and the number of firms within the cartel is affected by fines and conclude that
fines might increase the welfare harm of cartels. Chen (2008) and Dargaud and
Jacques (2014) analyse collusion and the optimality of leniency programmes when
the cartelizing firms can delegate the decision right whether to collude to lower levels
of the hierarchy within the firms. To our knowledge, no other paper investigating
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optimal antitrust enforcement institutions has considered the possibility of firms to
overcome obstacles of cartel stability by the means of third-party communication.
In the literature on collusion facilitators, the role of trade associations is well documented, both anecdotally (Kühn, 2001; Genesove and Mullin, 2001) and quantitatively
(Levenstein and Suslow, 2006, 2011). The theoretical literature has focused on direct
communication between firms,5 with the notable exception of Aoyagi (2005) who
analyses communication with a third-party mediator. He provides a folk theorem
specifying when communication with a mediator allows collusion. Another paper
addressing the role of third parties in collusion is provided by Karlinger (2010), who
analyses collusion stability when the implementation of punishments is delegated to
a third party in the same baseline model we employ in this paper. In contrast to
these papers, we focus on the effect of antitrust enforcement when communication
takes endogenously place and less on the functioning of communication or delegation.
The only other paper we are aware of that branches the these two strands of literature
is Mouraviev (2013) which is probably the study most closely related to ours. In
that paper firms face the same trade-off between the risk of being detected by the
antitrust authority or not being able to detect firms breaching the cartel agreement.
However, the model deviates in a number of points from the present work. First, it
is purely descriptive. Mouraviev (2013) explains why firms communicate in spite of
results such as Friedman (1971) that collusion is stable absent of communication. Our
model goes further in so far as is investigates the impact of this trade-off on optimal
enforcement policies and contributes thereby to the theory of marginal deterrence.
Secondly, the framing of the model is different as Mouraviev (2013) describes the
firm decision as whether to communicate or not while we describe it as whether to
involve a monitor or not. Thirdly, it differs in a number of assumptions, for example
assumes Mouraviev (2013) that prosecution is absent of communication not possible.
Finally, from a modelling perspective Marshall et al. (2011) is related to our work.
They assume, as we do, that within a Green-Porter framework some cartels can
distinguish deviations from aggregate demand fluctuations while others cannot. The
main difference between the models is that they assume this ability to be exogenously
determined by a random distribution while we assume it to be an endogenous choice
of the colluding firms.

5

Important contributions in this literature include Athey and Bagwell (2001), Athey et al. (2004),
Harrington and Skrzypacz (2007) and Harrington and Skrzypacz (2011). For the case of non-collusive
static oligopoly settings, information sharing has already been analysed by Gal-Or (1985) and Jin
(1994).
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2.1.3

Outline of the chapter

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2.2, the repeated game and
its timing, strategies and payoffs are introduced. Section 2.3 determines whether
firms are able to cartelize and what organizational form they select. Section 2.4
shows how fine differentiation between the two different organizational forms affects
this choice and the corresponding incentive-compatibility constraints. Furthermore,
conditions for the optimality of a fine differentiation are determined. Section 2.5
discusses possible extensions of our model and derives policy implications.

2.2

The model

Our model extends a simplified version of the Green and Porter (1984) collusion
model as presented by Tirole (1988). In an infinitely repeated game n ≥ 2 symmetric
firms decide in each period whether to collude or to compete with one another. Under
a collusive agreement, firms must decide whether to comply with this agreement or
to deviate from it. The profits of the different strategies depend on the realization
of aggregate market demand, which is drawn in each period from a binary random
distribution. With probability α demand will be zero and the current period profits
resulting from all actions will likewise be zero. With counterprobability (1 − α)
demand will be positive and the current period profits of the participating firms
will be given by a standard Bertrand oligopoly setting where all firms have identical
constant marginal cost. Under collusion firms charge the monopoly price and share
quantities equally such that each firm will receive profits of πn . However, each firm is
tempted to deviate from the cartel agreement as it would realize monopoly profits π
by marginally undercutting the other firms. Under the competitive market outcome,
individual profits would in this Bertrand setting of course be zero. Firms only observe
their own individual demand and profits, but not total market demand or profits of
the other firms. If a firm observes that its individual demand is zero, two conclusions
would be logically valid. Either total demand is zero or some firm(s) has deviated
from the cartel agreement and has captured the entire demand. As both individual
actions and profits are private information, the firms cannot distinguish these two
cases. It is therefore possible that the cartel members will erroneously retaliate after
observing zero demand (e.g., under a grim trigger strategy) or mistakenly continue
to collude after a defection (only possible under a strategy profile more lenient than
grim triggers).
Our extension to this standard Green and Porter (1984) model is twofold. As a first
extension, we introduce exogenous antitrust enforcement parameters (to which the
AA is able to commit). We assume that the AA will discover a stable cartel with
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exogenous probability β and will convict it with certainty, meaning that each firm
will have to pay a fine Fi where the subscript i indicates that the fine can be different
for different types of cartels as will be explained later. After conviction the cartel
has to shut down forever. Although in the real world some recidivism seems to exist,
it has been shown that prosecution has a strong desistance effect and consequently
is this assumption widely used in the literature.6 Furthermore, we assume that the
cartel can be detected, desisted and fined in all periods independent of the demand
realization. Detection in our model should be possible independent of the demand
realization as firms form a collusive agreement and decide whether to adhere to it
before the demand is realized. Arguably, a cartel in the low-demand state causes no
harm (as output is not decreased) and could accordingly profit from a lower (or no)
fine. However, as price discussions are in most jurisdictions a sufficient condition to
establish illegality and as the action has the potential to cause harm, we assume that
the AA levies a fine if it finds collusion even if demand is zero. Similarly, we assume
that the cartel can be prosecuted in periods in which a firm deviated. The cartel has
formed and thereby has evidence been created independent of whether some firm
deviated or not and the intent to collude is enough to fulfil illegality. Also social
harm is done and the deviating firm profits relative to the legal competitive situation.
Hence, it is reasonable to assume that both deviating firms as well as firms whom
has been deviated upon are subject to fines.
As described in the introduction, firms often assign a third party to collect data on
the behaviour of cartel members and to instruct them on how to behave in order to
ensure cartel stability. As a second extension to Green and Porter (1984), we assume
that the firms can at the beginning of the game (that is in a period zero before the
first stage game commences)7 choose whether to collude with or without the help of
a trade association. As all firms are symmetric and as no information asymmetry
exists at this stage, all firms have the same preference for the type of organization
such that they will easily coordinate. The former cartel organization requires firms
to disclose their individual profits to the trade association. We assume that the TA
perfectly recognizes the true profits and can thus deduct the firms’ past actions. The
work of Genesove and Mullin (2001) has demonstrated that cartel agreements grant
TAs wide-ranging rights of inspection,8 e.g., inspection of accounting data as well
6

For instance, Aguzzoni et al. (2013) show empirically that the reduction in firm values due to
antitrust sanctions can only be attributed in part to the application of fines and is otherwise
explained by the authors with the cessation of profitable business practices. See also Choi and
Gerlach (2012) for a discussion of this assumption.
7
Alternatively, we could assume with the same result that the firms choose the cartel organization at
the beginning of each stage game as this repeated choice would not be affected by the history of
earlier stage games and would thus remain identical over all periods.
8
See also Stocking and Watkins (1991) for a discussion of the inspection rights of trade associations.
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as production facilities such that the assumption that the TA cannot be deceived
is reasonable.9 A weaker assumption where the TA commits both type I and type
II errors in detecting deviations could be employed in our model without affecting
the qualitative results but only with considerable increase in the requirements of
algebraic notation. Formally, we assume that the entire set of individual profits
becomes known to all cartel insiders by the means of the TA’s involvement.10 As it is
an empirical fact that in practice not all cartels operate with the help of the TA, this
organizational form must also have some disadvantages for firms. Levenstein and
Suslow (2011) have shown that the propensity to be prosecuted increases significantly
when a TA is involved. This is not surprising as the involvement of a TA leaves
a longer paper trail and as there will be more witnesses and potential informants
who can instigate an investigation by the AA. We assume correspondingly that the
probability of prosecution is qβ ≤ 1, with q ≥ 1 for collusion with the help of third
parties. As described, the level of the fine can be contingent on the organizational
form that is, FN for stand-alone cartels and FT for cartels operating with the help of
a TA.11 As we will see, enforcement gains can only arise for a lower fine for cartels
without TA such that we can constraint our analysis to cases FN ≤ FT .
The Figure 2.2.1 illustrates the timing of the game, where we introduce the notation of
T-collusion for cartels with a TA and N-collusion for cartels without a TA. Remember
that the decision of whether to employ a TA or not is taken in a period t = 0 before
the first stage game and is hence not repeated (however, as discussed in footnote 7,
this could also be part of the stage game).
Regarding firm strategies, we assume that a cartel which organizes with a TA follows a
grim trigger strategy. That is, firms punish every deviation from the cartel agreement
with a reversion to competitive behaviour in all future periods. For a cartel without
TA assistance, this assumption is too strict because once market demand is found to
be zero, the punishment of eternal competitive equilibrium would be triggered. As
long as the incentive-compatibility constraint of collusion is guaranteed, the value of
9

Athey and Bagwell (2001) and Athey et al. (2004) assume similarly perfect monitoring in a (in this
case, direct) communication scenario.
10
We do not explicitly model the behaviour of the TA. Note that this eliminates the possibility of any
type of principal-agent problem between the TA and firms. Potential approaches of endogenizing
the TA’s behaviour and their implications are discussed in the conclusion.
11
Note also that no difference would arise if we would consider that fines are applied to the TA directly
instead as to firms if we impose total fines to be equivalent under both scenarios. A participation
constraint of the TA would require nI − βFA ≥ 0 where I is the membership fee each firm pays
and FA the fine applied to the TA. The expected one shot payoff for collusion for firms would
(under the assumption that the membership fee is determined such that the TA makes no profit) be
(1 − α) nπ − βFN − β FnA while (1 − α) nπ − βFT under the assumption of the TA fine directly applies
to firms. If we impose that the two approaches should levy the same level of total fines, the only
possible fine for TAs would be FA = n(FT − FN ) resulting in I ∗ = β(FT − FN ). This would provide
firms with the exact same payoffs from collusion as does our setup with fines applied only for firms.
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Pre-stage game

Stage game

t = 0 Firms decide on collusion and if so on TA involvement.
t = 1 Firms decide whether to deviate from or to comply with
the collusive agreement.
t = 2 Stochastic realization of demand and profits. If in t = 0
firms decided on T-collusion, profits are w.r.t. firms
public knowledge, otherwise they are private knowledge.
t = 3 Antitrust enforcement takes place with probability β under N-collusion and qβ under T-collusion and respective
fines FN or FT are applied.
Figure 2.2.1: The timing of the game

collusion can be increased by more lenient punishment. In the standard collusion
model with deterministic demand it is given cartel stability payoff-irrelevant whether
firms employ grim triggers or a less severe but incentive-compatible punishment
strategy, but grim trigger strategies punish deviations most strongly and thereby
maximize the scope for collusion. This holds also in our model for T-collusion. Though
demand is stochastic, deviations and zero demand can be perfectly distinguished from
another, hence is false retaliation not possible and grim triggers maximize collusion
stability without imposing any further cost on the firms beyond the cost necessary to
guarantee stability. Under stochastic demand, Green and Porter (1984) assume that
after observing zero individual demand, firms will punish for an exogenous number
of T periods before returning to collusion. This period is labelled as a price war,
where firms play the competitive outcome and afterwards revert back to collusion.
We follow the extension of Tirole (1988), who endogenizes T which is selected by
the colluding firms such that is just large enough to satisfy incentive-compatibility.
For larger T (longer price war) incentive-compatibility is more likely to be fulfilled
as after observing zero demand firms revert longer to the competitive equilibrium.
As this reversion is costly, it is optimal to select the T which is fulfilling incentivecompatibility with equality.12
Consider the case in which the cartel is formed without the help of the TA. The
value of collusion is then given by VNC = (1 − α) πn − βFN + (1 − β)(1 − α + αδ T )δVNC .
Profits are only realized under positive demand while fines are applied whenever the
cartel is detected independent of demand. Given that detection has not taken place,
there is also the dynamic value of future collusion which is discounted as usual one
period if demand was positive or T + 1 periods if demand was zero (and a price war
has to take place for T periods to ensure stability). Solving for VNC delivers
12

A different mechanism to establish cartel stability in a Green and Porter (1984) framework is
employed by Amelio and Biancini (2010). Following the work of Abreu et al. (1986), they assume
that firms do not punish for T periods, but randomize with endogenous probabilities between the
minmax of the repeated game and the maximum value of the repeated game. In expected payoffs
this setup is equivalent to ours as in both punishment is just enough to guarantee stability.
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VNC =

(1 − α)π − nβFN
,
n(1 − (1 − β)(1 − α + αδ T )δ)

(2.1)

To avoid the fraction πn in the notation, we commonly expand fractions (such as
above value of collusion) with factor n. The value of an unilateral one-shot deviation
is given by VND = (1 − α)π − βFN + (1 − β)δ T +1 VNC , that is
VND = (1 − α)π − βFN + (1 − β)δ T +1

(1 − α)π − nβFN
,
n(1 − (1 − β)(1 − α + αδ T )δ)

(2.2)

where the subscript N indicates that these are the values when no trade association
is involved. Also after a deviation collusion takes again place (given no detection)
after a price war of T periods. Note that during the price war detection by the AA
is not possible.
Under collusion involving a TA, there is no reason to start a temporary price war
instead of using a grim trigger strategy as an undeserved punishment is not possible
in that case. The value of collusion is independent of the length of the price war
(including such wars of infinite length), and thus is the cartel indifferent between any
length as long as the incentive constraint is fulfilled. It is therefore not a restrictive
assumption that firms in this setting will apply grim trigger strategies. The value of
collusion is then given by
VTC =

(1 − α)π − nqβFT
.
n(1 − (1 − qβ)δ)

(2.3)

Defecting from the facilitated cartel agreement yields a deviation value determined
by the expected one-shot deviation profits
VTD = (1 − α)π − qβFT ,

(2.4)

where we assume that the TA can also determine in the zero demand case whether a
firm has deviated. This seems reasonable as in the Green and Porter (1984) model
firms must make their pricing decisions before observing demand (see Figure 2.2.1).
Given the inspections rights of production facilities usually granted to TAs it seems
likely that it could detect deviators even if the realized aggregate demand is zero.
In the next section we determine the conditions under which the firms cartelize with
or without a TA or fail to cartelize at all.

2.3

The decision on (the kind of ) collusion

Three critical threshold values need to be identified in order to determine firm behaviour. The incentive-compatibility constraints of the two types of cartels determine
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whether some form of collusion is stable, and a comparison between the expected
payoffs for the two types of collusion determines the optimal choice of organization
(given that both types are stable). Note that the expected value of collusion without
TA is dependent on the endogenous and to be determined length of price wars. We are
interested in the question how these thresholds change with variations in β and α as
the detection probability and the demand volatility are important parameters driving
firm strategies with respect to cartel organization. Later, we will consider a set of
industries distributed in some (β, α) space. The following section will show that when
the fine is lower for N-type collusion, the thresholds will change such that there will be
less T-cartels but more cartels in total. We first examine the incentive-compatibility
condition of the N-cartel. This form of cartel is stable whenever VNC ≥ VND , that is
after some transformations if13

δ T +1 (1 − β)(π − nβFN − nαπ) ≤ π − nβ(1 − β)δFN − n(1 − (1 − β)(1 − α)δ)π. (2.5)
Remember that T > 0 is endogenously chosen by the firms. The value of collusion
decreases in T , which must though be large enough to satisfy the incentive constraint
above (that is, the left hand side of equation (2.5) is decreasing in T as δ < 1). Let
π − nβ(1 − β)δFN − n(1 − (1 − β)δ)π
≡ α̃N
n(1 − β)δπ
(2.6)
be the values of α that equalize both sides of the inequality to zero (α̃L the left hand
side and α̃N the right hand side) and notice that α̃N < α̃L holds. For large values of
α, that is α > α̃L , both sides of equation (2.5) are negative. However, the inequality
(2.5) then cannot hold as the right hand side is for any possible T smaller than the
left hand side. For intermediate values of α, that is α̃N < α ≤ α̃L the left hand
side is positive and the right hand side is negative whereby equation (2.5) cannot be
fulfilled. Finally, for α ≤ α̃N both sides are positive and the condition is fulfilled if
the left hand side is small enough. This can be established by increasing the length
of the punishment period after observing zero demand. As T goes towards infinity
the left hand side becomes arbitrarily small (but stays positive). Thus, whenever
the right hand side is weakly positive, that is α ≤ α̃N , collusion is stable for some T
large enough.
Note that α ≤ α̃N is a sufficient condition which holds when T goes towards infinity.
Whenever it is slack, the cartel can afford to revert to the competitive equilibrium
α≤

13

π − nβFN
≡ α̃L
nπ

and α ≤

Except for the inclusion of enforcement parameters, the following description of N-collusion is
equivalent to the discussion of the Green and Porter (1984) model in Motta (2004, p.175).
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for shorter periods than infinitely long without threatening cartel stability. With the
optimal duration of punishment T ∗ which fulfils the incentive-compatibility constraint
with equality determined by
T ∗ = ln(δ)

−1  π − nβ(1 − β)δFN − n(1 − (1 − β)(1 − α)δ)π 
ln
,
(1 − β)δ(π − nβFN − nαπ)

(2.7)

(where both anti-logarithms are smaller than one, such that the product of the two
logarithms is positive) the value of collusion becomes
∗

VNC =

π − nβFN − nαπ
.
n(1 − (1 − β)δ)

(2.8)

Note that the incentive threshold α̃N is decreasing in β (see also Appendix). This is
intuitive, since when the probability of prosecution increases the incentive constraint
becomes harder to fulfil, because the payoff of the collusive strategy decreases more
strongly than the value of deviation because of desisted future profits. This must
be balanced by a decrease in demand volatility to ensure stability. In addition, the
value of collusion decreases in both α and β, and collusion of the N-type is profitable
for any positive value of α ≤ α̃N .
Now we turn to the analysis of collusion stability if the cartel receives assistance
from a trade association. The incentive-compatibility constraint for T-type cartels is
given by
VTC ≥ VTD ⇔ α ≤

π − nqβ(1 − qβ)δFT − n(1 − (1 − qβ)δ)π
≡ α̃T .
π − n(1 − (1 − qβ)δ)π

(2.9)

Notice that though the TA is by assumption perfectly able to distinguish demand
shocks from defective behaviour, it does not fully neutralize the effect of demand
volatility on cartel stability. This is the case because the values of both collusion
and deviation are not linearly decreasing in α. While the immediate gains of both
strategies (that is π or πn ) only are realized if demand is positive, the expected fines
are realized independent of the demand realization. As these are in the collusion
case also realized with positive probability in later periods, α does not cancel out of
above comparison and affects the incentive-compatibility constraint even if the TA
perfectly distinguishes demand fluctuations from deviations. As for N-collusion, this
constraint is also decreasing in β such that a higher prosecution probability must be
balanced by a lower demand volatility.
Finally, we consider the condition determining which of the two types is more
profitable and thereby deciding the firms’ choices of organizational form, which are
taken once before the first decision whether to deviate. Firms prefer collectively to
collude without trade association if
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(1 − (1 − qβ)δ)(π − nβFN ) − (1 − (1 − β)δ)(π − nqβFT )
≡ α̃S .
n(1 − (1 − qβ)δ)π − (1 − (1 − β)δ)π
(2.10)
When α is large enough, firms prefer to cartelize with a TA, because this type
of organization weakens the adverse effect of demand volatility on cartel stability.
Without the TA the cartel would start a temporary price war after zero demand is
realized which would be negative for the value of N-collusion. Under trade association
organization, some of the negative effect of demand volatility is neutralized, such
that this type of collusion is relatively more attractive for larger probabilities of zero
demand. The critical value of the sorting condition is increasing in β. When the
probability of conviction is high, the cartel prefers an organizational form without
external help, because otherwise the probability of conviction would increase by a
factor q ≥ 1 which is more severe when β is large. If the probability of a demand
shock increases, the cartel will be willing to accept a higher probability of conviction
since the service of the trade association will be more valuable. An example of
the critical values in a (β, α) space is depicted in the following Figure 2.3.1. Some
further comparisons of the critical values can be made. If β is small, α̃T is larger
than α̃N . However, as β increases, α̃T is decreasing faster than α̃N and in particular
they intersect at the same point, where also both α̃N with α̃S and also α̃T with α̃S
intersect. At the point where firms are indifferent between N-collusion or deviating
and also between T-collusion or deviating, they are also indifferent between the two
types of collusion. If the increase of the probability of detection is independent of the
probability of detection of N-collusion (q = 1), α̃S would be a horizontal line of zero.
Note that other than these comparisons, the drawing of the thresholds in Figure
2.3.1 is exemplary, in particular are the sign of the second derivatives not determined
without further assumptions. The results of our analysis so far are summarized in
Lemma 2.1.
∗

VNC ≥ VTC ⇔ α ≤

Lemma 2.1. Given the strategies to collude with or without TA defined above, the
cartel forms and is incentive-compatible
i. without the help of a trade association if α ≤ min[α̃N , α̃S ],
ii. with the help of a trade association if α̃S < α ≤ α̃T ,
iii. not at all if α > max[α̃T , α̃S ].
Proof. See Appendix.
From this it is easy to show that under equivalent fines FN = FT , whenever the
cartel forms with the help of a TA, then this is the more persistent and thus more
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T-collusion

N-collusion

Figure 2.3.1: The sorting condition and incentive-compatibility constraints

welfare-harming cartel organization, where cartel persistence is determined by (i)
the probability of conviction (qβ under T-collusion, β under N-collusion) and (ii)
the presence and length of a price war after observing zero individual demand (no
price war under T-collusion, length T ∗ price war under N-collusion). From the firm
perspective, dynamic payoffs are under both organizations affected both by the
probability of zero demand and by the probability of prosecution. In contrast, the
difference in the expected profits of the current period from the cartel between the
organizational forms is influenced negatively by the probability of conviction but not
by the probability of zero demand. This current period expected payoff is therefore
always higher under N-collusion which has a lower probability of conviction. If the
cartel organizes with the help of a TA, it is faced with a higher expected fine then it
would be under N-collusion. In order to be willing to bear this higher expected fine,
the firms must be compensated with higher persistence (that is absence of price wars
to ensure incentive-compatibility).
Let W be the per period welfare harm of a stable cartel under either form of
organization.14 Then, the expected ex-ante welfare harm is given by WN = (1 −
∗
α)W + (1 − β)(1 − α + αδ T )δWN , that is
WN =

(1 − α)(π − nβFN − nαπ)W
,
(1 − (1 − β)δ)((1 − α)π − nβFN )

(2.11)

for the cartel without the trade association, taking the length of the price war T ∗
into account, and by
14

We assume that, given stability, the two organizational forms cause the same level of welfare harm,
e.g., because they are able to sustain the same level of collusive prices. See the conclusion for a
discussion how to generalize this.
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WT =

(1 − α)W
,
1 − (1 − qβ)δ

(2.12)

for the cartel with trade association assistance. The following Propositions then
holds.
Proposition 2.1. Given equivalent fines (FN = FT ), whenever a cartel organizes
with help of a trade association (α > α̃S ) it causes more welfare harm than it would
cause without help of the trade association (WT > WN ).
Proof. The welfare harm of an industry for given values of α and β of colluding is higher
with trade associations if WT ≥ WN , that is if α ≥

(π−nβFN )δβ(q−1)
n(1−(1−qβ)δ)π−(1−(1−β)δ)π .

This threshold

is below α˜S such that for all values where firms choose to organize the cartel with the TA
(α > α̃S ), this is also the more welfare harming form of cartelization.

This creates room for potential welfare increases by fine differentiation, since for
FN < FT some cartels will switch to the less persistent N-type organizational form
relative to the policy setting with equivalent fines. The fact that fines are ex-post
(that is at the moment of the fine application when firm behaviour has already been
determined) welfare-neutral but affect firms’ payoffs implies that the objective of
the AA is not diametrically opposed to the objectives of the firms. Thus, a different
setting of fines can affect the optimization problem of the firms such that they will
choose an organizational form that is less welfare harming without the change in
fines having a direct impact of welfare.
Furthermore, note that the inversion of Proposition 2.1 does not hold. If the cartel
organizes without a TA, it must not necessarily be more stable in this way, because it
benefits from the lower expected fine. Thus, an opposite fine differentiation (FT < FN )
is at the margin necessarily welfare harming (though the third welfare effect would
not occur, since N-type cartels do not need to adjust the punishment probability).
To prepare the discussion of the next section, consider the optimal level of fines given
that there is no differentiation (FN = FT ) and that a legal fine maximum F M ax
applies. Without such differentiation the AA does not have the strategic channel
to affect cartel organization. Both deterrence thresholds for either type of collusion
are strictly increasing in the fine level and also α̃S is increasing in F . By this, for
higher fines less cartels form and the existing cartels are incentivezed to form (by
Proposition 2.1) in a less welfare harming manner. Finally, the cartels without trade
association have to prolong their price wars due to higher fines which decreases the
welfare harm (see equation 2.11). In accordance with the arguments of Becker (1968)
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the following Lemma holds.15
Lemma 2.2. Given that fines cannot be contingent on the organizational form, it is
optimal to set fines to the legal maximum Fi = F M ax .
Proof. Follows from (2.6), (2.9) and (2.11).

2.4

Fine differentiation

From Proposition 2.1 we know that welfare could be improved if some cartels could
be induced to switch from an organization with trade association to an organization
without TA. We now consider the case where such an incentive is provided by a fine
discount κ ∈ [0, 1] relative to the legal maximum if a cartel is organized without a
TA involvement.16 In term of notation that means fines are given by FT = F M ax and
FN = (1 − κ)F M ax .17 To abbreviate notation, we drop the superscript of F M ax in
the symbol for the legal maximum of the fine.
The modification of the incentive constraint for cartels not employing a trade association and the modification of the sorting condition induced by the fine reduction are
straightforward. These conditions are now represented by

VNC ≥ VND ⇔ α ≤

π − nβ(1 − β)F (1 − κ) − n(1 − (1 − β)δ)π
≡ α̃N (κ),
n(1 − β)δπ

(2.13)

15

It is commonly accepted that enforcement is improved by a fine increase. The fact that fines are
limited in practice must thus result from other reasons which are not examined in this model.
Typically cited examples are, e.g. avoidance activities (Malik, 1990) and judicial errors (Polinsky
and Shavell, 1989). Sidak and Block (1980) discuss why fines should be limited in the antitrust
context. For a general survey on the public enforcement of law, see Polinsky and Shavell (2007)
and for a survey on antitrust law enforcement, see Kaplow and Shapiro (2007). Of course, the fine
is also limited by the firms’ abilities to pay the fine, see Craycraft et al. (1997) for an analysis in
the antitrust context.
16
From a technical perspective, an asymmetric increase in fines would yield the same effects, however,
the two drawbacks would be reversed to become benefits. First, the general deterrence threshold
would increase (rather than decrease) for certain cartels, just as identified by Becker (1968). Secondly,
the threat of internal punishment would have to be increased (rather than decreased, as in the
setting with an asymmetric fine decrease), since the value of collusion would decrease. The beneficial
effect of switching to a less persistent organizational form of the cartel would remain unchanged.
An asymmetric fine increase might thus be preferable to an undifferentiated fine increase. Although
this form of fine differentiation is unambiguously positive, we follow the approach of an asymmetric
fine decrease in our exposition due to the binding legal maximum.
17
We assume that the AA always correctly recognizes whether a TA is involved in the cartel. Although
this is not a completely accurate depiction of real-world characteristics, it is not a restrictive
assumption. If a T-cartel, which were to be fined, receives with a certain probability falsely also the
reduced fine, the reduction in fine would result in a lower impact on the choice of organizational
form. Additional insights do not follow from this extension.
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for the incentive-compatibility constraint where the only change to the deterrence
threshold α̃N from the previous section is that FN is replaced with F (1 − κ) and the
sorting condition given by VNC ≥ VTC is now equivalent to
(π − nβF (1 − κ))(1 − (1 − qβ)δ) − (π − nqβF )(1 − (1 − β)δ)
≡ α̃S (κ),
n(1 − (1 − qβ)δ)π − (1 − (1 − β)δ)π
(2.14)
with the same replacing of FN by F (1 − κ). It clearly holds that
α≤

∂ α̃N
βF
=
> 0,
(2.15)
∂κ
δπ
that is, some cartels that were previously unstable are now stable, which is what we
would expect from a decrease in fines. In addition, it holds that
∂ α̃S
n(1 − (1 − qβ)δ)βF
=
> 0,
∂κ
n(1 − (1 − qβ)δ)π − (1 − (1 − β)δ)π

(2.16)

that is, some cartels switch from an organizational form with the assistance of a
TA to the form without a TA. The first effect is clearly welfare harming as new
cartels will become stable. The second effect has unambiguously positive welfare
consequences as a corollary of Proposition 2.1, since all cartels that switch to an
organization without a TA are thereby less persistent.

N'
N'

Figure 2.4.1: The effects of fine differentiation

Figure 2.4.1 depicts these two effects of fine reductions which materialize via affecting
the incentive-compatibility constraint under N-collusion and the sorting condition. It
is straightforward to show that the two cross-derivatives ∂ 2 α̃N /∂κ∂β and ∂ 2 α̃S /∂κ∂β
are positive. This means that as β is increasing, more new cartels will arise and
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more cartels will switch to N-type collusion for a given level of fine differentiation
(as is also depicted in the Figure 2.4.1). Also for β = 0, the fine differentiation does
not affect the conditions such that α̃N (0) and α̃S (0) are independent of κ. There
is also a third welfare effect of the fine differentiation, arising from the fact that
the endogenous length of the price war in the N-cartel can be shortened as a cause
of the fine reduction because collusion becomes more profitable. Both the value of
collusion and the value of defection increase with the reduction of the fine. However,
if collusion is stable, its value decreases more strongly than the value of defection.
Deviation is thus less of a threat and the strength of punishment can be lowered
without threatening cartel stability. Mathematically speaking, the length of a price
war after observing zero demand decreases,

−1 
π − nβF (1 − κ) − nαπ
∂T ∗
= ln(δ) βF
∂κ
π − nβ(1 − β)δF (1 − κ) − n(1 − (1 − β)(1 − α)δ)π
(2.17)


(1 − (1 − β)δ)π(n − 1)
< 0,
δ(1 − β)(π − nβF (1 − κ) − nαπ)2
which ultimately leads to an increase in welfare harm as given by
∂WN
(1 − α)αβn(n − 1)F πW
=
> 0.
∂κ
(1 − (1 − β)δ)((1 − α)π − nβF (1 − κ))2

(2.18)

The persistences of these cartels increase. The last effect is in contrast to the first
two effects novel to the law and economics literature on marginal deterrence. It
arises here because the crime is performed in teams where individual criminals want
to cheat on their partners. To render undetected cheating unprofitable, the crime
cannot be perfectly executed because deviators need to be punished. By the decrease
of fines the need to punish deviators decreases and the crime can be executed in a
stronger fashion (that is here shorter price wars and thereby more persistent cartels).
Proposition 2.2 summarizes these three effects of fine differentiation.
Proposition 2.2. Relative to the fine schedule FN = FT , the fine schedule FN < FT
i. weakens the incentive-compatibility constraint for N-cartels, i.e.,
ii. biases the sorting condition in favour of N-cartels, i.e.,
iii. increases the welfare harm of N-cartels, i.e.,
∗
of price wars, i.e., ∂T
< 0).
∂κ

∂WN
∂κ

∂ α̃S
∂κ

∂ α̃N
∂κ

> 0,

> 0, and

> 0 (by decreasing the length

Proof. Follows from (2.15), (2.16), (2.17) and (2.18).
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Finally, we derive sufficient conditions for some amount of fine differentiation to
be optimal because it is a priori unclear whether the positive second effect (in the
ordering of Proposition 2.2) can dominate the two others. Assume that β is drawn
for each industry from a binary distribution (βL , βH ), with βH > βL such that a
fraction θ of industries will be convicted with probability βL and a fraction 1 − θ
with probability βH .18 Furthermore, for each industry the realization of β remains
identical over all periods and is public knowledge. For the distribution of demand
shocks, we assume that α is distributed in [0, 1] according to the density function
f (α) for βL and according to g(α) for βH . Note that this allows industries to be
exposed to different demand fluctuations while having identical detection probabilities. Then if βL ≤ β ∗ (κ) (remember that β ∗ (κ) is the intersection of α̃N (β, κ),
α̃T (β), and α̃S (β, κ)), industries with low conviction probability will collude without trade associations for α ∈ [0, α̃S (β, κ)] and with the help of trade associations
for α ∈ (α̃S (β, κ), α̃T (β)], while for βH > β ∗ (κ), industries with high investigation
probability will collude without the help of trade associations for α ∈ [0, α̃N (β, κ)]
and never otherwise. Note that β ∗ (κ) depends on the optimization parameter κ and
in particular it holds that ∂β ∗ /∂κ < 0, for example because α̃N (β, κ) is increasing in
κ while α̃T (β) is unaffected.
Then without imposing restrictions on q, β ∗ (κ) can take a minimum value β ≡
α̃T−1 (α̃N (0, κ)) and a maximum value β ≡ α̃T−1 (0). As β ∗ (κ) is defined as the intersection of α̃T (β) with α̃N (β, κ) and as α̃N (β, κ) is decreasing in β, it cannot intersect
α̃T (β) at a value above α̃N (0, κ) whereby β ∗ (κ) is downward constrained. Similarly,
β ∗ (κ) is upward constrained because α̃S (β, κ) is always weakly positive and thus has
to intersect with α̃T (β) for a weakly positive value of α which assigns the maximum
value β ≡ α̃T−1 (0). Note that these bounds hold generally for any possible value of
q, but can be more restrictive for some specific q. For instance, the upper bound
is binding for q = 1 but not for q > 1 as α̃S (β, κ) would be strictly positive for
β =
6 0 and hence intersect α̃T (β) at a value β < β. Also note that both β and β
are independent of the level of the fine reduction as both values α̃T (β) and α̃N (0, κ)
are independent of κ. We assume that βL < β and βH > β such that optimizing
over κ does not affect the value of θ which indicates the relative population sizes
of industries with low and high prosecution probabilities.19 To summarize, under
βL < β and βH > β the firm behaviour is as described above for the given intervals
of α. Given that WN (α, κ) and WT (α) denote the welfare harm inflicted by a cartel
18

See e.g. Bryant and Eckard (1991), who show that the probability of detection varies across
different cartels and how this probability is affected by characteristics such as industry effects and
geographical scope.
19
Note that this is a short-cut which avoids assuming some distribution of β for different industries.
With such a distribution function the total welfare harm would be aggregated over a double integral
which would considerably complicate the following optimization problem.
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with the respective organizational form as defined above, the total welfare loss from
cartelization over all industries is given by

α̃ (κ)
Zα̃T
 ZS

W (θ, κ) = θ
WN (α, κ|βL )f (α)dα +
WT (α|βL )f (α)dα +
0

α̃S (κ)
α̃Z
N (κ)

(1 − θ)

(2.19)

WN (α, κ|βH )g(α)dα,
0

which should in our policy setting be minimized by optimizing over the parameter κ.
The first-order condition is in accordance with the ordering of effects listed in the
proposition above given by



∂ α̃N
∂ α̃S
(1 − θ)
g(α̃N )WN (α̃N , κ|βH ) + θ
f (α̃S ) WN (α̃s , κ|βL ) − WT (α̃s |βL )
∂κ
∂κ
α̃Zs (κ)
α̃Z
N (κ)
∂WN (α, κ|βL )
∂WN (α, κ|βH )
+θ
f (α)dα + (1 − θ)
g(α)dα = 0.
∂κ
∂κ
0

0

(2.20)
The first term describes the effect by which some new cartels become stable through
the reduced fine for N-cartels. The second term represents the fact that some cartels
are now willing to select a less persistent organizational form, which has been shown
to be positive (that is negative in terms of welfare losses as in the above expression)
by Proposition 2.1. The third and fourth terms together express the effect whereby
stable N-cartels can afford a shorter length of a price war.
Though we have from the previous analysis explicit values for all terms in condition
(2.20) and could assume distribution functions f (α) and g(α), we do not follow the
approach to solve (2.20) for the optimal solution κ∗ , as this is algebraically too
complex (in particular due to the integral of ∂WN /∂κ) and because the selection of
f (α) and g(α) would be arbitrary. Instead, we determine a sufficient condition for
some fine differentiation κ∗ > 0 to be optimal independent of the specific distributions
of f (α) and g(α). For this, consider a case for which q → 1. In this case, the cartel
under trade association help is not more likely to be detected than the cartel without
trade association. Then, whenever collusion is stable, it is for κ = 0 more profitable
to collude under the TA organization as this form has no disadvantage but identifies
deviations. The sorting condition α̃S is for κ = 0 thus a horizontal line corresponding
to the x-axis. Then for the fraction of industries with low conviction probability,
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T-collusion arises for α ≤ α̃T and for industries with high conviction probability
collusion is never stable. This is the case, because both cartel stability conditions
intersect the x-axis at α̃T−1 (0), that is at a value which is by assumption below the
prosecution probability βH . Consider now what happens when κ is increased. Focus
first on the population of size θ with low conviction probability. Some cartels would
switch to N-collusion which is according to Proposition 2.1 a positive welfare effect.
Given that f (α) has some mass at α = 0, this advantage is realized for very small
values of κ. The negative effect within this population is that the existing cartels
without trade association would decrease the length of their price wars. However,
for q = 1 and κ = 0 such cartels do not exist, because all organize with the trade
association. The marginal effect of shorter price wars within the βL population at
κ = 0 is zero. Has some reduction already been granted, this effect starts to arise,
because N-collusion cartels whose persistence would be increased by further fine
decreases are now existent. Note though, that for a specific cartel in this population
a fine reduction which would alter its organizational design is always positive for
welfare even if the fine reduction is also large enough for the cartel to decrease the
length of its price war once it has switched organizational forms. This is the case
because it has under our assumptions (q = 1) equal prosecution probabilities but
internal persistence is always higher under TA organization even if price wars of
N-cartels are arbitrarily short. Hence, within the population of industries with low
conviction probabilities, some fine differentiation is always optimal.
Consider now the population with high prosecution probability βH . No collusion
would arise without fine differentiation as for q = 1 the prosecution probability βH is
above β where the incentive-compatibility constraints for both types of organization
become negative. For increases in κ, the incentive-compatibility constraint for Ncollusion becomes positive and eventually some cartels of this type will arise. This
will start either for small values of κ if βH is close to β or only for larger κ if βH is
much larger than β. In either case, the welfare effect of a fine reduction is weakly
negative for this population. Also, the third welfare effect of shortened price wars
occurs for these industries once κ is already large enough for some collusion to exist.
To conclude, note that for the βL population a marginal fine differentiation at κ = 0
is always positive while in the βH population it is negative (if βH is equal to β) or
zero (if βH is larger than β). To present a general result, we state in the following
proposition that some level of fine differentiation is optimal if θ (the share of the βL
population) is large enough. However, it can be the case that the critical value of θ
approaches zero.
Proposition 2.3. For q sufficiently small and θ sufficiently large, some fine differentiation κ∗ > 0 is always optimal.
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Proof. For q = 1 the second term in (2.20) is in absolute values positive while the third
effect is zero. If θ becomes large enough the net effect of the second and third term will
always dominate the sum of first and fourth term in (2.20).

Both a high value of θ and q small are indications that cartel enforcement is not
particularly effective, because (i) most cartels (a fraction θ) are prosecuted with
small probabilities and (ii) even when cartels are organized with the help of trade
associations, they are not much more likely to be prosecuted than if they would
collude without TA. The conclusion is that marginal deterrence is a second best when
enforcement is weak.
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Figure 2.4.2: Total welfare loss

For further discussion, we provide a numerical example of Proposition 2.3. We
consider how total welfare harm from cartelization is affected by the fine reduction
parameter κ and by the fraction of industries with low enforcement probability θ.
The parameter configuration is chosen as follows: π = 3, F = 9, n = 3, q = 1.1 and
δ = 0.95. For the distribution functions we assume the easiest possible case of uniform
distributions α ∼ u[0, 1] for both f (α) and g(α). The values for the probability
of conviction must fulfil βL ≤ β and β ≤ βH . With above numerical values, we
determine these probabilities by setting the parameters for β such that they fulfil
above constraints with equality. The numerical values are given by βL ≈ 0.05 and
βH ≈ 0.07.20 By this approach, the cartel is profitable even though the fine is much
20

As a result of our parametrization, cartels have a prosecution probability in our model between
5 − 8%. Combe et al. (2007) find annual detection rates of about 13%. However, one period in our
model does not necessarily correspond to one year, but to the duration for which firms commit to a
price.
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larger than the collusive profit. For the graphical illustration, W is chosen to be
one, however, this only affects the height on the plane not any slope, because it
affects all marginal effects with respect to θ and κ equally. As can be seen from
Figure 2.4.2, welfare harm is strictly increasing in the level of fine reduction when θ
is small enough. However, as θ increases, lowering the fine becomes more attractive
and eventually at around values of θ of 0.55 the welfare loss becomes decreasing in
the fine reduction. It should be noted though that welfare harm is increasing in θ
as the proportion of industries with low probabilities of conviction increases. This
confirms the interpretation of Proposition 2.3 that fine differentiation is only optimal
if enforcement is weak enough.

2.5

Conclusion

There are multiple ways in which cartels organize themselves to overcome obstacles
to stability. Different strategies offer varying advantages that can help to minimize
the risk of internal or external cartel breakdown. One of the methods of increasing
internal cartel persistence is to engage a third party, commonly a trade association,
to oversee the behaviour of the colluding firms and to determine optimal punishment
strategies. However, this may come at the cost of higher probability of external cartel
detection. Our analysis has shown that it can be reasonable for the antitrust authority
or legislator to set fine levels contingent on the organizational form of the cartel and
in particular to reduce the fines for firms which refrain from employing such a third
party. Although this may result in the creation of some new cartels, other cartels will
be willing to switch to a less persistent organizational form. In addition to providing
an economic rationale for this feature already existent in the legal framework of
antitrust enforcement, the paper extends our knowledge about the optimality of
marginal deterrence. We show that in a framework in which criminal acts are carried
out repeatedly by teams and where deviations from these acts are profitable (that
is a repeated prisoners’ dilemma), (i) that it can be optimal to differentiate fines
even when the per-period harm caused by different crimes is identical because fine
differentiation affects length of price wars and (ii) that an additional effect exists,
which influences the optimal fine differentiation because a fine reduction affects the
strength of punishment which is necessary to deter deviations.
This paper can be extended in several directions. First, the behaviour of the trade
association can be endogenized or made more explicit. A goal of enforcement policies
could then be to stir up principal-agent problems between the cartel and the TA.
A potential source for such tensions would be a leniency program, in which the
third party is also eligible for fine reductions. As TAs do generally not have a
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sizeable budget and are largely funded by the participating firms (i.e., the firms in
the cartel), this might be an especially interesting prospect, when the legal system
allows individual liability and leniency. Principal-agent problems could further arise
due to the asymmetric interests between the firms in the TA. Secondly, a more
complex choice of organizational form could be considered, which might strengthen
the impact of fine differentiation. This could also take the form that different ways
of cartel organization are able to sustain different sets of cartels prices. Marginal
deterrence could be then applied to sets of crimes that vary in their severity along
two dimensions, the degree of organizational depth and the price overcharge.
Finally, policy parameters other than the fine could be adjusted to alter the organizational design and thereby the stability of the cartel. For example, investigation
priorities could be set higher for industries in which potentially operating cartels are
known to establish organizational forms with high internal stability. This will trigger
similar effects as our setup with asymmetric fines. Given a fixed enforcement budget,
it would be required to lower the investigation efforts for industries typically colluding
without TA whereby the two negative effects would likewise arise. Furthermore, as
the AA can ex-ante when it sets eventual investigation priorities at best guess in
which industries cartels would like to employ TAs, the applicability of such a strategy
is limited. For the strategy of a fine differentiation as analysed in this paper, the AA
only needs to learn ex-post during investigation the type of a formed cartel (see also
footnote 17), which is less of an epistemological requirement than ex-ante knowledge
which industries would collude under which organization. Hence, fine differentiation
seems to be a more feasible approach. Alternatively, research could investigate how
communication and exchange of data between firms and trade associations should be
optimally regulated under marginal deterrence considerations.
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Appendix 2.A

Proof of Lemma 2.1

Proof. To prove Lemma 2.1, it is necessary to show (i) that both α̃N and α̃S are
decreasing in β, (ii) that α̃N ≤ α̃T holds for small values of β while the reverse holds
for large values of β and (iii) that α̃S is smaller than α̃T for some β. Consider first
the derivatives of the incentive-compatibility conditions. These are given by
−(n − 1)π − n(1 − β)2 δFN
∂ α̃N
=
<0
∂β
n(1 − β)2 δπ

(2.21)

and by

qnδFT −(n1 − 1)qβ − (1 − qβ)(1 − n(1 − qβ)δ) π
∂ α̃T
=
<0
∂β
(π − n(1 − (1 − qβ)δ)π)2

(2.22)

which are both negative whenever the incentive stability threshold is positive. Next,
consider the sorting condition. The first derivative is given by
∂ α̃S
(q − 1)(1 − δ)δ(n − 1)π 2 − n(q − 1)(1 − δ)δπβ(nqFT − FN )
=
∂β
(n(1 − (1 − qβ)δ)π − (1 − (1 − β)δ)π)2
nπ(qFT (1 − (1 − β)δ) − FN (1 − (1 − qβ)δ))(n(1 − (1 − qβ)δ) − (1 − (1 − β)δ))
+
> 0.
(n(1 − (1 − qβ)δ)π − (1 − (1 − β)δ)π)2
(2.23)

The first term in the numerator of the first fraction is positive, the second term in
that numerator is negative but in absolute value smaller than the numerator of the
final fraction which is positive if


FT q(1 − (1 − β)δ)(1 − δ)(n − 1) + qβδn(1 − (1 − qβ)δ) − qβδ(1 − (1 − β)δ) ≥

 (2.24)
FN (1 − (1 − qβ)δ)(1 − δ)(n − 1) + qβδn(1 − (1 − qβ)δ) − qβδ(1 − (1 − β)δ)

which always holds as the first term in the parentheses on the left hand side is
larger than the first term in the parentheses on the right hand side. Hence is α̃S
monotonically increasing in β. Next consider the ordering of thresholds. Notice
first that for β = 0, α̃T = 1 > π−n(1−δ)π
= α̃N > 0 = α̃S holds. Oppositely, α̃N is
nδπ
smaller than zero if (n − 1)π ≥ (1 − β)nδ(π − βFN ) and α̃S is smaller than zero if
(n − 1)π ≥ (1 − qβ)nδ(π − qβFT ). Note that the right hand sides of both inequalities
are decreasing in β and hence are fulfilled for β large enough. Further, the second
inequality if always fulfilled if the first is but not vice versa. Hence, α̃T turns negative
at a lower value of β than α̃N .
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Finally, notice that by the fact that α̃T and α̃N are decreasing while α̃S is increasing
in β, the three equations can intersect only once whereby the relationship α̃T ≥ α̃N
for β small and inversely for β large is established. This completes the proof of
Lemma 2.1.
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3.1
3.1.1

Introduction
Motivation and main results

To date, almost all existing theoretical models of leniency programs rely on symmetric
firms. As a consequence they predict that in equilibrium either all cartel members
blow the whistle simultaneously or that none ever applies for leniency. This prediction
implies a race-to-the-courthouse between cartel members, to which the enforcement
benefits of leniency programs are usually attributed. However, in most real-world
cases in which cartel members are convicted as a result of evidence provided by
leniency applications, it is rather the case that only a single firm has come forward to
cooperate with the antitrust authority.1 Two or more simultaneous applications are
rarely observed in enforcement practice. This has been documented, for example by
Gärtner and Zhou (2012), who show that the implication of the race-to-the-courthouse
has to be rejected from an empirical perspective. Harrington (2013) names this
gap between theory and empirical fact as one of the greatest shortcomings in the
predictive power of current models.
In the light of this discrepancy, it is natural to conclude that the set of decisions
whether or not to apply for leniency is characterized by more than the in previous
literature identified and well-known trade-off between revealing (and consequently
avoiding the threat of a fine) and staying silent (and consequently having the chance
that collusion goes undetected and continues). A novel theory must identify why
some firms have an incentive to apply for leniency while others do not. It is especially
important to note that it is not only required that some firms have a unilateral
incentive to apply while others do not, but that some firms have in equilibrium an
incentive to remain silent even when there are with positive probability other firms
in the cartel, which do apply for leniency.
Our objective is to provide an explanation for why some firms but not all apply
for leniency. In addition to this positive explanation, we derive consequences of
this feature that could have a severe adverse impact on the performance of leniency
programs. To arrive at our results, we extend a standard collusion and leniency
model to incorporate shocks to the cartel and deviation profits that threaten the
stability of the cartel. If the firms’ profits and thus also the incentive-compatibility
constraints of collusion are asymmetric, the stability of the cartel is possibly impeded
by private information on the individual firm types. This takes the following form:
A firm with a relatively low incentive to deviate might deviate nonetheless in order
1

Sometimes other firms follow up when they have learned that a first mover has applied for leniency,
as some fine reduction can also be granted to follow-up applicants. Feess and Walzl (2010) investigate
whether leniency should be granted to applicants who are not the first to apply but still provide
useful evidence that further increases the probability of conviction.
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to capture some deviation profits if it fears that some other firm will deviate with a
high enough probability. It would not deviate though if it has definite knowledge
that the other firms will not deviate either. We call such a situation a preemptive
deviation. Note that the cartel could be stable for a set of firms with low incentives
to deviate under perfect information, but breaks down under asymmetric information
if each firm believes that there is with high enough probability another firm with a
high incentive to deviate.
Assume now a situation in which the cartel is stable, but the firms know that the
conditions can change in the future such that stability will be hindered by asymmetric
information as described above. Then, by strategically not applying for leniency, a
firm with a low incentive to deviate can credibly reveal its type since its continuation
value from cartelization is higher than that of a firm with high incentive to deviate.
If all firms have signalled to be faced with low incentives to deviate, the need to
deviate preemptively ceases to exist and the cartel continues to be stable even when
the adverse conditions arise. Preemptive deviations will not happen any more as
the leniency program has removed all private information between colluding firms.
In summary, the decisions whether to apply for leniency or to stay silent during
investigation create information spillovers that can reveal to the firms the types of
all other firms.
As a result this mechanism increases the internal stability of cartels. We thereby
identify an adverse effect of leniency programs, whereby firms strategically use the
feedback generated by the outcome of antitrust investigations. While the effects
of leniency programs identified in seminal models such as Motta and Polo (2003)
and Harrington (2008) also arise in our model, the novel effect that the internal
cartel stability increases can be weighed against the known desistance effect of higher
prosecution probability. We are thus in a position to derive conditions under which
allowing leniency unambiguously harms welfare. Furthermore, we can compare the
deterrence and desistance effects of such a leniency regime to a different leniency
scheme which is designed such that all firms apply for leniency. While it is empirically
not observable that information spillovers from leniency programs exist and that these
increase cartel stability (because non-prosecuted cartels are generally not observed),2
the commonly observed sorting behaviour for leniency applications, as described at
the beginning of this paper, shows that firms clearly have asymmetric incentives to
reveal. There might thus be a large set of unobserved cartels whose firms are all
of the type that never reveals and for which the leniency program has no bite. In
such a formation, stability-impeding information asymmetries are removed and the
cartel duration increases. Contrary, if in the observed sets of cartels all firms apply
2

See Harrington and Chang (2009) for a workaround.
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for leniency, it is less likely that there are many cartels in which no firm applies
for leniency. Our paper thus makes an important contribution to the evaluation of
leniency programs.
The analysis we provide is particularly important to investigate the validity of previous
leniency models which predict symmetric reporting behaviour. A robustness check of
whether and under what conditions the conclusions of the existing literature hold
when the model predicts asymmetric leniency behaviour is highly significant as the
evaluation of leniency programs has thus far come to ambiguous results. While the
theory on leniency programs generally views them as positive (with minor exceptions
and drawbacks), the empirical evidence has been mixed.3 While Miller (2009) and
Zhou (2012) find positive effects for leniency programs, Brenner (2009) and De (2010)
find that leniency programs have at best no significant impact on enforcement efficacy.
The experimental evidence on the effects of such programs is likewise mixed.4 Wils
(2007) argues quite broadly that colluding firms might over time learn to exploit the
leniency policy for their own purposes. This notion is confirmed by Sokol (2012), who
concludes from interviews with antitrust practitioners that there is a general concern
that leniency programs have been adopted due to public choice reasons rather than
due to efficiency considerations.
We believe that in order to shed further light on the actual effects of leniency
programs as an enforcement mechanism, the incentives to apply for leniency must
be better understood. More significantly, a theory explaining why asymmetric
leniency behaviour occurs has to be developed. Only with a correspondence between
model predictions and actual observed firm behaviour can be safely inferred that
the incentives to apply for leniency are not systematically overestimated. Our paper
takes a step in this direction by providing an explanation for asymmetric leniency
behaviour.
Regarding policy implications, our paper lends theoretical support to the argument
of Spagnolo (2004) that leniency programs must be sufficiently strong in terms of fine
reductions in order to be effective. As our main proposition will show, asymmetric
leniency behaviour is the result of moderate fine reductions, given that the reductions
are strong enough to elicit at least some reporting. While Spagnolo (2004) predicts
symmetric firm behaviour, he shows that leniency programs only perform well
when fine reductions are sufficiently large. Otherwise, a leniency program would be
exploitable with firms repeatedly colluding and revealing. In our model, strong fine
3
4

For a survey on the theory of leniency programs see Spagnolo (2008).
Interestingly, for example Bigoni et al. (2012) find that fewer cartels are created but that the
duration of cartels is longer, since the incentive to deviate from collusive agreements has decreased.
Apparently, leniency programs can have a trust-building effect that is similar in result to what we
model in this paper.
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reductions would not lead to the sorting behaviour and the novel adverse element
would not be present. It is commonly asserted that leniency programs must be
carefully designed in order to avoid adverse effects (see for instance Chen and Rey
2013). We contribute to this argument by showing that the observed sorting behaviour
with respect to leniency applications is an indication that there are deficiencies in
the design of currently implemented leniency programs. A policy suggestion would
be to increase the level of fine reductions and eventually to give rewards (see Aubert
et al. 2006 for an analysis of bounties in leniency programs). If this is not feasible,
e.g., because of political or legalistic considerations, no leniency program at all might
be preferable to the leniency programs currently in place in many jurisdictions as
these provide firms only with weak incentives to reveal.5 As usual in the economic
analysis of law enforcement, it would also be beneficial to increase fines.

3.1.2

Related literature

On a very broad scale, our paper is part of the law and economics literature on
self-reporting behaviour, a field that has been extensively examined ever since the
seminal contributions by Malik (1990) and Kaplow and Shavell (1994). Briefly
summarized, self-reporting can be socially desirable because it lowers enforcement
costs, reduces risk and mitigates the harm from criminal acts. Some additional effects
arise in the domain of collectively performed crimes, specifically due to the possibility
of betraying the partners in a criminal team. This creates a prisoners’ dilemma (see
for instance Feess and Walzl 2004 and in particular Motta and Polo 2003 with regard
to collusion). Our idea that information spillovers from self-reporting behaviour can
increase the incidence of a crime is, at least to our knowledge, novel to this literature.6
We thus contribute a novel and adverse effect to the theory of self-reporting that
is present when criminals are heterogeneous and their types are private knowledge.
This effect arises as remaining silent is attached with a signalling value for some
types of criminals.
In the existing literature on antitrust enforcement, the only other paper in which
asymmetric behaviour during leniency arises endogenously is the above-mentioned

5

Of course, this holds ceteris paribus the other enforcement parameters. As known from Becker
(1968), a leniency program would not be necessary to deter cartels if the level of fines could be
increased without limit. Motta and Polo (2003) show that a leniency program is only second-best
when the probabilities of detection and prosecution are low (and fines are limited) relative to a
situation with higher detection and prosecution probabilities.
6
Another model in which an increase in law enforcement might lead to an increase in the level of
crime due to the removal of an information asymmetry between criminals is provided by Friehe
(2013). However, he analyses a principal-agent relationship and fines as the law enforcement policy
and not a self-reporting possibility.
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study by Harrington (2013).7 He assumes that firms are with varying accuracy
privately informed about the probability of successful prosecution. As a consequence,
firms have asymmetric expected payoffs, both from remaining silent and from applying
for leniency. Harrington (2013) then identifies additional effects that improve the
performance of the leniency program through the asymmetric information. Firms
may preemptively reveal, fearing not only that they will be exogenously prosecuted,
but also that they will be prosecuted due to the leniency applications of other
firms (the so-called preemption effect). Our paper shows a similar incentive, but
we derive the conditions under which the risk of another firm applying for leniency
is not sufficiently large to induce a preemptive leniency application. Furthermore,
the paper of Harrington (2013) does not focus on the question why asymmetric
leniency behaviour occurs, but rather on determining the effects of such behaviour
on enforcement efficacy. He also finds positive effects of such a structure relative
to the standard models of leniency programs, whereas we predict negative effects
whenever asymmetric leniency occurs. This difference arises because we allow the
asymmetric leniency behaviour to dynamically influence future collusive behaviour,
while Harrington (2013) investigates the preemption effect solely in an environment
in which collusion has already broken down.
Asymmetric leniency behaviour arises by construction in Bos and Wandschneider
(2013) and Herre et al. (2012), both of whom analyse the effects of restricting the
leniency eligibility of cartel ringleaders. However, this feature of leniency programs
cannot be the full explanation of the phenomenon as ringleader exclusion is the
policy setting in the US, but not in most jurisdictions in the European Union, and
as asymmetric leniency behaviour is observed under both legal settings. A few other
papers also consider firm asymmetry in the leniency context (but contrary to our
model only with public information) e.g., Motchenkova and Leliefeld (2010) and
Motchenkova and van der Laan (2011). Their objectives differ from ours as they do
not try to explain asymmetric leniency behaviour.
There are also some papers closely related to our work that are not concerned with
leniency programs, but in which cartel stability is in close fashion to our model
impeded by the private information of the individual firms. Harrington and Zhao
(2012) analyse a situation similar to our benchmark in which there is asymmetric
information about firm types. In this model a firm with low incentives to deviate
from a cartel agreement does so nonetheless because it fears that the other firm will
7

It should be noted that in most leniency models, we would expect mixed equilibria to arise, in which
firms randomize between revealing and staying silent. This would lead to positive probabilities of
asymmetric leniency behaviour. However, the mixed-strategy equilibria are always payoff-dominated
by some pure-strategy equilibrium. Consequently, there is to our knowledge no paper in which the
authors explicitly derive and predict mixed-strategy equilibria. We conjecture that mixed-strategy
equilibria are generally not the reason why we see asymmetric leniency behaviour in the real world.
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deviate as well. The authors allow firms to signal their types to one another by
letting them play more complex strategies than simply grim triggers. Almost the
same mechanism arises in Bos et al. (2013). Firms can here collude either explicitly
or tacitly, where explicit collusion is costly due to the threat of antitrust convictions.
In a separating equilibrium, firms with low incentives to deviate can credibly signal
their types and hence establish stable tacit collusion after a conviction, which would
not be the case if private information about types were not revealed. Similar to our
prediction that leniency programs can be detrimental to welfare, they show that
cartel enforcement can help to sustain tacit collusion.
Another study in which firms also strategically use the information revealed by the
outcome of an antitrust investigation is provided by Herre and Wambach (2008). Using
a Green and Porter (1984)-style model, the authors show that cartel enforcement can
help to identify whether a firm has defected from the cartel agreement and thereby
improves the precision of punishment strategies. They extend their analysis to a
setting with a leniency program. The revelation of information arises in contrast to
our model not from the asymmetric behaviour during the leniency stage, but from a
successful prosecution.

3.1.3

Outline of the chapter

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 3.2, the model is introduced
and we describe subsequently what will happen in a benchmark setting without the
leniency program and some non-triviality assumptions are made to exclude parameter
spaces in which our novel effects would not arise. In Section 3.3, the leniency
behaviour and cartel stability are analysed. The existence of the novel effects is
established. Section 3.4 compares policy regimes with and without leniency programs
as well as weak (evoking asymmetric applications) and strong (evoking symmetric
applications) leniency programs. The final Section 3.5 concludes by drawing some
implications for policy design and future research questions. All tedious proofs as
well as an example justifying the reduced form of the model from standard oligopoly
theory are relegated to the Appendix.
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3.2
3.2.1

The model
The setup

Assume the following reduced form stage game of an infinitely repeated duopoly.
Two firms can either collude or compete with one another.8 Although the firms are
potentially of different types, at the outset of the game they are symmetric with
respect to their profits. For each firm, collusive profits are given by π C , profits under
competition are assumed to be zero. The firms are tempted to deviate from a collusive
agreement as they would realize superior profits π D > π C from a unilateral deviation.
The common discount factor is given by δ ∈ [0, 1]. Firms play grim-trigger strategies,
that is a deviation from a collusive agreement is punished with competitive behaviour
in all future periods. Furthermore, we assume that there is some exogenous antitrust
policy with imperfect enforcement. In each period, the industry is investigated by
an antitrust authority (henceforth AA) with probability β. When an investigation
is underway, existing collusion is detected with probability θ, which leads to the
imposition of a fine which is with factor λ < (βθ)−1 proportional to the collusive
profits π C and to perfect desistance implying competitive profits in all future periods.
A cartel breaking down in the current period (by at least one firm deviating) will not
be prosecuted.
Thus far the setup is a fairly standard collusion model. To arrive at a cartel with a
limited expected duration under information asymmetries and a situation in which
the expected duration might be augmented by an information spillover, we assume
that a probabilistic shock introduces firm asymmetry. Given that no shock has
occurred before the current period, a shock will occur at the beginning of every stage
game with probability γ. The shock has different impacts on different types of firms.
We assume that there are two types of firms. With probability σ a given firm is of
such type that its profits are not affected by the shock, with counter-probability 1 − σ
the cost of the firm is reduced such that its collusion profits become µπ C and its
deviation profits become φµπ D , with φ, µ > 1 and finally under competition positive
profits µπ 0 (σ) increasing in σ are realized, where µ serves in the last definition
as a normalization parameter and π 0 (σ) is an expected value. The antitrust fine
is adjusted accordingly to λµπ C such that fines are for all firms proportional to
collusive profits and distortive effects from asymmetric fines are avoided. Clearly,
deviation profits are more strongly affected than collusive profits. This is a result
holding for example in a standard Cournot duopoly as is shown in Appendix 3.B.
8

Our approach could with some considerable analytical complications be extended to a setting with
n ∈ N firms. Previously discussed related models such as Bos et al. (2013) and Harrington and
Zhao (2012) also operate under the assumption of n = 2.
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These collusive profits also mimic the results of Athey and Bagwell (2008), who
analysed explicitly optimal collusive equilibria in games with persistent shocks on
costs and private information.9 As a result of these profits, collusion is more difficult
to be incentive-compatible for the affected firm after the shock.10 This argument is
further strengthened by positive competition profits as the punishment after deviation
becomes less severe for the affected firm. In our terminology, we refer to the firm with
stable profits as the high-cost firm (or H-type firm) and to the firm with increasing
profits as the low-cost firm (or L-type firm). We assume that types are uncorrelated.
Different from most other collusion models, we also have to specify some of the firm
profits that would arise if more than one firm deviates in a given period. First, we
assume that if all types of firms deviate from the collusive agreement, the profits
will correspond to the competitive profits. This is intuitive, because if everyone
knows that everyone else will not comply, it is reasonable to expect everyone playing
best responses which is in the one-shot game the competitive equilibrium. Secondly,
positive profits when two firms simultaneously deviate should be possible when there
are also types that continue to collude that were not drawn in this realization. If such
types exist, the best replies of deviating firms do not correspond to the competitive
situation. Suppose that all L-type firms deviate and all H-type firms stick to collusion.
The deviation profits for the L-type firms do not need to be defined to determine
our equilibrium as the profits from a unilateral deviation for the L-type are enough
to determine its incentive-compatibility constraint. However, the profits of a single
H-type firm deviating when all L-types deviate but all other H-types comply must be
defined in order to establish the incentive-compatibility constraint for H-type firms.
We assume that these profits are a function of the distribution of types equal to ψ(σ),
with ψ 0 (σ) > 0, ψ 00 (σ) < 0, ψ(0) = 0 and ψ(1) = π D .
The two extreme values are clearly defined by previous assumptions on the profits
of a unilateral deviation and immediate competitive profits when everyone deviates.
The concave structure implies that ψ(σ) ≥ σπ D holds for all values strictly within
the interval. This inequality should hold for two reasons. First, the single deviating
H-type would realize expected profits of σπ D by optimizing its response to compete
against a complying H-type firm and with the probability σ of being matched with
such a firm. However, a best response would require that it takes in its optimization
9

In their model, as in ours, collusion stability is determined by the incentive constraint of the firm
with the lowest cost. If collusion is stable, it is payoff-maximizing for the firms with different costs
to pool on a price. That is, all types charge the same price, realize the same market shares and
hence cannot learn anything about one anothers’ types. Due to the differences in costs, this would
evoke our reduced-form payoff structure.
10
Feess and Walzl (2010) similarly assume that deviation and colluding profits are asymmetrically
affected by a shock. Harrington (2008) assumes that the investigation probability varies stochastically
over time. Both models, like ours, predict thereby that the expected duration of internal cartel
stability is finite.
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also into account that it is matched with some probability against a deviating L-type
firm. Hence, the deviating profits should be weakly larger than σπ D , which is achieved
by the concave function in the easiest and most general manner that guarantees
differentiability in the interval σ ∈ [0, 1] and is monotonously increasing in σ. That
ψ(σ) ≥ σπ D holds for the linear demand and constant cost Cournot duopoly is shown
in Appendix B.2. Secondly, this inequality should hold because the deviating H-type
might realise positive profits when it is matched with a L-type which does not deviate
fully towards the competitive price, because it might be matched with an adhering
H-type. Finally, we assume that a firm that adheres to the collusive agreement while
the other firm deviates will receive zero profits.
It noteworthy that the only feature in this payoff under simultaneous deviations that
is essential to our model is the fact that a firm prefers to deviate over complying
when it is matched with a firm that also deviates as well. Note that this is also a key
property of the prisoners’ dilemma.11 As a consequence of this logic, the H-type firm
might want to deviate only because it fears that the other firm is a deviating L-type,
but not because the gain from a unilateral deviation while everyone else complies
would be profitable.
The timing of the game is as follows and is for illustration depicted in Figure 3.2.1.
At the very beginning, the types of the two firms are independently drawn by nature
(t = 0, the pre-stage game), but only revealed to the respective firms themselves.
After types are assigned, a repeated game begins. First in the stage game (t = 1), a
shock occurring with probability γ affects the profits of the low-cost firm as described
above, starting in this current round of the stage game. For simplicity, we assume
that the increased profits continue to hold throughout all stage games that occur
after the shock. Once this shock has occurred, it cannot reoccur. Therefore, this
possibility is eliminated from the stage game in stages subsequent to the realization
of a shock. What follows is a standard collusion and leniency model, in which firms
collectively decide whether to form a collusive agreement (t = 2), firms individually
decide whether to comply with this agreement (t = 3), the AA investigates the action
with probability β (t = 4), firms decide whether to apply for leniency (t = 5), and
finally, given an investigation, the AA prosecutes with probability θ if no firm has
reported and probability 1 if at least one firm has reported (t = 6). The assumptions
regarding the leniency stage (t = 5) will be explained in Section 3.3.
Regarding information, we assume that the occurrence of a shock is public knowledge,
11

Our payoff structure is considerably more complex than those of related papers such as Bos et al.
(2013) and Harrington and Zhao (2012). While in these models as in ours, firms have only two
actions, we make the expected profits from a deviation (both unilateral or bilateral) dependent
on the probability that the deviation is indeed unilateral or bilateral. This is what we should
expect from oligopoly models when firms calculate an optimal deviation against a fraction of firms
complying and the complementary fraction also deviating.
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Pre-stage game

Stage game

t = 0 Nature draws firms’ cost types
t = 1 With probability γ the profits of the L-type increase
If the shock occurred, future stage games will start at
t=2
t = 2 Firms decide whether to collude
t = 3 Firms comply with or deviate from the collusive agreement
t = 4 The AA investigates with probability β
t = 5 Firms decide whether to apply for leniency
t = 6 The AA prosecutes
Figure 3.2.1: The timing of the game

but that it is only privately known by each firm itself how the shock affects its
individual profits because firm types are private information. An economic example
evoking this type of privately known shifts in profits would be a decrease of a factor
price and private knowledge of the firms’ production technologies. For instance, a
decrease in the interest rate is publicly observed, and would greatly reduce the cost of
capital intensive production technologies but only slightly reduce the cost of labour
intensive technologies. There are many other scenarios that might result in similar
profit shifts, e.g., different production locations with exogenous labour cost increases
in one location only and private information on locations.12
Our model differs from this described scenario by one minor facilitating assumption.
The assumption that the profits of the second firm type are not at all affected
by a shock in a factor price does not seem to correspond to reality. It serves in
our model as a normalization.13 Our results would also qualitatively hold if the
profits of both types of firms would increase following the shock (however, necessarily
asymmetrically). While this simplification might be an abstraction from real-world
payoffs, it makes the introduction of a shock feasible. This improves the standard
model of collusion in so far as it allows the natural death of the cartel (that is, death
not induced by an antitrust investigation), which was empirically shown (for instance
by De 2010 and Levenstein and Suslow 2011) to be a common form of the end of
a cartel. Most other models of leniency programs predict that the cartel will stay
alive as long as the AA does not intervene. Also our assumptions that the shock can
only occur once and that profits will remain at that level forever afterwards could
be criticized. However, this set of assumptions is still a generalization relative to
the collusion setting commonly analysed in which profits are identical in all periods.
Finally, any form of communication between the firms about their cost types as
12

We abstract from the possibility that firms can make technology sharing agreements to remove firm
asymmetry. However, technology sharing (e.g., in the form of research joint ventures or licensing)
can facilitate collusion stability. See Martin (1996) and Levy (2012) among others.
13
A similar setup could also be created, by assuming different ex-ante costs and demand fluctuations,
given that firms cannot maintain collusion via a Rotemberg and Saloner (1986)-mechanism.
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well as side payments are excluded from our analysis.14 Some implications of these
assumptions will be discussed at the end of the following subsection 3.2.2.

3.2.2

The benchmark

This benchmark analysis describes a policy setting in which no leniency program
exists and shows how private information about the types of firms impedes cartel
stability. To solve the game backwards, we consider first the situation after the shock.
This circumstance is less favourable for cartel stability since the deviation profits for
the low-cost firm have risen by a factor φ > 1 more forcefully than the collusive profits
and because profits are now also realised under competition. The objective of the
model is to show that the leniency program can eliminate asymmetric information,
such that a cartel can become more stable because incentive-compatibility is only
ensured in a world of perfect information. This requires that some cartels would
be stable under perfect information, while others would be unstable in any case.
Otherwise both types would behave in the same way and the cartel stability would
not be affected by the private information on firm types. Consider a world in which
both firms have high costs and in which this information is public knowledge. Under
a collusive agreement, the value of collusion for each firm is given recursively by
C
C
V1,H
= π C − βθλπ C + (1 − βθ)δV1,H
, which is equivalent to
C
V1,H
=

(1 − βθλ)π C
,
1 − (1 − βθ)δ

(3.1)

where the subscript 1 denotes periods after the shock, the subscript H denotes the
high-cost firm and the superscript C denotes collusion. Deviation under grim triggers
yields
D
V1,H
= πD ,

(3.2)

with superscript D denoting deviation. As described above, the high-cost firm is
less tempted to deviate from the collusive agreement. Thus, we are looking for the
condition that specifies that the cartel is incentive-compatible for a pair of high-cost
C
D
firms under perfect information, that is V1,H
≥ V1,H
, equivalent to15
δ≥

π D − (1 − βθλ)π C
.
(1 − βθ)π D

(3.3)

14

However, these mechanisms could have cartel-stabilizing effects, see e.g., Athey and Bagwell (2001)
or Harrington and Zhao (2012) for a setup close to ours.
15
To remain consistent, we assume throughout the model that under indifference, firms collude and,
for the case of leniency programs, do not reveal evidence.
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Conversely, for a low-cost firm with a stronger incentive to deviate the incentivecompatibility constraint is not fulfilled and collusion breaks down if
δ<

φπ D − (1 − βθλ)π C
,
(1 − βθ)(φπ D − π 0 (σ))

(3.4)

where the right-hand side is increasing in φ and is strictly larger than the right-hand
side for the incentive-compatibility condition of the high-cost firm. To exclude noninteresting cases, we assume that both conditions are always fulfilled and ignore all δ
outside of this interval in our analysis. Only within this interval can we find in the
subgame after the shock an environment for which under incomplete information
both firms defect, whereas a set of two high-cost firms would cooperate under perfect
information.
Assumption 3.1. Non-triviality
δ min ≡

φπ D − (1 − βθλ)π C
π D − (1 − βθλ)π C
≤
δ
<
≡ δ max .
(1 − βθ)π D
(1 − βθ)(φπ D − π 0 (σ))

(3.5)

Under private information on firm types, the incentive-compatibility condition for
the H-type firm changes because the L-type will always deviate. In all periods
except the first, collusion will be stable for a pair of H-types, as long as they did
both not deviate in the first period, as this would reveal their types to one another.
If at least one firm is the L-type or if H-types deviate as well in the first period,
collusion cannot arise due to the grim-trigger strategies. Whether H-types comply
with the collusive agreement in the first period depends on the distribution of types.
Lemma 3.1 summarizes the parameter constraints for the Bayesian equilibrium in the
post-shock subgame without a leniency program and with incomplete information.
Lemma 3.1. Given the parameter constraints of Assumption 3.1, the repeated game
after the shock under private information on firm types has the following BNE. In
the first round of the stage game following the shock,
• L-type firms deviate, H-type firms cooperate if
δ≥

ψ(σ) − σ(1 − βθλ)π C
≡ δu,
(1 − βθ)ψ(σ)

(3.6)

• and both types of firms deviate if
δ < δu.

(3.7)

In all stage games following a separating equilibrium in period 1, collusion is stable
only for a pair of high-cost firms.
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Proof. See Appendix A.
It can be shown that δ u is strictly decreasing for all values of σ due to the concavity
of ψ(σ). That is, the higher the probability that the other firm is of type H, the
more likely it is that a high-cost firm will cooperate.16 This is intuitive, as the
advantage of cooperating increases in σ because deviation is by assumption preferred
over compliance if the other firm deviates. When this probability reaches one, we are
necessarily in the separating equilibrium (δ min = δ u ) by the non-triviality assumption
(such that deviating low-cost firms do not matter as they are non-existent in the
limit). Conversely, if the probability is small enough, we might be in the pooling
equilibrium for all relevant δ as δ u can exceed the upper bound of the applicable
interval. We define the σ at which δ u and δ max intersect within the interval [0, 1]
as σ̃. Note that not only is firm asymmetry a collusion-aggravating factor in our
model, but that even potential firm asymmetry can be sufficient to cause a cartel with
symmetric firms to break down when there is private information on their individual
types. A high-cost firm will deviate preemptively to capture (some of) the one-time
deviation profits if it believes that the other firm will deviate as well with a high
enough probability. In the following analysis, we assume that the latter condition
holds. In the opposite case, the leniency program could not have stability-increasing
information spillovers, because the cartel would be partially stable even under private
type and firm types would be revealed by their asymmetric collusive behaviour.
Assumption 3.2. Post-shock cartel instability under private information on firm
types
ψ(σ) − σ(1 − βθλ)π C
δ<
.
(3.8)
(1 − βθ)ψ(σ)
Now, operating under the Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 (that is δ ∈ [δ min , min[δ max , δ u ])),
we turn to the first stage of the benchmark, that is the cartel stability in a situation
before a shock occurs. In comparison to the cartel stability after the shock, two
things are different. First, the L-type firm is by assumption less tempted to deviate,
thus increasing stability to the level of the high-cost firm. Secondly, the continuation
payoff is lower as the cartel breaks down in every period by Assumption 3.2 for all
combinations of firm types with probability γ. This results in firms behaving myopic,
whereby cartel stability harder to fulfil. Then there exists a pooling equilibrium in the
pre-shock state such that both types of firms will adhere to the collusive agreement
C
D
if V0,i
≥ V0,i
for i = H, L (where the subscript 0 indicates periods before the shock
and N L indicates no leniency), that is,
δ≥
16

π D − (1 − βθλ)π C
≡ δ 0,N L .
(1 − γ)(1 − βθ)π D

(3.9)

This corresponds to the basic model of Harrington and Zhao (2012).
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1

Figure 3.2.2: The constraints after the shock.

Notice that this condition is not dependent on the distribution of high- and lowcost firms. Since equilibrium behaviour prescribes the same action for both types,
the payoff from a unilateral deviation is independent of the other firm’s type. In
addition, the competition profits of the low-cost firm after the shock do not affect
the decision of whether or not to deviate. These profits are only realized after the
shock, and Assumption 3.1 establishes that post-shock profits are independent of
the pre-shock decision of whether to deviate or not from the collusive agreement.
Hence, the incentive-compatibility constraints of the two types of firms are identical.
Furthermore, stability is more difficult to sustain when the shock probability is large,
because the cartel has then a short expected duration and thus is the punishment for
a deviation less severe, requiring in consequence a larger δ for cartel stability.
To summarize, four conditions restrict the parameter space under which the leniency
program has the potential to credibly reveal firm types such that cartel stability can
be increased when the AA fails to prosecute the cartel absent of leniency applications.
As it is obvious that δ 0,N L > δ min holds, the conditions can be reduced to
δ ≥ δ 0,N L

and δ < min[δ u , δ max ].

(3.10)

To facilitate this comparison, we consider in Proposition 3.1 a case in which the
competitive profits are zero for the low-cost firm as well. Note that this simplification
is in fact for any possible value of σ the strictest possible case for our novel effects to
arise as δ max is larger for positive competition profits and hence does this assumption
not result in any loss of generality. As it turns out, all later conditions (such as
the condition concerning whether or not to apply for leniency) are not affected by
competition profits. This simplification represents thus no further restriction of
the model, and it makes no difference in the later analysis whether or not positive competitive profits are included. For the completeness of the argument, we
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include them in the derivations following Proposition 3.1. Figure 3.2.2 depicts these
constraints, where δ 0,N L is not shown as the relevant condition whether to stick to
collusion pre-shock will be affected by the possibility of applying for leniency. As is
evident, δ u is decreasing in σ and reaching δ min in σ = 1. Also note that for small σ
δ max is binding and for large σ δ u is binding. The condition for the existence of a
corresponding interval is summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. There exists a discount factor δ such that collusion is stable before
the shock for any combination of firms, unstable after the shock under incomplete
information, but stable under perfect information for a pair of high-cost firms if
• γ<

(φ−1)(1−βθλ)π C
φπ D −(1−βθλ)π C

• γ<

(1−βθλ)π C (ψ(σ)−σπ D )
(ψ(σ)−σ(1−βθλ)π C )π D

for σ < σ̃, or
for σ ≥ σ̃.

Proof. Follows directly from (3.10).
The applicable condition can be fulfilled for any σ < 1. As σ increases, γ must
be sufficiently small and approach zero as σ approaches one. If γ is too large, the
interval does not exist for any σ, as then δ 0,N L would exceed δ max . That is, for
values of δ at which information revelation can induce post-shock stability, the cartel
will not be ex-ante stable. This naturally eliminates the possibility of signalling
types via leniency. The foundation of our model resulting from the benchmark is
the following corollary, without which the leniency program would not have any
implications beyond what has already been established in previous studies.
Corollary 3.1. For δ ∈ [δ min , min[δ max , δ u ]), firms operating under grim-trigger
strategies cannot reveal to one another their respective types via collusive behaviour
and collusion breaks down after the shock.
This result is due in part to the assumptions that firms cannot communicate directly
and that they play grim-trigger strategies. For direct communication to be cartelstabilizing, the information submitted has to be credible. In our model, indirect
communication via leniency behaviour fulfils this condition of credibility as remaining
silent is a costly signal. Credible mechanisms in direct communication are not
trivial. Furthermore, the likelihood of prosecution is increased by communication
(see Levenstein and Suslow 2011). As a result, communication loses attractiveness
even when it is cartel stabilizing. In addition, although many firms collude explicitly,
tacit collusion a widespread existent phenomenon (see Davies et al. 2011). At worst,
our model can be conceived of as showing that information signalling is possible via
a leniency program, even when direct communication is not possible or too costly.
Regarding more general strategies than grim triggers, our paper can be viewed as
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complimentary to the study by Harrington and Zhao (2012). With some differences
in assumptions, a similar type of information is revealed in our model by leniency
behaviour as in theirs by collusive strategies.
In the next section we will show the that if a leniency program is introduced, firms
might behave such that only the low-cost type applies for leniency because this type
knows that a cartel in which it is a member will break down after the shock. It
is thus relatively impatient compared to the high-cost firm, which believes that its
cartel is stable with the probability that the other firm is also the high-cost type.
This is the case because the sorting equilibrium would let the types become public
knowledge, and the cartel is by Lemma 3.1 stable for a pair of high-cost types even
after the shock, given that it has not been convicted.

3.3

Leniency program

Assume that firms now have the possibility to apply for leniency after the AA has
opened an investigation but before prosecution is carried out (see Figure 3.2.1).17
Applying successfully for leniency reduces the fine to (1 − ρ)λπ C (multiplied by a
factor of µ for the low-cost firm in the post-shock situation). However, only the first
firm revealing evidence will benefit from the fine reduction. Rewards for applying for
leniency (ρ > 1) are possible in our model. If both firms apply simultaneously, each
firm has a 50% probability of being granted the fine reduction. The expected fine in
that case is thus (1 − ρ2 )λπ C . With regard to strategies, we specify as is common
in the literature that any deviation from equilibrium behaviour will be answered
with competition strategies in all subsequent periods. We first analyse the conditions
under which firms will reveal or stay silent during investigations before the shock, as
this is the interesting case in which information spillovers can arise from asymmetric
leniency behaviour. As will be shown, this determines also leniency behaviour during
investigations after the shock.
Remember that we are interested in the conditions whereby firms sort themselves
according to their cost types, i.e., only low-cost firms will apply for leniency. We will
analyse this within the parameter space such that a pair of high-cost firms maintains
collusion after a shock only if they know their respective types but not under private
information with beliefs corresponding to the common prior. We thus restrict our
analysis to the interval δ ∈ [δ min , min[δ max , δ u ]). The difference between the two
17

Allowing leniency before an investigation would be possible, but is also irrelevant in our model.
If firms revealed before the investigation, collusion would ex-ante be unstable. Pre-investigation
leniency can be meaningful when the AA does not achieve full desistance after a prosecution.
Also, the term investigation should be interpreted rather broadly as anything that increases the
probability of prosecution for the firms. For example, a general sectoral inquiry without specific
suspicions on the part of the AA would fall under this definition.
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types of firms is then that the low-cost firm knows while making the decision to
apply for leniency that the cartel will break down after a shock (because it will
itself deviate), while the high-cost firm will expect the cartel to be maintained after
the shock (i) if the other firm’s type is also high-cost and (ii) if remaining silent is
indeed part of the equilibrium strategy for the H-type firm. For this reason, the
high-cost firm has a stronger incentive to remain silent, since the expected dynamic
payoffs following a non-conviction can be higher. However, this benefit has to be
strong enough, because a silent H-type firm also carries an implicit cost in the
form that it might me matched with a revealing low-cost firm.18 This costliness
ensures the credibility of the signal. The condition for the existence of asymmetric
leniency behaviour is given by the following lemma, where we take for granted that
Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 hold and that the cartel is stable pre-shock.
Lemma 3.2. Given Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 and given that collusion has been stable,
in any period before the shock the high-cost firm remaining silent and the low-cost
firm revealing after an investigation is the payoff-dominant equilibrium if
δ Len ≡
λ( ρ2 (1

+ σ) − σ(1 − θ))
λ(ρ − (1 − θ))
≤δ<
ρ
σ(1 − θ)(1 − λ) + λ 2 (1 + σ)(1 − βθ)
(1 − γ)((1 − λ)(1 − θ) + λρ(1 − βθ))
≡ δ Len(γ) ,
(3.11)
where the ex-ante beliefs are given by ηi = σ and ex-post beliefs are ηi (H|revelation) =
0 and ηi (L|revelation) = 1 for i = 1, 2.
(1−θ)(1−βθλ)(1−σ) ρ2
≡ γ.
These conditions can be jointly fulfilled if γ > ((1−λ)(1−θ)+λρ(1−βθ))( ρ (1+σ)−σ(1−θ))
2

Proof. See Appendix A.
The inequality on the right-hand side is equivalent to the condition for revealing
that would arise in a standard leniency program model, with the exception that all
future collusive payoffs are here not only discounted by the common discount factor
δ, but also by the probability that the cartel will continue to exist (1 − γ). If this
condition is not met, no firm would ever reveal (in the payoff-dominant equilibrium),
and the leniency program would have no bite. Note in particular that this condition
is not dependent on the post-shock competitive profits. Because the L-type firm
always deviates after the shock and realizes competitive profits independent of its
leniency behaviour, the leniency decision is not affected by the competitive profits.
18

Brenner (2010) reports that the profitability of a firm is positively correlated to its propensity
to apply for leniency, thus providing some empirical support for the prediction of the sorting
equilibrium.
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The inequality on the left-hand side differs from the inequality on the right-hand
side because of two effects. First, because the leniency program reveals the types of
the individual firms, a cartel in which no firm has applied for leniency necessarily
consists of two high-cost firms and its stability is by the benchmark equilibrium
not affected by any future shocks. Mathematically speaking, the condition for the
high-cost firm to stay silent is (given that the low-cost firm reveals) independent of
the shock probability γ. This relaxes the condition and allows the H-type firm to
stay silent, even though the L-type firm reveals. Secondly, the condition is adversely
affected by the prior belief about the type of the other firm. If σ is low, the other
firm has with high probability low cost and will likely apply for leniency. In this case,
the H-type would like to apply for leniency as well. This negative effect (relative to
the condition to reveal for low-cost firms) can be outweighed by the advantage of
revealed information on firm types and therefore can cartel stability be established
beyond the cost shock. Thus, the sorting behaviour can exist if the probability of
shock is high or if the prior belief that the other firm has high cost is large.
Without any shock and with certainty that all firms are of the high-cost type, that
is γ = 0 and σ = 1, the two conditions would coincide. Any novel effects of our
model would thereby be eliminated. Note that the asymmetric decision to apply for
leniency does not result from the difference in collusion profits or fines between firms
because all these payoffs are related between the types in a proportional manner.
The different incentives to apply for leniency arise solely from the opportunity for the
high-cost firms to increase the expected duration of the cartel by credibly revealing
their types via leniency behaviour
The left-hand condition of Lemma 3.2 also implies that both types of firms would
remain silent during an investigation after the shock. However, this is only relevant
for H-type firms, because if L-type firms were involved in the cartel, it would not be
stable in post-shock periods anyway. In periods after the shock, future profits do not
have to be discounted by the shock probability since the threat of cartel death via
the shock is not longer in effect. The condition for post-shock cartel stability is thus
equivalent to the left-hand condition of Lemma 3.2 with σ = 1, which is implied by
the condition for any other possible value of σ because the firms are now safe in the
knowledge that the respective other firm will remain silent as well. If it comes to
a leniency stage, collusion is evidently stable and will continue to be in all future
periods. Thus, the conditions δ < δ max , δ < δ u and δ ≥ δ min are not affected by the
introduction of the leniency program.
Moving finally to stage t = 3 where collusion stability is determined, the cartel
must be ex-ante incentive-compatible (that is, before a shock occurs and before
an investigation is carried out). Assuming grim-trigger strategies and the leniency
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behaviour for the L-type firm as prescribed in Lemma 3.2 changes the payoffs from
successful collusion relative to the benchmark case. The individual values of collusion
are given by

C
V0,L
=

(1 − βλ + βλ(1 +

σ) ρ2 )π C

+

0
γδ µπ1−δ(σ)

µπ 0 (σ)

+ βδ(1 −

γδ 1−δ
γ) 1−(1−γ)δ

1 − (1 − β)(1 − γ)δ

(3.12)

for the low-cost firm that applies for leniency in the case of an investigation where
the subscript 0 denotes the stages before the shock and by
C

C
V0,H

=

(1 − βλ + βλσ(1 − θ))π C + βσ(1 − θ)δ (1−βθλ)π
1−(1−βθ)δ
1 − (1 − β)(1 − γ)δ

(3.13)

for the high-cost firm that remains silent during an investigation. The corresponding
unilateral deviating profits are given by
0

D
V0,H
= πD

D
and V0,L

γ µπ1−δ(σ)
D
=π +δ
.
1 − (1 − γ)δ

(3.14)

Some transformations of the incentive-compatibility constraint of the low-cost firm
C
D
V0,L
≥ V0,L
result in
(1 − βλ + βλ(1 + σ) ρ2 )π C
≥ πD .
1 − (1 − β)(1 − γ)δ

(3.15)

C
The left-hand side of this expression is smaller than V0,H
whenever asymmetric leniency
behaviour occurs (technically, whenever δ ≥ δ Len holds).19 As the right-hand side is
equivalent to the deviation payoff for the high-cost firm, the incentive-compatibility
constraint for the low-cost firm is (under the sorting behaviour described in Lemma
3.2) strictly harder to fulfil. After some further transformations, this condition can
be represented by

π D − (1 − βλ + βλ(1 + σ) ρ2 )π C
δ≥
≡ δ 0,L .
(1 − γ)(1 − β)π D

(3.16)

The strictly less severe incentive-compatibility constraint for the high-cost firm can
be neglected. The existence of the sorting behaviour and pre-shock stability as
part of a PBE are then constrained by several threshold values of the common
discount factor. Altogether, the prescribed behaviour exists only for δ such that
min[δ max , δ u , δ Len(γ) ] > δ ≥ max[δ min , δ Len , δ 0,L ]. It is clear that δ max > δ min and
δ u ≥ δ min do not impose any constraints additional to the ones shown in the
19

This incentive-compatibility constraint does not depend on competition profits after the shock, for
the same reason as the decision to apply for leniency for the low-cost firm does not depend on
competition profits after the shock.
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benchmark equilibrium. As neither firm would apply for leniency after the shock
(see above), these conditions are also not affected by the existence of the leniency
program. A full comparison of the critical values delivers the following proposition,
which spells out the configurations under which the asymmetric leniency behaviour
described can occur.
Proposition 3.2. There exists an interval ρ < ρ < ρ in which for some δ firm types
separate in leniency, both types collude until the shock and a pair of H-types colludes
after the shock when an investigation has occurred before, if γ < γ < γ and σ fulfils
1. min[2ψ(σ), 2σφπ D ] − (1 + σ)π D + (1 − σ)(1 − λ)π C > 0 for β low enough or,
2. min[ψ(σ), σφπ D ] − π D + (1 − σ)(1 − λ)π C > 0 for all possible values of β.
The critical values ρ and ρ are determined by equations (3.33) and (3.34) and γ and
γ by Lemma 3.2 and the minimum of (3.37) and (3.38).
Proof. See Appendix A.
As is evident, the existence of a δ prescribing asymmetric leniency behaviour constrains
several other parameters. With respect to the exogenous enforcement parameters,
the separating equilibrium can only occur when first, the level of the fine reduction
is from an intermediate interval and secondly, when the fine is itself not too large
(because neither condition could be fulfilled if λ is large). Furthermore, such an
equilibrium is more likely to arise when the probability of investigation is small.20
The occurrence of the asymmetric leniency behaviour provides us with an indication
that neither the sticks of real-world antitrust enforcement nor the carrots of leniency
programs are very strong.
This result is very intuitive. If the fine reduction is very low, then not even the
low-cost firm would apply for leniency. This is also the result found in the previous
literature on leniency programs. At the opposite end, for a very high fine reduction
both types will apply for leniency as the monetary impact of fine avoidance increases.
Our model contributes novel effects of leniency programs only for medium-sized
fine reductions. The existence of such an intermediate interval is only possible if
the fine is low enough. For both conditions of σ in Proposition 3.2, the last term

20

The importance of antitrust investigations as a complement to leniency programs has also been
emphasized by Friederiszick and Maier-Rigaud (2008).
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(1 − σ)(1 − λ)π C is negative if λ > 1.21 For the second condition, the difference of the
first two terms is necessarily negative for all values of σ. Thus if β is large, for a fine
larger than the collusive profit, such behaviour could not exist. However, it should
be noted that the probability of getting caught is in practice rather low (e.g., Combe
et al. 2007 estimate the probability of a cartel getting caught in Europe in recent
years at around 13% which is similar to magnitudes found for other periods and in
other jurisdictions), such that the first condition might be more appropriate in the
evaluation of leniency programs. Given that the low-cost firm applies for leniency,
the high-cost firm engages in a risky strategy if it remains silent. It might be willing
to do so because of the chance that the cartel might remain stable after the shock
if no one reveals. The higher the fine, the more costly this strategy becomes if the
other firm applies for leniency, and the more tempting will it be for the high-cost firm
to apply for leniency as well. If β decreases, the condition becomes easier to fulfil.
In particular, it is also possible that the sorting behaviour could occur for punitive
fines (λ > 1) as the differences of the first two terms can be positive as previously
discussed.
Now consider the parameters concerning the competitive environment. The shock
probability must be within an intermediate interval. If it were too low, the incentive
to stay silent (arising from the cartel being stabilized after the shock) would be
too small, precisely because the probability of the shock is low. Conversely, if the
probability of shock becomes too large, there is no room left for asymmetric leniency
behaviour, because for the relevant parameter space, the cartel would no longer be
stable ex-ante as future profits must also be discounted by the shock probability for
L-type firms.
Finally, σ would typically be downward-bounded and also has to be upward-bounded,
but this bound can be close to one. For σ low, the H-type firm would apply for
leniency as well, since it is very likely that the other firm in the duopoly will apply
for leniency and because it is ultimately unlikely that the cartel will survive the
shock. The fact that σ can also be upward-bounded might seem counter-intuitive
because, as discussed, remaining silent becomes more profitable for the high-cost
firm as σ increases and the incentives for the low-cost firm are not affected. However,
it must be remembered that the relevant interval of δ in which sorting can occur
21

From a law and economics perspective one would expect that λ should be larger than one, such
that at least illegal gains are fully forfeited. However, there are a number of reasons to believe
that this might not be the case. First, both the methodology of the calculation of fines and the
maximum fine cap are based on revenues and not on collusive profits. See Bageri et al. (2013) for a
recent discussion on this. Secondly, firms can be judgement-proof or bankruptcy concerns could
impede the AA from levying high fines. Mariniello (2013) finds recent evidence (since the revised
EC fining guidelines in 2006), that fines are not high enough to offset additional collusive profits,
that is, λ < 1 seems to hold in practice.
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as given by Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 also decreases in σ and in fact collapses for σ = 1.
Example. Consider the following example to illustrate the bounds of σ as β
√
approaches zero. Assume π D = 2π C , ψ(σ) = σπ D and λ = 0.5. The prescribed
9
behaviour exists for some β low enough if σ ∈ [ 25
, 1). The interval only ceases to
exist if λ > 1. For β = 1, the behaviour cannot exist in this example as the values of
σ solving the second equation constitute an empty set. However, with a lower fine
or collusion being more attractive relative to deviation such behaviour could exist
for any value of β. To extend the example further, we assume the values φ = 1.75
and θ = 0.75, and consider the value σ = 0.5. The interval of fine reductions for
asymmetric leniency behaviour is then exactly given by 0.75 < ρ < 1. Finally, at the
lower bound of this interval, γ must fulfil 0.21 . γ . 0.5 independent of the precise
value of ρ.

3.4

Welfare

In this section we compare three legal regimes, a weak leniency program in which
only one firm applies for leniency, a setting without leniency program and a setting
with a strong leniency program in which both firms apply for leniency. We juxtapose
the weak leniency program against the two other settings. The comparison between
the strong leniency program and no leniency program is excluded from our analysis
as this is the standard situation that has been analysed in previous research. In the
comparisons, we hold all enforcement parameters constant, except the fine reduction
parameter ρ, which must be varied to arrive at different leniency behaviour (and be
set to zero in the no leniency program setting). Of course, we also assume that all
parameters in the weak leniency setting take values such that asymmetric leniency
behaviour arises in the PBE. There are two dimensions by which one can evaluate
the enforcement efficacy of leniency programs. First, how strongly they achieve to
deter cartels and secondly, how successful they are in desisting non-deterred cartels.22
Desistance is usually given as the probability that a cartel is prosecuted. To measure
the welfare harm of non-deterred cartels, this probabilistic event must in our model
be augmented with the probability of natural cartel death. A welfare-maximizing
authority considers antitrust fines as neutral and is indifferent between a successful
prosecution and natural death of the cartel. By the assumption on cartel behaviour
after prosecution and by the assumption of grim trigger strategies, prosecution and
deviation have the same implications in terms of welfare.
22

There might be more dimensions if the evaluation sphere of leniency programs is extended to include
other questions such as fairness.
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3.4.1

Weak leniency program vs no leniency program

Let W0 be the per-period welfare harm caused by a cartel. We assume for simplicity
that the harm is independent of the cost type of the firms and is equivalent in both
states of the world (that is before and after the shock). Then, the current period
present value of the cartel harm is given by
WN L =

(1 − γ)W0
,
1 − (1 − γ)(1 − βθ)δ

(3.17)

for a policy not allowing leniency (NL) and
WW L =

W0
(1 − γ) W0 + βσ 2 (1 − θ)δ 1−(1−βθ)δ

1 − (1 − γ)(1 − β)δ


,

(3.18)

for a policy allowing leniency with moderate fine reductions (WL). The second term
in the second bracket of the numerator arises from the fact that given unsuccessful
prosecution and both firms being the high-cost type, the cartel will be stable after the
shock. The leniency program weakly decreases the desistance value of prosecution
and thereby increases the welfare harm of an non-deterred cartel if
δ≥

1 − σ2 − γ
.
(1 − γ)(1 − βθ)(1 − σ 2 )

(3.19)

This condition is neither necessarily fulfilled nor necessarily false under the conditions
for the existence of the asymmetric leniency behaviour. For the given numerical
example from above, the separating equilibrium exists for all values of σ approaching
one, which is sufficient to establish the existence of a separating equilibrium in which
the expected cartel welfare harm is increased by the introduction of the leniency
program.
Proposition 3.3. The expected discounted welfare harm of non-deterred cartels is
more likely to increase by the introduction of weak leniency programs if the probability
that a firm has high-cost (σ) and the probability of a shock (γ) are large.
Proof. Follows from (3.19).
Deterrence is measured by the ex-ante cartel stability condition. Taking only the
incentive-compatibility constraint of the low-cost firm into account (that is the
constraint that is binding under leniency), the leniency program weakly decreases
deterrence if
ρ≥

2(1 − θ)(π D − (1 − λ)π C )
.
(1 + σ)λ(1 − βθ)π C

(3.20)
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This requirement might be in conflict with the conditions that (i) H-types stay silent
while L-types deviate post-shock (see equation (3.30) in the Appendix A) and (ii) Htypes stay silent and deviate under the common prior belief post-shock (see equation
(3.31) in the Appendix), as these two conditions require that ρ is sufficiently small.
Furthermore, it is always stricter than the condition that L-types collude pre-shock
but reveal their evidence if under investigation (see equation (3.33) in the Appendix),
except when β approaches one at which value they coincide. Thus, not every existent
separating equilibrium decreases deterrence relative to a situation without leniency
program. However, if there are some σ for which the second condition of Proposition
3.2 is fulfilled, then there are also values of the fine reduction ρ for which firms
applying asymmetrically for leniency decreases deterrence. This can be directly
inferred from the above statement that equation (3.20) and equation (3.33) coincide
for β = 1.
Proposition 3.4. If there exists a value of σ fulfilling the second condition of
Proposition 3.2, then there exists an interval of fine reductions such that for specific
values of the discount factor, of the firm type distribution and of the shock probability,
the leniency program decreases deterrence.
Proof. Follows from comparison of (3.20) and (3.33).

3.4.2

Weak leniency program vs strong leniency program

The expected duration of a cartel, which is linearly related to the expected cartel
harm, is strictly shorter in a setting with strong leniency program than in a setting
with a weak leniency programs because (i) when both types apply for leniency every
investigation leads with certainty to a prosecution, while when only the low-cost
type applies for leniency prosecution follows an investigation only with probability
(1 − σ 2 ) + σ 2 θ < 1 and (ii) the cartel will die with certainty after a shock.
Proposition 3.5. The expected discounted harm of non-deterred cartels is always
higher under a weak leniency program than under a strong leniency program.
Proof. Follows from above discussion.
With regard to deterrence, notice that in general the level of deterrence is decreasing
in the fine reduction parameter ρ. This is the case because the ex-ante expected
fine is decreasing (for the low-cost firm in the weak leniency setting whose incentivecompatibility constraint is binding, and for both firms in the strong leniency setting)
and occurs in standard leniency models. However, at the value ρ = ρ (given that
for smaller ρ sorting occurs as described in Proposition 3.2) the level of deterrence
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is non-continuous and increasing. This is the case because the low-cost firm now
has a lower probability of receiving the fine reduction, since the likelihood that the
other firm will apply for leniency is positive as well. Let ρ < ρW L < ρ < ρSL (the
subscript WL indicates weak leniency, SL strong leniency) and let δ, σ, γ be such that
the high-cost firm does not apply for leniency under ρW L . Deterrence is then higher
in the legal setting with strong leniency programs if
π D − (1 − βλ + βλ ρSL
)π C
π D − (1 − βλ + βλ(1 + σ) ρW2 L )π C
2
≥
,
(1 − γ)(1 − β)π D
(1 − γ)(1 − β)π D

(3.21)

which leads directly to the following proposition.
Proposition 3.6. Deterrence is higher under strong leniency programs than under
weak leniency programs if ρρWSLL ≤ 1 + σ.
Proof. Follows from (3.21).
If the fine reduction is too large in the strong setting relative to the weak setting,
the decrease in the expected fine resulting from larger reductions would outweigh the
expected increase in the fine resulting from both types of firms applying for leniency.
The more likely it is that the other firm will not apply in the weak setting, the higher
can the ratio between fine reduction parameters be for deterrence to increase under
strong leniency programs. As ρSL and ρW L can be arbitrarily close to each other
without violating the above constraints, the existence of such values with higher
deterrence under strong leniency is guaranteed for any positive value of σ.

3.5

Conclusion

This paper serves three purposes. First, it attempts to augment our understanding of
leniency programs by closing an important gap between the theory of such programs
and empirical observations with respect to asymmetric leniency behaviour. This
kind of behaviour can arise because firms strategically apply for leniency, taking
into account the fact that their behaviour can credibly signal their types, whereby
cartel stability impeding asymmetric information is eliminated. Secondly, as a direct
consequence of this (or rather as a prerequisite), the paper identifies an adverse
element of leniency programs that has until now not been considered in the literature,
namely the increased stability of the cartel due to such an information spillover.
Thirdly, it allows inferences about the quality of the design of current real-world
leniency programs. Because we can observe asymmetric leniency behaviour in practice,
our model would suggest (i) that the fine reductions granted for leniency applications
are inappropriately moderate and (ii) that the fines themselves appear to be too
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moderate to ensure efficient enforcement. A policy-maker might therefore seek
to introduce higher fine reductions, as this would according to our model trigger
simultaneous leniency applications and ultimately increase both desistance and
possibly also the deterrence of cartels. This result is particularly interesting as it has
been noted (e.g., by Veljanovski 2011) that in the current European enforcement
practice both fines and fine reductions are below the levels that are proposed in the
official antitrust guidelines on fine calculation. According to our model adhering
more strictly to these guidelines might yield greater enforcement benefits. This point
is further strengthened by the growing importance of private damages in European
jurisdictions. Since leniency applications do not exempt firms from damage liabilities
in private litigation, the incentives to confess to the authority are weakened (see
Silbye 2012). If adherence to the guidelines or a policy change to impose stricter
fines and more generous leniency is for whatever reason (e.g., political or legalistic)
not feasible, our model would suggest that no leniency could function better in terms
of enforcement efficacy than currently existing leniency programs.
From a research perspective, further studies of the incentives to apply for leniency
would be desirable. In particular, an empirical study identifying the characteristics
of firms within a cartel that lead them to apply for leniency or to remain silent
(e.g., profitability, which Brenner 2010 indicates by correlation) could provide useful
insights. With respect to theoretical extensions, connecting our model of leniency
with heterogeneous firms and private information to cartel communication models
such as Athey and Bagwell (2001) seems to be a natural avenue for further research.
If firms communicate on private information to avoid cartel breakdown, it seems
reasonable that they would also communicate such information to avoid leniency
applications or take other precautionary measures.23 Alternatively, the impact of
leniency programs and the incentive to avoid firm asymmetry on the decision to share
technology could be investigated. In addition, more intelligent moves by the AA
than simply announcing an investigation could be invented to overcome the firms’
benefits of asymmetric leniency behaviour. Strategic behaviour might be able remedy
second-best policies to some degree. For instance, Sauvagnat (2010) proposes that
the AA could bluff to encourage applications for leniency when there is actually
no positive probability of prosecution. With heterogeneous firms and asymmetric
incentives to reveal such mechanisms could become even more powerful.

23

Dijkstra et al. (2011) experimentally analyse leniency programs allowing communication between
participants.
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Appendix 3.A

Proofs

Proof of Lemma 3.1. By the non-triviality assumption, the cartel will be stable in
subsequent periods if the types of both firms are revealed in the current period to be
high-cost types and the punishment is not triggered. It also implies that the low-cost
firm is deviating independent of its beliefs. If there is cooperation of two firms
in the first period, this reveals that both are the high-cost type and consequently
will collusion be stable in all further periods. Thus, we need to determine whether
collusion is stable in the first period under private information on firm types. Abiding
by the cartel agreement yields an expected payoff for the high-cost firm of
C
Ṽ1.H
=σ

(1 − βθλ)π C
1 − (1 − βθ)δ

(3.22)

D
while deviating yields Ṽ1,H
= ψ(σ), where the tilde indicates that these are the expected values under the common prior belief. Hence collusion is incentive-compatible
for the high-cost firm if

δ≥

ψ(σ) − σ(1 − βθλ)π C
.
(1 − βθ)ψ(σ)

(3.23)

Vice versa, given that the high-cost firm cooperates, deviating is the only incentivecompatible action for the low-cost firm if
0

C
V1,L

(1 − βθλ)µπ C + βθδ µπ1−δ(σ)
µπ 0 (σ)
D
=
< µφπ D + δ
= V1,L
1 − (1 − βθ)δ
1−δ

(3.24)

which corresponds to the right-hand side of the non-triviality assumption, whereby
the two low cost firms cooperating cannot be an equilibrium. Cooperating for the
low-cost firm is not stable if the high-cost firm deviates because with probability
1 − σ is the trade-off as in above equation and with probability σ it receives zero by
complying and a positive profit by defecting.
This demonstrates that all firms colluding, or L-types deviating and H-types colluding, or vice versa (in the first period) are not equilibria in the repeated game for
Assumption 3.1 and δ < δ u . All firms defecting in all periods is the sole equilibrium
under this condition for grim-trigger strategies as it implies the Nash equilibrium of
the stage game.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. The objective of this proof is to determine equilibrium leniency
behaviour and to determine in particular the conditions under which asymmetric
leniency behaviour arises as a dominant equilibrium. In the case of multiple equilibria,
we will apply payoff-dominance, which will in our case eliminate all multiplicities of
equilibria. Notice first that both types of firms revealing is always an equilibrium as
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ρ
− λπ C ≥ −(1 − )λπ C
(3.25)
2
never holds (for the low-cost firm, this condition would additionally incorporate
equivalent terms reflecting post-shock profits on both sides). If everyone else reveals,
each firm realizes in the current period the highest expected payoff by revealing as
well and cannot obtain any dynamic payoffs because the AA desists the cartel by the
fact that the other firm reveals. This is an equilibrium for every value of δ and for
every posterior out-of-equilibrium belief for nodes after all moves in which at least
one firm did not reveal as these can also not be reached by a single firm behaving
differently.
In contrast, staying silent is for the L-type incentive-compatible if

0

0

γ µπ1−δ(σ)
γ µπ1−δ(σ)
C
C
−(1 − ρ)λπ + δ
≤ −θλπ + θδ
1 − (1 − γ)δ
1 − (1 − γ)δ
γ

+(1 − θ)(1 − γ)δ

µπ 0 (σ)

(3.26)

0

1−δ
+ γ µπ1−δ(σ)
(1 − βθλ)π C + βθδ 1−(1−γ)δ

1 − (1 − βθ)(1 − γ)δ

,

which is equivalent to
δ≥

λ(ρ − (1 − θ))
≡ δ Len(γ) .
(1 − γ)((1 − θ)(1 − λ) + λρ(1 − βθ))

(3.27)

The above incentive-compatibility constraint in equation (3.26) is given for the lowcost firm, but its transformation in equation (3.27) holds equivalently for high-cost
firms. The only difference in equation (3.26) is that high-cost firms do not realize
positive profits after the shock, but as can be seen, these cancel out of the constraint
by the transformation. Thus, in addition to the described equilibrium in which both
types reveal, both types staying silent is an equilibrium for δ ≥ δ Len(γ) . The beliefs
for nodes at which one or more firm reveals can again be freely chosen. These beliefs
do not restrict the condition for silence as a best reply since at all those nodes the AA
desists any further cartelization and thus payoffs will be independent of the beliefs.
Furthermore, the silence equilibrium payoff-dominates the revealing equilibrium as
the right-hand side of equation (3.26) is larger than the right-hand side of equation
(3.25).
Now we look for separating equilibria. Given that L-types always reveal because
δ < δ Len(γ) , it is optimal for H-types to stay silent if
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(1 − βθλ)π C
ρ
−(1−σ)λπ C ≥ −σ(1−ρ)λπ C −(1−σ)(1− )λπ C ,
1 − (1 − βθ)δ
2
(3.28)
where the only consistent posterior belief at nodes at which no firm has revealed is
given by ηi = 1. This condition is equivalent to
−σθλπ C +σ(1−θ)δ

δ≥

λ( ρ2 (1 + σ) − σ(1 − θ))
≡ δ Len .
σ(1 − θ)(1 − λ) + λ ρ2 (1 + σ)(1 − βθ)

(3.29)

If this holds, reporting is also stable for the low-cost firm as a unilateral deviation
would deliver the trade-off given in equation (3.26) with probability σ, and with
probability 1 − σ it would receive −(1 − ρ2 )λπ C by revealing and −λπ C by staying
silent. Since the latter is strictly lower than the former, revealing remains the
dominant action. In addition, for the high-cost firm the separating equilibrium
payoff-dominates the equilibrium with all types revealing as the left-hand side of
equation (3.28) is larger than the right-hand side of equation (3.25) (with the terms
that include π 0 ignored). Hence, for δ Len ≤ δ < δ Len(γ) the separating equilibrium is
always the payoff-maximizing equilibrium. Comparing δ Len and δ Len(γ) we observe
that these can be simultaneously fulfilled only if γ > γ holds.

Proof of Proposition 3.2. To show that asymmetric leniency behaviour does indeed
exist as part of a PBE of the full game, we must demonstrate (i) that the restrictions
of Lemma 3.2 are compatible with the restrictions in Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2, (ii)
that the restrictions of Lemma 3.2 can be simultaneously fulfilled under the condition
for pre-shock cartel stability (equation 3.16), and (iii) that pre-shock cartel stability
does not conflict with Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2. Proceeding in this order, we will
show that a δ fulfilling all these conditions constrains the possible values of ρ, σ and
γ but does generally exist for some of those values.
Note first that the H-type firm staying silent can be compatible with the requirement
that the L-type will deviate in the post-shock environment. That is, there is a
δ ∈ [δ Len , δ max ]. This is fulfilled if

ρ
σφ(1 − θ)π D > σ(1 − θ)(1 − λ) + λ (1 + σ)(1 − βθ) π C .
(3.30)
2
If this requirement is not met, H-types would reveal in every situation in which the
L-type deviates post-shock.
Next we check whether staying silent for the H-type is compatible with the condition
for the deviation of the H-type in the collusion stability stage under asymmetric
information (that is δ ∈ [δ Len , δ u ]), which exists if
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ρ
ψ(σ)(1 − θ) > σ(1 − θ)(1 − λ) + λ (1 + σ)(1 − βθ) π C .
(3.31)
2
The interaction of the conditions (3.30) and (3.31) is, as can be seen from Figure
3.2.2, such that equation (3.30) is more difficult to fulfil if and only if σ < σ̃. Both
require that ρ is small enough, because it is necessary that H-types stay silent, while
simultaneously some firm type deviates, a decision which is independent of the fine
reduction.
Analogous to the condition (3.30), for the L-type revealing is the only equilibrium
behaviour if firms are sufficiently impatient, which can thus conflict with δ ≥ δ min .
Such an interval [δ min , δ Len ] exists if

(1 − βθλ) (1 − θ)π D − ((1 − θ)(1 − λ) + λρ(1 − βθ))π C
γ≥
.
((1 − θ)(1 − λ) + λρ(1 − βθ))(π D − (1 − βθλ)π C )

(3.32)

This completes the conditions for the compatibility of Lemma 3.2 with Assumptions
3.1 and 3.2. We will come back to these in a moment, but first we turn to the
compatibility of Lemma 3.2 with pre-shock cartel stability. As we have shown, the
incentive-compatibility condition of the L-type firm for cartel stability is always
stricter than that of the H-type (under Lemma 3.2). Thus, we must only check the
compatibility of this condition with the condition that the low-cost firm will not
deviate from the cartel agreement, but will reveal under investigation, that is, there
exists a δ ∈ [δ 0,L , δ Len(γ) ] which is fulfilled for


ρ
(1−θ)(1−λ)+λρ(1−βθ) 1−βλ+βλ (1+σ) π C > (1−θ)(1−βλ+βλρ)π D . (3.33)
2
Clearly, deviation cannot be too attractive relative to collusion. Turning back to the
first step, the equations (3.30) and (3.31) can be transformed and aggregated into
a single condition that the fine reduction granted by leniency must be sufficiently
small, that is

h 2(1 − θ) ψ(σ) − σ(1 − λ)π C  2(1 − θ)σ φπ D − (1 − λ)π C  i
ρ < min
,
≡ ρ.
(1 + σ)λ(1 − βθ)π C
(1 + σ)λ(1 − βθ)π C
(3.34)
Condition (3.33) cannot be explicitly solved for ρ. Consider two special cases. First,
if β = 0, the condition can be transformed into
(1 − θ)(π D − (1 − λ)π C )
,
λπ C
and if β equals one, the condition becomes
ρ>

(3.35)
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ρ>

2(π D − (1 − λ)π C )
.
λ(1 + σ)π C

(3.36)

The fine reduction must be large enough to elicit reporting for L-type firms. In
Proposition 3.2, this lower bound is compared to the upper bound, and the conditions
for the existence of an interval of ρ where both hold are determined. While it
cannot be said that the lower bound ρ determined by fulfilling (3.33) with equality
is necessarily increasing or decreasing over the entire interval 0 < β < 1, it can be
shown that the compatibility of the conditions (3.30) and (3.31) with (3.33) become
ceteris paribus strictly harder to fulfil if β increases, e.g., by solving and comparing
them for θ. Thus, if there exists an interval for β = 1 as applicable in condition
(3.36), it must also hold for all smaller values. Evidently, if β = 0 holds as applicable
in condition (3.35), such an interval of ρ is more likely to exist.
Returning to condition (3.32), it can be seen that this condition holds for every
shock probability whenever equation (3.33) holds as this would make the right-hand
side of condition (3.32) negative. This means that, whenever collusion is incentivecompatible for the L-type firm and whenever this firm also reveals during leniency, it
is also the case that revealing is compatible with post-shock stability for the H-type.
Considering the third step, we find two remaining conditions that determine when
the cartel is for some δ within the limitations of Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 ex-ante
stable. That is, there exists a δ ∈ [δ 0,L , min[δ max , δ u ]) equivalent to

γ<

φ(1 − βθ)(1 − βλ + βλ ρ2 (1 + σ))π C − (1 − β)(1 − βθλ)π C − φβ(1 − θ)π D
≡ γ1
(1 − β)(φπ D − (1 − βθλ)π C )
(3.37)

and

γ<

ψ(σ)((1 − βθ)(1 − βλ + βλ ρ2 (1 + σ))π C − β(1 − θ)π D ) − σ(1 − β)(1 − βθλ)π C π D
≡ γ2.
(1 − β)((ψ(σ) − σ(1 − βθλ)π C )π D
(3.38)

where the binding constraint is again determined by the cut-off value σ̃. For ex-ante
stability the shock probability cannot be too large as otherwise punishment would
not constrain firms from deviating. These conditions can possibly be in conflict with
the existence of asymmetric leniency behaviour as given in Lemma 3.2 which is only
fulfilled if the shock probability is large enough, as otherwise type signalling is not
valuable enough for the H-type when there is a risk of prosecution (whether it is
stand-alone by the AA or by a revealing L-type firm).
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The second constraint is compatible with γ > γ if after some transformations

ρ
ψ(σ)(1 − βθ) (1 + σ) − σ(1 − θ)
2


 C

ρ
(1 − θ)(1 − λ) + λρ(1 − βθ) 1 − βλ + βλ (1 + σ) π − (1 − θ)(1 − βλ + βλρ)π D
2

+ψ(σ)σ(1 − θ)π D ρ − (1 − θ) (1 − β)(1 − βθλ)
≥ σπ C π D (1 − β)(1 − βθλ)

 ρ

ρ
(1 − θ)(1 − λ) + λρ(1 − βθ)
(1 + σ) − σ(1 − θ) − (1 − θ)(1 − βθλ)(1 − σ) .
2
2
(3.39)

The first term on the left-hand side is positive whenever equation (3.33) holds. The
second term on the left-hand side is positive and always larger than the right-hand
side, whenever equation (3.31) holds. That is whenever there is a σ such that
δ ∈ [δ 0,L , δ Len(γ) ] and δ ∈ [δ Len , δ u ] exist, then there is also a γ such that δ ∈ [δ 0,L , δ u ]
exists. Similarly, γ 1 > γ is fulfilled if

φ(1 − βθ)



ρ
(1 + σ) − σ(1 − θ)
2




ρ
1 − βλ + βλ (1 + σ) (1 − θ)(1 − λ) + λρ(1 − βθ) π C − (1 − θ)(1 − βλ + βλρ)π D
2

+σφ(1 − θ) ρ − (1 − θ) (1 − β)(1 − βθλ)π D

≥ (1 − β)(1 − βθλ)π C
 ρ



ρ
(1 + σ) − σ(1 − θ) (1 − θ)(1 − λ) + λρ(1 − βθ) − (1 − θ)(1 − βθλ) (1 − σ) .
2
2
(3.40)

Similarly to the above condition, here the first term on the left-hand side is positive
if (3.33) holds and by (3.30) is the second term on the left-hand side is larger
than the right-hand side. Thus, there exists a γ fulfilling both constraints for all
relevant parameter values of σ. This completes the proof by giving the bounds
γ < γ < γ ≡ min[γ 1 , γ 2 ].
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Appendix 3.B
3.B.1

An example

Asymmetric firm profits

This appendix shows that the above reduced form of the profits are properly justified
by standard cartel theory.24 Assume a standard Cournot duopoly with an inverse
demand function p = a − bQ and constant marginal costs of either cH < a or
cL < cH . Assume the two firms form a monopoly. As the costs of the firms are
private information it is unclear how they choose the monopoly quantity. We assume
that they pick the quantity that maximizes the profits of a hypothetical monopolist
with high-costs, but that the firms are sharing quantities equally. These assumptions
are arbitrary, but valid in the sense of Friedman (1971) to form incentive-compatible
collusion if firms are sufficiently patient. An alternative setting in which the expected
profits of a hypothetical monopolist with expected costs c̃ = σcH + (1 − σ)cL are
maximized would not ensure that the profits of a high-cost firm are positive. For
instance, if cH is much larger than cL or if σ is small this requirement might not be
H
met. Under our assumptions both firms produce the quantity q ∗ = a−c
and sell at
4b
a+cH
∗
price p = 2 . Individual monopoly profits are given by
C
πH
=

(a − cH )2
8b

and πLC =

 a + c − 2c  a − c 
H
L
H
.
2
4b

(3.41)

C
In our notation in the reduced form, µ is defined by µπH
= πLC and takes the value

µ=

a + cH − 2cL
,
a − cH

(3.42)

which is clearly larger than one. Assume now that one firm unilaterally deviates.
The unilateral deviation profits are given by
D
πH
=

(3a − 3cH )2
64b

and πLD =

(3a + cH − 4cL )2
.
64b

(3.43)

D
In our notation from above, φ is defined by µφπH
= πLD , with µφ given by

 3a + c − 4c 2
H
L
µφ =
3a − 3cH

(3.44)

which can be shown to be larger than µ such that φ > 1 must hold. This justifies
the reduced form described above. Of course, in this example firms would also make
positive profits if they were to compete, which we assumed to be zero above. However,
by a simple transformation, the competition profits can be normalized to zero without
any further loss of information.
24

A similar framework, generalized to an arbitrary number of firms and quadratic cost functions, has
been provided by Rothschild (1999).
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3.B.2

Multilateral deviation profits

For the solution of the model, it is not necessary to make assumptions about the profits
for all possible combinations of multilateral deviations. In addition to the assumption
that deviation profits in case all types of firms deviate correspond to the competitive
profits, we defined the expected profits of a single H-type deviating against all other
H-types complying and all L-types deviating by ψ(σ) and in particular assumed that
the inequality ψ(σ) ≥ σπ D holds. In this section of the appendix, we will show that
this inequality holds under the above specified Cournot model.
Consider first an optimal deviation of all L-types deviating against all H-types
H
complying. From the analysis above, we know that H-types will produce qH = a−c
.
4b
Then, the L-type solves an optimization problem in which it competes against a
H
H-type producing qH = a−c
with probability σ and with probability 1 − σ against a
4b
L-type that faces the same optimization problem. The optimal quantity is then
qL∗ =

H
a − σ a−c
− cL
4
.
b(3 − σ)

(3.45)

Using this we can calculate the optimal deviation of the H-type firm that faces with
H
probability 1 − σ a firm producing qH = a−c
and with probability σ a firm producing
4b
∗
the quantity qL . This leads to an optimal quantity of
H
− (1 − σ)
a − σ a−c
4
D
qH =
2b
which ultimately yields the expected profits

ψ(σ) =

a−

σ

a−cH
2

a−σ

a−cH
4

3−σ

+(1−σ)(a−cL )
3−σ

−cL

− cH

− cH

,

(3.46)

2

.
(3.47)
4b
To make the comparison, we also need to determine the expected profits of an
deviation optimized against an H-type, but where the actual competitor is drawn
from the prior distribution.25 The optimal deviation against a single H-type is (as it
H)
is in Appendix B.1) given by 3(a−c
and the expected profits are
8b
σπ D =

H
+ (1 − σ)(a − cL ) 
3(a − cH )  5(a − cH ) σ a−c
2
−
.
8b
8
3−σ

(3.48)

Given this, it is easy to show that ψ(σ) ≥ σπ D holds in this Cournot model. It
should also be noted that this inequality holds strictly here for all interior values of
σ and with equality only for σ = 1.

25

In this Cournot model these expected profits are naturally not equal to σπ D .
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